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ABSTRACT
Clark Jr., Daniel L. Ph.D. in Engineering Program, Department of Mechanical and Materials En-
gineering, Wright State University, 2019. Non-Deterministic Metamodeling for Multidisciplinary
Design Optimization of Aircraft Systems Under Uncertainty.
To make coupled multi-physics-informed design decisions, multidisciplinary analysis,
design optimization and uncertainty quantification must be present to accurately represent
the full system under investigation. Unfortunately, all of these processes are computation-
ally demanding, requiring a large number of system evaluations with identified uncertain
variables, and iterative system evaluations with respect to the design variables of interest.
Surrogate or metamodels are used to alleviate the computational burden in both these de-
sign exploration activities by trading accuracy with efficiency. The primary objective of
this dissertation is to develop a flexible surrogate modeling technique capable of quantify-
ing the uncertainty of multidisciplinary systems in an iterative and efficient procedure.
In this work, the Non-Deterministic Kriging (NDK) method is derived. This surro-
gate model represents a flexible approach for approximating epistemic and aleatory un-
certainty. To achieve an iterative and efficient computational framework additional tasks
were established: (1) characterize and develop a unified stochastic process incorporating
incomplete and mixed uncertainty data; (2) develop a novel adaptive sampling method that
effectively and efficiently updates the NDK model to enable a global multidisciplinary de-
sign optimization technique under uncertainty; (3) derive analytic sensitivities to achieve
non-deterministic sensitivities with respect to the design variables; (4) propose an efficient
reliability-based design optimization framework for multidisciplinary systems using NDK
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1.1 Motivation: Uncertainty Quantification and Its
Impact on Design
Uncertainty is the randomness surrounding an event and the inability to characterize the
causes of the event precisely. Engineers are accustomed to living with uncertainty, com-
monly incorporating simplifying assumptions to generate analysis models knowing they
will always disagree with the manufactured design. For example, an aircraft wing is com-
monly modeled separately from the fuselage by using cantilevered boundary conditions,
using concentrated masses for the fuel and engines, representing the control surfaces as
part of the skins, neglecting fasteners, etc. It is also necessary to acknowledge variability in
operational conditions, manufacturing processes, material properties, and boundary condi-
tions, which are commonly neglected. Historically, these simplifications and variability in
knowledge were accounted for via safety factors [1, 2]. Safety factors account for the de-
sired ratio of expected strength to expected load. In reality, structural strength is distributed
about the expected value, as is load, conservatism is addressed by designing to 1.5 × the
load or a knockdown factor is applied to strength. Therefore, the ratio can be less than one
(failure) or more likely, to be overly conservative, significantly greater than one.
To address this variability in modern simulations and experiments, probability theory,
1
developed by 17th century mathematicians, Blaise Pascal and Pierre de Fermant is lever-
aged. This theory was formulated to describe the likelihood of winning games of chance.
Thus, the objective of probability theory is to characterize the chance an event occurs and
quantify parameters to describe it mathematically. There have been four centuries of re-
finement by mathematicians and engineers including: Pierre-Simon Laplace, Carl Friedrich
Gauss, and Richard von Mises; however, the overarching objective has remained the same.
Modern professional organizations and national labs such as: the American Society of Me-
chanical Engineers [3], the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics [4], and Los
Alamos [5] acknowledge probability theory as fundamental analysis and its importance to
performing accurate and meaningful analysis.
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers recognizes the quantification of un-
certain parameters or Uncertainty Quantification (UQ), as a fundamental tool to connect
modelers and experimentalists, specifically:
“It is common to perform more than one experiment and produce somewhat
different results. It is the role of UQ to quantify “somewhat” in a meaning-
ful way. Similarly, every computation involves both numerical and physical
parameters that have ranges, and likely distributions, of values. Uncertainty
quantification techniques attempt to quantify the affect of these parameter vari-
ations on the simulation outcomes.” [3].
Thus, UQ allows the modeler and experimentalist to establish the cause of their inevitable
discrepancies to make design changes. More importantly, UQ enables cost effectives design
exploration using a validated simulation.
An accurate representation of probability parameters is critical to apply probability
theory to a model. In the case of computer experiments, UQ is achieved by propagating a
distribution of inputs (provided by the experimentalist or based on historical data) through
analysis tools to achieve a distribution of results. Traditionally, there are typically two
types of uncertainties [6] to consider, intrinsic (aleatory) and extrinsic (epistemic) uncer-
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tainties. While aleatory uncertainty is naturally inherent and irreducible, adding more infor-
mation (high-fidelity physics and more model evaluations) can reduce the epistemic uncer-
tainty. Thus, mitigation of epistemic uncertainty is a priority; however, high-fidelity multi-
disciplinary physics simulations would significantly increase computational costs due to
their iterative nature.
Optimization under uncertainty methods, which are the focus of this dissertation, at-
tempt to return to previously efficient design exploration. Unfortunately, propagating distri-
butions through simulations takes a considerable amount of computational effort resulting
in lag time of UQ in design optimization. However, surrogate-based UQ techniques have
revitalized optimization under uncertainty and are now limited by how the surrogate scales,
otherwise known as the “curse-of-dimensionality” [7]. In this work, a non-deterministic
surrogate model is developed to reduce the number of necessary dimensions to approxi-
mate, thus reducing the required number of samples, effectively delaying the influence of
the “curse-of-dimensionality”.
The remainder of this chapter details integrating UQ within design optimization in
Sec. 1.2. This is followed by reliability-based design optimization techniques using meta-
models to reduce computational cost and maintain accuracy relative to traditional tech-
niques in Sec. 1.3. Section 1.4 details recent advancements in the design of nonlinear
thermoelastic aircraft structures, an area that will benefit from more UQ studies. And con-
tributions of this work are outlined in Sec. 1.5, along with a list of publications in Sec. 1.6.
Finally, this Chapter is concluded with a description of the remaining Chapters.
1.2 Integrating Uncertainty Quantification in Design
Optimization
Design optimization is the process of minimizing or maximizing a response (i.e. weight,
stress, displacement, lift, or drag) with respect to one or several independent design vari-
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ables (i.e. cross-sectional area, slenderness ratio, cord-length, or aspect-ratio). Formally an
optimization problem is formulated [8, 9, 7] in Eq. 1.1. Here, F is either some objective
such as cost or weight that will be minimized, or a maximization objective by minimizing
−F (x), hj are equality constraints (i.e. they must be equal to zero), and gk are inequality
constraints. These are all functions of the associated design variables, x, which have upper
xUB and lower bounds xLB. Equality constraints are typically avoided since they must be
strictly satisfied, limiting the design space.
Minimize: F (x)
Subject to: hj(x) = 0
gk(x) ≤ 0
Design variables: x = [x1, x2, x3, x4, . . . , xn]T
Side bounds: xLB ≤ xi ≤ xUB
Where: i = 1, . . . , n
j = 1, . . . , nh
k = 1, . . . , ng.
(1.1)
The procedure in Fig. 1.1 is used to solve the problem posed in Eq. 1.1. Starting
in the top block, an initial design x0 is selected. Then the objective and constraints are
evaluated at the design (i.e. the analysis tools are called). From here, sensitivity analysis
is conducted to determine dF/dxi, dhj/dxi, and dgk/dxi. These sensitivities are used to
calculate the direction of minimization while maintaining feasibility. Additionally, to sat-
isfy convergence criteria d2/dxidxi is determined (or approximated) in order to check the
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions. Finally, an optimization algorithm is leveraged to
calculate the appropriate step-size to propose a new design. This process is repeated until
convergence.
Gradient-based optimization can become computationally intensive as the design space
increases, when n becomes large. If the analysis software does not supply gradient infor-
mation via the direct or adjoint method; such as current high-fidelity nonlinear analysis
software, finite difference methods are used to approximate the derivatives drastically in-
creasing the cost. This also inhibits the use of such simulations with Multidisciplinary
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Figure 1.1: Gradient-based design optimization process. Standard design optimization
solution procedure. Figure 4.1 from reference [10].
Design Optimization (MDO) where coupled physics is incorporated within the objective,
constraint, or both. Nevertheless, integrating UQ within the “Evaluate Objective and Con-
straints” block allows for the uses of robustness and reliability metric, introducing Opti-
mization Under Uncertainty (OUU).
Optimization under uncertainty [11] techniques include but are not limited to Reliability-
Based Design Optimization [12, 13] (RBDO), robust optimization [14], and distribution
matching techniques [15, 16]. Fundamentally, a robustness formulation creates an objec-
tive or constraint that is ultimately less sensitive (i.e. containing small variation) to changes
in the design. Distribution matching techniques incorporate distance measurements be-
tween a design’s cumulative or probability density function to a desired distribution, while
an RBDO formulation creates designs that have a low probability of failure due to proba-
bilistic variables. Either way, these techniques have become computationally intractable as
the complexity of the modeled physics increases. This is primarily due to the way in which
UQ is implemented within the optimization, resulting in single-, double-, and serial-loop
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procedures.
The double-loop procedure was the first and is the most common OUU solution. This
procedure assesses the uncertainty at every iteration of OUU, resulting in accurate rep-
resentations of the uncertainty at each iteration but results in long computational times,
especially if sampling-based methods are leveraged. Serial-loop procedures were intro-
duced to decrease the computational times by incorporating push-off factors to represent
the uncertainties deterministically. Single-loop approaches directly applied the KKT con-
ditions to linearized representations of uncertainty, resulting in increased efficiency but de-
creased accuracy. Ultimately, all three methods are more expensive than their deterministic
counterpart. In an effort to alleviate the computational burden of OUU, surrogate-based
approaches have been extensively studied.
1.3 Metamodeling for Optimization Under
Uncertainty
Metamodels, or surrogate models, are mathematical functions built with simulation sam-
ples, which are used in place of the actual simulation model. Typically, surrogate models
can be classified into two groups, extrapolation and interpolation techniques. Interpola-
tion methods go through all the sample points and are either inaccurate outside of the data
or unable to create an approximation. Extrapolation methods can go beyond the sample
information and typically contain an error estimator, thus their approximations do not go
through all of the data and usually need an assumed functional form or basis.
In optimization, many consider the polynomial Response Surface Method (RSM)
[17, 18] an extrapolation method, to be the original surrogate model. The response sur-
face method assumes a polynomial basis and solves for its coefficients by minimizing the
Mean Squared Error (MSE), requiring a set of structured samples/system evaluations. Lo-
cal Taylor-series methods have also been used in optimization [19, 20], but unlike RSM,
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the Taylor-series is expanded about a single point to approximate the space. Thus, it is
limited by the order of the expansion. Taylor-series are also the basis of the First- and
Second-Order Reliability Method, FORM [21] and SORM [22, 23, 24] respectively, two
classical reliability methods.
When no prior knowledge is available, but enough samples are, interpolation methods
such as linear, cubic, and Lagrangian interpolations can sufficiently approximate a highly
nonlinear response. However, Radial basis functions [25, 26], and kriging [27, 28], can fit
highly nonlinear function behaviors with less samples by fitting hyperparameters with un-
structured samples. Kriging specifically, uses a random field to fit residuals from a global
regression model to represent the mean response, resulting in a flexible modeling frame-
work, while also providing the MSE, which can be viewed as a lack of confidence in the
interpolation model, accounting for surrogate error.
Interpolation methods are commonly used to apply reliability analysis sampling tech-
niques such as Monte Carlo Simulation [29, 30] (MCS) or importance sampling [31], which
without surrogates can take hundreds of thousands or even millions of physics model eval-
uations to achieve converged statistics. But with an interpolation surrogate such as kriging,
approximating the space, statistics are computed at a small fraction of the cost. However,
this can introduce surrogate error into the UQ process.
Now, in this dissertation and many other’s work, it is assumed that underlying physics
does not contribute to the epistemic uncertainty, i.e. the physics model adequately rep-
resents reality. Therefore, aleatory uncertainty is imposed by the input distributions and
potential numerical noise of the simulation. Epistemic uncertainty is likely from not hav-
ing enough samples to represent the simulation model physics. Again, aleatory uncertainty
is irreducible, but adding more samples and updating the approximation can reduce the
epistemic uncertainty. Therefore, it is important to have a surrogate that provides accurate
error information during the OUU process.
Among the existing methods, kriging presents the most flexible framework for OUU.
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By using MSE as an indicator of model uncertainty, numerous adaptive sampling based
design exploration methods have been proposed including Efficient Global Optimization
(EGO) [28], Efficient Global Reliability Assessment (EGRA) [32], and Value-Based Global
Optimization (VGO) [33]. Efficient global optimization utilizes the expectation of a defined
improvement function to optimize the design subject to feasibility constraints, adaptively
updating a kriging model. Efficient global reliability assessment uses a similar formula-
tion to update a kriging model to best approximate reliability constraints for RBDO in the
probabilistic space. These two techniques were combined by Bichon et al. in 2013 [34]
to perform RBDO and extended by Chaudhuri et al. in 2019 [35] to increase efficiency
including multi-fidelity information when a model hierarchy exists.
Beyond these global approximation techniques kriging has also been leveraged in trust
regions or local-moving surrogates, for both deterministic optimization [36, 37] and RBDO
[38, 39]. In RBDO, specifically, in 2011 Lee et al. [38] developed an efficient double-
loop approach using a dynamic kriging formulation to compute the probability of failure
and calculate stochastic sensitivities to efficiently move the surrogate. In 2017, Moon et
al [39] extended Lee’s methodology incorporating confidence-based model validation to
ensure the formulation results in a conservative design at the target confidence level. These
techniques also result in increased efficiency compared to non surrogate-based methods.
However, if randomness of the data, noise due to convergence, or replications exist within
the space, local or global kriging approximations will fail to fit the underlying response
accurately or at all.
To address the effect of noisy computer simulations, a variety of surrogates are avail-
able. Support vector regression [7] is a non-deterministic extension of radial basis functions
that incorporates a slack variable trading between model complexity and error tolerance.
To filter noise from the data, Regression Kriging (RK) [40, 41] adds a noise parameter to
the hyperparameter optimization. As a result, the sample data is not interpolated, but is ap-
proximated within a constant noise bound. Stochastic Kriging (SK) [42, 43] is formulated
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with aleatory and epistemic uncertainty components, and it is assumed that there is enough
replicated sample information to build a deterministic kriging model for the variance es-
timation, which may provide significantly underestimated or even negative bounds of the
aleatory variance estimations if too few sample are used.
In this research, a new kriging formulation is derived using two stochastic processes,
one aleatory and the other epistemic. This is similar to SK, but the Non-Deterministic Krig-
ing (NDK) methodology does not require replicated data and approximates non-stationary
aleatory variation utilizing a local polynomial regression. The NDK method is formulated
under the assumption that more samples reduce the epistemic uncertainty. Thus, as the
number of samples approaches infinity the NDK uncertainty approaches the aleatory un-
certainty. This behavior becomes the fundamental driving force behind NDK and allows
NDK to be used as a dimension reduction technique.
1.4 Nonlinear Thermoelastic Analysis for Aircraft Panel
Design
Thermoelastic design considerations are commonly addressed with expansion joints in
bridges, building, railways, pipes and ducted air systems but are difficult to address on
aircraft [44]. Prior to the advent of supersonic fight, thermoelastic considerations were
only of major concern in the hot section of turbine engines. However, aerodynamic friction
heated aircraft, such as Lockheed Martin’s SR-71 Black Bird, induce thermal loads across
the entire surface of the aircrafts Outer Mold Line (OML). To address the thermoelastic
loads and allow for expansion of the skin panels, the SR-71 aircraft achieved a sealed OML
at operational temperature resulting in fuel leaks on the ground [45]. Even then, stiffeners
were added to the skins to reduce the resulting thermal stresses, Fig. 1.2(a).
Modern aircraft, such as Northrop-Grumman’s B-2 Spirit (Fig. 1.2(b)), rely on re-
duced infrared, acoustic and radar detectability known as low-observable technology [48]
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(a) Lockheed Martin’s SR-71 Black Bird [46], U.S.
Air Force photo DF-ST-89-06289.
(b) Northrop-Grumman’s B-2 Spirit Stealth
Bomber [47], U.S. Air Force photo by Gary Ell.
Figure 1.2: Aircraft under sustained and repeated thermoelastic loads. Arrows were
added for emphasis.
rather than speed. Despite having a max speed significantly less than the SR-71’s Mach
+3.2, the B-2 was plagued by a short maintenance life of the ducted structure aft of the
embedded engines [49]. This is because operational effectiveness (surviving the mission)
is traded for traditional design intuition.
Recently, these two aircraft have been at the forefront of nonlinear thermoelastic de-
sign examples [50, 51, 52]. In 2014, Deaton and Grandhi [10] investigated a representative
beam-strip model, motivating the transition to stress-based thermoelastic topology opti-
mization of exhaust-washed structures. Neiferd et al. [51] investigated nonlinear thermoe-
lastic effects of a representative flat hypersonic panel in Abaqus, which resulted in unstable
convergence in 2017. In 2019, Lee and Bhatia [52] built on the previous investigations
and established the impact of corrugations on bifurcations of hat-stiffened panels, the re-
sults of which supported Deaton and Grandhi’s, indicating small amount of skin curvature
eliminates instabilities.
Ultimately, the objective of this work is to address design of such structures. Due
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to the incorporation of geometric nonlinearities, sensitivity analysis is difficult and is cur-
rently unsupported in commercial solvers such as Abaqus, Nastran and ANSYS. This ca-
pability is being developed in the open source community under the project name MAST,
Multidisciplinary-design Adaptation and Sensitivity Toolkit [53]. But, MAST is not widely
accepted by aircraft manufactures and developers like the commercial solvers. Therefore,
this dissertation presents methods that are derivative free and capable of performing such
design studies while incorporating uncertainty quantification.
1.5 Contributions of This Research
The contributions of this work include:
1. The derivation and demonstration of Non-Deterministic Kriging (NDK), an original
non-interpolating kriging variant incorporating both aleatory and epistemic uncer-
tainties. This surrogate captures non-stationary variation bounds more efficiently and
is more numerically stable than other kriging formulations. The scalability and lim-
itations of NDK using standard benchmark functions from literature are also shown.
Additionally, NDK has been applied to approximate engine data, becoming an es-
sential tool in effectiveness-based design.
2. The aleatory and epistemic uncertainties of NDK were used to create a novel infill
criteria based on minimizing epistemic uncertainty leaving only aleatory uncertainty.
The NDK infill criteria is compared with methods from literature for both station-
ary and non-stationary variation. This infill criteria results in an accurate mean and
conservative bounds estimations on benchmark functions.
3. Two geometrically nonlinear thermoelastic aircraft panels have been established for
the multi-disciplinary design optimization community and include reliability-based
design optimization statements. One of these two examples has also been introduced
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into the field of multi-fidelity leveraging the linear model as a low-fidelity, increasing
efficiency.
4. Lastly, development and demonstration of a novel reliability-based design optimiza-
tion formulation that utilizes NDK’s error estimation to incorporate dimension reduc-
tion in the random parameter space has been accomplished. This method is shown to
be more computationally efficient than traditional methods, while maintaining accu-
racy similar to existing surrogate-based approaches in a reduced dimensional space.
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1.7 Dissertation Organization
The organization of this dissertation is as follows:
Chapter 2 presents the fundamental concepts of reliability assessment including the
standard normal transformation, analytical and sampling-based approximations, and a brief
description of advanced techniques. These concepts are essential to understanding the
challenges of design optimization under uncertainty, and provide the background for the
methodologies derived within this dissertation.
Chapter 3 explores existing surrogate modeling techniques and the derivation of an
original kriging formulation. The NDK approximation leverages separate aleatory and
epistemic covariance structures, allowing for the assessment of modeling uncertainty and
natural stochasticity of the data. The derivation of NDK also includes analytical sensitiv-
ities with respect to design variables and their validation using forward finite difference.
This is later used to provide analytical sensitivities of probability of failure with respect
to design variables. A thorough investigation of NDK’s cost and accuracy in terms of
dimensionality and functional forms is assessed using the n-dimensional Rosenbrock func-
tion and other mathematical benchmark functions. Additionally, NDK is compared against
other kriging methodologies when subject to changing or non-stationary aleatory uncer-
tainty.
Chapter 4 presents commonly used adaptive infill criteria for kriging methodologies
and presents a novel form of expected improvement. The proposed non-deterministic ex-
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pected improvement is achieved by leveraging the separation of aleatory and epistemic
uncertainties present in NDK. This chapter illustrates the unique ability of NDK to be adap-
tively refined, resulting in a more accurate mean and variation. This infill criteria sets the
stage for a new reliability-based design optimization technique presented in the following
Chapter.
Chapter 5 introduces the fundamental concepts of RBDO while detailing single-,
double-, and serial-loop methods. The proposed NDK centric RBDO formulation is out-
lined and demonstrated using three RBDO test cases from literature. The proposed method
leverages NDK’s mean and variation estimation to reduce the UQ dimensionality by trun-
cating and compounding less contributing dimensions as noise relative to the kriging con-
struction. The approximated spaces are then recombined to approximate the probability of
failure. This reduction of the total to approximation space is repeated until the approxima-
tion convergences, resulting in the optimal reliable solution.
Chapter 6 describes two geometric representations of aircraft panels modeled and an-
alyzed in commercial software. The first is a 2 −D beam strip model using Nastran. The
second is a 3 − D hat-stiffened panel using Abaqus. Both models incorporate geomet-
ric nonlinear behavior and uncertain boundary conditions. The 3−D model also includes
manufacturing uncertainties in the form of stiffness curvature uncertainty. Reliability-based
design optimization problems are established for both models and parametric studies are
presented.
Chapter 7 presents the results of applying the GAUSsian Surrogate Dimension Re-
duction Method (GAUSS-DRM) RBDO technique to the nonlinear thermoelastic panel
problems, representing a combination of Chapters 3, 5, and 6. The Nastran example is
investigated using the aggregated GAUSS-DRM formulation, creating a two-dimensional
approximation. The Abaqus example uses the decoupled formulation, and is validated us-
ing MCS constructed on a deterministic kriging approximation built around the RBDO
optimum design.
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Chapter 8 concludes this dissertation with a summary of this work and suggestions
for future work. Preliminary results are also presented incorporating gradient enhance-
ments within the non-deterministic kriging framework. This chapter is followed by the
Bibliography and two appendices that contain the code to analyze the Nastran and Abaqus
simulations presented in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
Fundamentals of Reliability Assessment
2.1 Introduction
This Chapter presents a review of the fundamental concepts of probabilistic approaches
for reliability assessment, which are essential to understanding the complexities involved
in solving an optimization under uncertainty problems. Non-probabilistic approaches such
as evidence theory [54], fuzzy set theory [55] and so on, may also be used to solve the
reliability problem, but are not included in the scope of this dissertation.
This Chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 provides the necessary theoretical
background to define reliability mathematically. Section 2.3 discusses the transformations
to move from a non-normal design space to a standard normal probabilistic space and the
computational benefits associated with the transformation. Then analytical approximation
techniques described by Taylor series are discussed in the context of classical forward and
inverse reliability formulations, Sec. 2.4. Sampling methods and advanced techniques
are discussed in Sections 2.5 and 2.6 respectively. Finally, Section 2.7 provides a brief
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Figure 2.1: Limit-state surface for reliability analysis.
2.2 Mathematical Representation of Reliability Analysis
To classify the reliability, or the belief the system will meet its designed function over a
specified distribution of conditions and/or time, a limit-state function is defined. Similar to
an optimization constraint, a limit-state function characterizes the current status of a given
system as “safe” or “failed” as Eq. 2.1.
g(x) > 0, xi ε Safe Region
g(x) = 0, xi ε Failure Surface
g(x) < 0, xi ε Failure Region
(2.1)
Where x = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} is a vector of probabilistic variables. By defining g(x) as
Eq. 2.2, with R(x) as the system resistance or strength, and S(x) as the system load, the
conditions of Eq. 2.1 are easily met. The system resistance defines the acceptable load that
can be endured, while the system load is a function of implicit or explicit design parameters
collected from observations. Therefore, if the system resistance is less than the acceptable
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load, the system has failed.
g(x) = R(x)− S(x) (2.2)
By assuming the resistance and load are independent random variables with Probability
Density Functions (PDFs), fR(x) and fS(x), a notional limit-state surface is illustrated in
Fig. 2.1.
To determine the reliability of the system depicted in Fig. 2.1, the joint PDF between
resistance and load must be integrated over the failure domain to determine the probability
of failure, Eq. 2.3. This multi-dimensional integral is often impossible to directly evaluate
in practical engineering applications due to a nonlinear g(x) and/or a non-Gaussian fx(x).






To address the nonlinearity of g(x), approximations of the limit-state function are
made using Taylor-series expansion, first- and second-order reliability assessment, or using
sampling methods that query the limit-state function hundreds of thousands of times. The
complications associated with non-Gaussian PDFs are addressed by transforming the x-
space into the u-space, an independent standard normal space.
2.3 Standard Normal Space Transformation
First, the characteristics of standard normal distribution are discussed. Unlike many other
distributions, the standard normal cumulative and probability density functions, CDF and
PDF respectively, have closed form and continuous solutions making them easier to work
with. The standard normal PDF is a special case of the Gaussian distribution when µ = 0












The standard normal CDF is found by integrating the PDF from negative infinity to the






















Now, if x is assumed to represent an n-dimension vector of random parameters that con-
tribute to a joint CDF, Fx(x), the transformation, T , from the x-space to u-space is de-









−1 [Fxn (xn|x1, x2, . . . xn−1)]
(2.6)
Where each subsequent transformation is based on the conditional CDFFxi (xi|x1, x2, . . . xi−1)
given by
Fxi (xi|x1, x2, . . . xi−1) =
∫ xi
−∞ fx1x2...xi (x1, x2, . . . , xi−1, ξ) dξ
fx1x2...xi−1 (x1, x2, . . . , xi−1)
(2.7)














xn [Φ (un|x1, x2, . . . xn−1)]
(2.8)
This looks computationally demanding/difficult to compute, however, if components of x
are independent, i.e. the joint PDF is given as Eq. 2.9, where fxi(xi) are the marginal
PDFs.




This assumption makes the transformations to and from the u-space, Eq. 2.10 and
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2.11 respectively, straightforward, where Fxi are the input marginal CDFs.
ui = Φ





2.4 Analytical Approximation Methods
Since the multi-dimensional integral of Eq. 2.3 is computationally demanding, analytical
approximation methods were formulated, using truncated Taylor series expansions. The
Taylor series expansion of a general limit-state function g(x1, x2, . . . , xn) at the design
g(x∗1, x
∗
2, . . . , x
∗
n) is

















j=1(xi − x∗i )(xj − x∗j)
∂2g
∂Xi∂Xj
+ . . .
(2.12)
where the derivatives are evaluated at the design (x∗1, x
∗
2, . . . , x
∗
n). Equation 2.12 is written
with generic inputs x1, x2, . . . , xn, so the notation and variables depend on the space being
considered. It should also be noted, Eq. 2.12 continues to infinity and can be used to exactly
replicate the limit-state. However, Hessian information is already computationally difficult
to extract from solvers. Therefore, only first- and second-order Taylor series expansions
are discussed.
To ensure the accuracy of the analytical approximations, the expansions are made
about the closest point on the limit-state surface to the origin in the u-space. This ex-
pansion point is referred to as the MPP, Most Probable Point. There are two fundamental
methods to generate an analytical approximation optimization problem. The Performance
Measure Approach [13] (PMA) is an inverse reliability assessment technique, i.e. the target
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reliability is an equality constraint as:
Minimize g(u)
Subject to ||u|| = βt
(2.13)
where βt is the selected target reliability. The solution to Eq. 2.13 will result in the MPP
by constraining the distance in u-space to the target reliability. The final solution, u∗ is the
MPP point. Rather than finding a point at a specific distance, the reliability index approach
[12] finds the MPP by ensuring the constraint is active as:
Minimize ||u||
Subject to g(u) = 0
(2.14)
Both formulations are valid when determining the MPP and can be coupled with both the
first- and second-order reliability methods.
2.4.1 First-Order Reliability Method (FORM)
As the name indicates FORM creates a first-order Taylor series expansion where inputs and
outputs are expressed as mean and standard deviation, and higher statistical moments are
ignored. Assuming the variables are statistically independent the expansion is made about
the mean, specifically in the standard normal-space mean. The standard normal limit-state
boundary is defined as
ĝ (u) = g({σx1u1 + µx1 , σx2u2 + µx2 , . . . , σxnun + µxn}) = 0 (2.15)
Performing the Taylor series expansion results in Eq. 2.16.














Thus the mean value and variation of the approximate limit-state function ĝ (u) is given in
Eqs. 2.17 and 2.18.
µĝ ≈ E [ĝ (u)] = ĝ (u) (2.17)
σĝ ≈















From here the safety or reliability index β is calculated as Eq. 2.19. The reliability index is
also called the Hasofer and Lind (HL) safety-index, βHL. This is the shortest distance from





With the reliability index defined, the FORM probability of failure is calculated as Eq.
2.20. The failure probability is found by evaluating the standard normal CDF at negative
βHL.
P FORMf = Φ (−βHL) (2.20)
The first-order reliability method is easy to implement and computationally efficient.
However, if the limit-state function is nonlinear FORM will not be able to accurately assess
the probability of failure, Fig. 2.2. Here, FORM correctly identifies the MPP point on the
limit-state function, but the first-order approximation fails to capture the true functional
form. This indicates that FORM will result in a conservative approximation, but an estimate












Figure 2.2: FORM limit-state approximation in orthogonal space.
2.4.2 Second-Order Reliability Method (SORM)
The second-order reliability method also utilizes the MPP point obtained from Eq. 2.14
to calculate the failure probability. SORM leverages the quadratic or second-order Taylor
series expansion of the limit-state in u-space and then a rotational transformation from u to
y-space is conducted. The probability of failure is obtained as:





where kj are the curvature of the response surface at the MPP [22, 23, 24].
When compared to the limit-state estimation of FORM, Fig. 2.2, the SORM approx-
imation is a drastic improvement, Fig. 2.3. However, second-order sensitivity information
is not always available, but it can be approximated with methods such as Broyden-Fletcher-
Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) [56]. By using the previous iteration’s first derivative informa-
tion of an approximate Hessian can be extracted. Even with the added approximation of
curvature, SORM can underestimate the probability of failure so long as the limit-state is
sufficiently nonlinear. Sampling-based methods overcome this limitation but trade accu-
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Figure 2.3: SORM limit-state approximation in orthogonal space.
2.5 Sampling-Based Methods
Rather than accepting the epistemic error of the truncated Taylor series approximations
of the limit-state function, sampling techniques query the limit-state directly. The Monte
Carlo Simulation (MCS) method [57] (with the appropriately chosen sample size) is com-
monly referred to as the “truth” when evaluating the reliability of complex systems or vali-
dating new methodologies. First, an indicator function is established to sort the evaluations
to ones and zeros as
I[◦] =
1 if I[◦] is true0 if I[◦] is false
 (2.22)





I [g(x) ≤ 0] fx(x)dx (2.23)
By assuming the joint PDF is actually the multiplication of the marginal PDFs, i.e. the
distributions are independent as Eq. 2.9, the approximate Pf is given as Eq. 2.24. Rather
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than a multidimensional integration, N randomly distributed points are selected and the







I [g(x) ≤ 0] (2.24)
Equation 2.24 is commonly referred to as crude Monte Carlo estimator of failure probabil-
ity, µPf . The variance of which is calculated as













One of the primary drawbacks of the MCS estimator is the rate of convergence of the
variation estimator, 1/N or 1/
√
N for standard deviation. Importance sampling or LHS can
be used to decrease the computational cost of MCS by sampling at regions of higher interest
or in a more stratified manner, respectively. Sometimes called MCS variance reduction
methods, since they increase the rate of convergence. However, if the system model is
quick to evaluate, the large number of samples necessary to achieve a converged MCS
approximation is close to exact. Additionally, it is possible to obtain derivative information
using MCS by implementing stochastic sensitivity analysis [58].
2.6 Advanced Techniques
Advanced methods such as dimension reduction techniques, Surrogate-Based Approaches
(SBA), and Multi-Fidelity (MF) methods seek to strike a balance between the computa-
tional efficiency of FORM and the numerical accuracy of MCS. These methods achieve
this balance by reducing the number of variables, approximating the design and/or proba-
bilistic space, and by correcting a more efficient and correlated low-fidelity model.
Dimension Reduction Methods (DRMs) specifically are used to decrease the cost
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of reliability assessment by reducing the dimensionality of the space in which the multi-
dimensional integration takes place. Univariate DRM proposed by Rahman and Xu [59],
effectively decomposes the multi-dimensional integration into N one-dimensional integra-
tions, resulting in the individual integrations being weighted and recombined to approxi-
mate the reliability. Additional variates, bivariate, trivariate, etc., can be incorporated to
increase the accuracy of the univariate estimation [60, 61]. Bae et al. showed that the sen-
sitivity of the total uncertainty relative to additional bivariate space could be quantified and
used to adaptively assess statistical movements [62]. Proper orthogonal decomposition, an-
other dimension reduction technique, seeks to create a reduced order model that accounts
for a specified amount of variability of the total space [63]. All of these methods reduce
cost by making approximations. So long as the assumptions are valid, the resulting errors
are acceptably small and enable the analysis of complicated systems.
Without applying DRM methods, high-fidelity models, which are typically more accu-
rate with long run times, can inhibit reliability analysis. Low-fidelity models are quick and
therefore more conducive to practical reliability assessment but are typically less accurate.
The objective of MF techniques is to balance the accuracy of high-fidelity models with the
speed of low-fidelity models [64]. This is normally achieved by arranging computational
models into a hierarchy based on either physics, mesh refinement, and/or dimensionality.
These methods extend a wide range of techniques including modifying traditional formula-
tions such as Multi-Fidelity Monte Carlo (MFMC) [65, 66], and Multi-Fidelity Importance
Sampling (MFIS) [67], or surrogate models with embedded correlations among different
samples, co-kriging [68]. However, all MF methods rely on a sufficient correlation be-
tween models. When this condition does not hold, the low-fidelity does not provide useful
information, in this case one must rely on the expensive high-fidelity model.
Surrogate models, which will be discussed in detail in the following Chapter, are used
to make approximations of the probabilistic space from a small number of model evalua-
tions. Similar to how Taylor-series are used in FORM and SORM, MCS can be conducted
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on surrogates going from 100’s of thousands of evaluations to 10’s. Infill/surrogate refine-
ment strategies have also been derived to ensure the samples used to construct the approx-
imation are optimally placed in the probabilistic space [32]. Surrogates are also used to
create enhanced versions of existing methods such as enriched PMA which leverages local
kriging models [69]. Of course, these methods are not without drawbacks, like FORM and
SORM, surrogates can introduce error in the estimation of reliability.
2.7 Chapter Summary
In this Chapter, the fundamental probabilistic reliability assessment techniques were pre-
sented along with a handful of advanced techniques. Ultimately, there are almost limit-
less methods to assess the approximate uncertainty present in computational models, each
with pros and cons depending on application purposes. For example, FORM’s first-order
approximation is computationally efficient but results in conservative reliability estimates
when the constraint is nonlinear, while MCS provides an accurate reliability assessment
at the cost of hundreds of thousands of system evaluations representing a major computa-
tional burden. Advanced methods, such as dimension reduction and multi-fidelity seek to
strike a balance between the MCS and FORM by accepting a margin of error in the form
of reduced order modeling and lower accuracy models respectively. Additionally, global or
local approximations of the entire system in both the design and probabilistic space can be





Traditionally, surrogates are used to reduce overall cost by approximating the system re-
sponse of interest with a limited number of system evaluations, or samples. This is espe-
cially useful for leveraging high-fidelity physics-based models in the early stages of design
development rather than low-fidelity or empirical models that may have lower accuracy
and high uncertainty. However, many surrogate modeling techniques are unable to be
adaptively and accurately refined, then used to assess the uncertainty of the system. To
enable accurate prediction of the system uncertainty, the surrogate must have as little un-
certainty as possible. To do this, methods need to be unrestricted by an assumed basis
function, structured samples or numerical noise. In this Chapter, the Non-Deterministic
Kriging (NDK) methodology is derived and demonstrated to address such a need. But first,
the current state-of-the-art surrogate modeling techniques are presented in detail to provide
the necessary background for the derivation of the proposed NDK.
In all of the methods presented in this Chapter, the space is characterized by infor-
mation collected at sample locations. Therefore, the multivariate input data matrix S and
output vector Y are considered.
S = [s1, s2, . . . , sNs ] , si ε R
Nd (3.1)
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Y = [y1, y2, . . . , yNs ] , yi ε R
1 (3.2)
Here, Nd and Ns are the design space dimension and the number of samples respectively.
An estimated quantity will be indicated by a hat, such as ŷ, and inputs to an approximation
are always x. The first methods presented in detail are two linear regression techniques,
multiple linear regression and general linear regression.
3.2 Existing Metamodels
In many engineering systems, two or more quantities are inherently connected via a phys-
ical process whether it is governed by single or coupled physics. The investigation of
existing functional relationships between theses quantities is the fundamental idea behind
regression analysis. Linear regression models are characterized by the way in which the
system is parameterized, i.e., if any of the partial derivatives of y with respect to any of the
estimated coefficients is independent of the parameters, it is linear; otherwise nonlinear.
The statistical derivation can be achieved via method of moments, maximum likelihood
estimation, or principal of least squares [70]. Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) is
later used in the derivation of unknown statistical quantities in kriging. In this section, the
principle of least squares is used to derive multiple linear regression and the equations of a
generalized linear model are discussed.
3.2.1 Multiple Linear Regression via Least Squares
To fit a multiple linear regression model, the system is first idealized as
y(x) = β0 + β1f1(x) + ...+ βkfk(x) + ε (3.3)
where βi, i = 0, 1, 2, ..., k, are the regression coefficients, fi is the ith assumed basis of the
function, and ε is the model error. Typical basis functions are combinations of the inputs,
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such as f1 = x1, f2 = x2, fk = xNd in the case of an ordinary linear model, or a polynomial
basis where k > Nd are fNd+1 = x21 and associated cross terms as i increases beyond Nd.
The error term of Eq. 3.3 represents deviations or residuals of the data about the assumed
function. These deviations are assumed to be normally distributed with a zero mean and
variance σ2ε . Since normality is such a strong assumption, the residuals are used to assess
the quality of the model. Equation 3.3 is often written in matrix notation as
Y = fβ + ε (3.4)
To make use of Eq. 3.4, the coefficient vector β is derived. The objective is to find the






T ε = (Y − Fβ)T (Y − Fβ)
= YTY + βTFTFβ − 2βTFY
(3.5)
Where F is the same assumed basis as f , only evaluated at the sample locations. Equation
3.5 is a real, convex and differentiable function. Therefore, the minimum is determined
by differentiating twice with respect to β and checking the KKT conditions. The first
derivative and the estimation, β̂ is shown in Equation 3.6 by setting the derivative equal to
zero and solving for β.
ds
dβ







The second derivative of Eq. 3.5 is Eq. 3.7, which is always non-negative definite,












The resulting fit is statically the estimated mean system response with the assumed basis
and associated residuals. This means the second statistical moment, or the variation of
the system is also assessable through the residuals, i.e., E(ε2j) = σ
2. Thus, V ar(εj) =









As previously mentioned, a linear multiple least-squares model does not mean the
basis is linear. High-order polynomials can be utilized to closely fit sets of data, however,
this runs the risk of over-fitting the response creating local fluctuations. When utilized in a
gradient optimization technique, there is the potential to become stuck at a local optimum.
The significance of a regression model can be accessed through the uses of ANalysis of
VAriance (ANOVA). ANOVA utilizes the residuals as well as other statistical means to
assess the lack of fit and confidence of the predicted response. When assessed iteratively,
the model can be reduced based on the significance of the coefficients.
3.2.2 Generalized Least Squares (GLM)
The logical extension of multiple linear regression is generalized least squares, or when
data is given a weight or importance. The GLM coefficient and associated predictor equa-









Here, Ω is the weight of individual data points. The variation of a GLM, Eq. 3.11 is
calculated almost identical to the least squares estimator in the previous section. The only
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3.2.3 Deterministic Kriging (DK)
Kriging formulations leverage a linear regression basis function with a stochastic process
that fits the residuals, resulting in higher-order fits than the initial basis. This provides
a flexible framework with numerous variations based on the application of the surrogate
as indicated in Chapter 1. In this section the derivation of original or deterministic kriging
(kriging that interpolates) is presented followed by other more specialized versions. Despite
being called “deterministic”, this method produces a form of modeling uncertainty that
indicates the accuracy of the prediction with the current sample information.
Deterministic kriging (DK) is characterized by the same information collected at sam-
ple locations as the linear regression techniques, Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2. With deterministic
data, kriging is formulated as a combination of the global trend, m(x) and realization of a
stochastic process z(x) in Eq. 3.12.
y(x) = m(x) + z(x) (3.12)
The stochastic process, z(x), fits the residuals of the global trend under the assumption
they have a mean of zero and covariance structure defined as:
COV [z(si), z(sj)] = σ
2R(S, θ) (3.13)
where σ2 is the process variation, R is the correlation among samples, and θ is a vector
of statistical parameters of R. Now, to find a closed form solution to Eq. 3.12 a linear
predictor given a set of samples is considered in Eq. 3.14. Here, c = c(x) εRNs , which can
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be viewed as a transformation of sample responses to obtain a predictor.
ŷ(x) = cT (x)Y (3.14)
Since the stochastic process consists of an assumed covariance structure, the mean
squared error (MSE) or variation of the response can be approximated as the second expec-





















This results in three separate terms where, Z is the approximated stochastic process and z is
the true process. The first term of Eq. 3.15 represents the variance of the true function, the
second is the covaraince between the truth and the approximation, and third is the variance
of the approximated function. Taking the expectation of the three terms, the intermediate
MSE calculation is
σ̂2(x) = σ2 − 2σ2cT r + cTσ2Rc (3.16)
where r is the correlation between the approximation and the observed value.
To find the linear transformation, c(x), a minimization problem is established with
an unbiasedness constraint, FTc − f = 0. The resulting Lagrange function with slack
variable λ, to enforce the constraint, is shown in Eq. 3.17. In order to find c and λ the first
derivatives of Eq. 3.17 are taken with respect to c and λ, and set equal to zero, Eq. 3.18
and 3.19 respectively.
L(c, λ) = σ2
(













= −F T c+ f = 0 (3.19)
The resulting system of equations can be written as Eq. 3.20 where λ̃ = −λ/(2σ2).


























F TR−1r − f
)) (3.22)
By substituting c into Eqs. 3.14 and 3.16 the estimated mean and variation are shown to
be:















where u(x) = FTR−1r(x) − f(x) and the generalized regression coefficient is Eq. 3.25,
which is the same as Eq. 3.10, except the weighting matrix is R. The variation of the global

















From this point, the correlation function must be selected from Table 3.1, and the
associated hyper-parameters must be solved for. Where dk = si,k − sj,k is the difference
of samples points in the kth dimensional direction. In this work the Gaussian correlation is





k=1 exp (−θk|s1,k − s1,k|2) · · ·
∏Nd
k=1 exp (−θk|s1,k − sn,k|2)
... . . .
...∏Nd
k=1 exp (−θk|sn,k − s1,k|2) · · ·
∏Nd
k=1 exp (−θk|sn,k − sn,k|2)
 (3.27)
Table 3.1: Correlation Functions
Name R (θ, dk) Parameter Limits
Exponential exp(−θ|dk|) –
Gaussian exp(−θjd2k)
Linear max(0, 1− θjd2k)
Spherical 1− 1.5ξj + 0.5ξ3j ξj = min(1, θj|dk|)
Cubic 1− 3ξ2j + 2ξ3j ξj = min(1, θj|dk|)
Spline Ξ(ξj) =

1− 15ξ2j + 30ξ3j for 0 ≤ ξj ≤ 0.2
1.25(1− ξj)3 for 0.2 < ξj ≤ 1
0 for ξj ≥ 1
 ξj = θj|dk|
From Table 3.1 there is an inverse relationship between θ and the correlation length for
the Gaussian correlation function, i.e. as θ becomes smaller the correlation length becomes
larger.
To estimate the hyperparameters MLE is used. The likelihood functions is shown in
Eq. 3.28. Since σ2 and the mean, Fβ̂ is already known, the likelihood equation is only a
function of θ. To make the computation more manageable, the natural log is taken and the


























The other option is an equivalent minimization problem, with the constant terms removed,
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Eq. 3.30, the “concentrated likelihood function”.










































(c) Total response with MSE
Figure 3.1: Deterministic kriging response decomposition.
With Eqs. 3.23, 3.24 and 3.30 defined the DK model can be utilized to fit data, Fig.
3.1 presents a decomposition of the DK prediction while fitting the six data points. In
this example a second-order polynomial regression is used, indicated by the curve in Fig.
3.1(a). The resulting residuals, (magenta line connected to the samples) are fitted assuming
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a Gaussian correlation function, Fig. 3.1(b). The process of fitting the residuals is refered
to as a stochastic process in the legend. The total of the two curves represents the mean
kriging response, Eq. 3.23, and the ±3σ confidence bounds are calculated using the MSE,
Eq. 3.24 shown in Fig. 3.1(c). As previously indicated, the MSE of DK is zero at the
sample points, indicated by the ±3σ bounds going to zero at sample locations.
As indicated by the illustration above, DK provides an interpolation of the data. How-
ever, if noise is present in the data interpolating the response can result in large fluctuations
of the estimation at neighboring points. To address this Regression Kriging was formulated.
3.2.4 Regression Kriging (RK)
Forrester et al. [40] developed Regression Kriging to approximate the response of a noisy
function, specifically “noisy” computer experiments. The specific applications of Forrester
et al’s investigation included deterministic computational fluid dynamic simulations that
contained either, “1) discretization error, 2) incomplete convergence, 3) inaccurate applica-
tion of boundary conditions.” RK offers the flexibility of Kriging within a non-interpolation
scheme, following Tikhonov regularization[71]. This is achieved by adding a regularization
constant λ to the diagonals of the correlation matrix R in Eq. 3.27. The new correlation
matrix is referred to as
Rreg = R + λI, (3.31)
where λ biases the response estimation, causing the z(x) term in Eq. 3.12 to result in
deviations from the mean of the residuals. The addition of λ adds computational expense to
the model building process. The regularization constant is solved for during the MLE of the
θ parameters, thus resulting inNd + 1 hyper-parameters, Eq. 3.32. Even with this additional
expense RK is only attempting to filter out the mean response from the noise. Thus, the
MSE represents an estimate of the noise but not a statistical representation of variation.
After optimizing the Nd + 1 hyper-parameters the mean and variance are calculated using
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Eqs. 3.23 and 3.24, replacing R with Rreg.







3.2.5 Stochastic Kriging (SK)
Stochastic Kriging was developed by Ankenman et al. [42] in operations research to pro-
vide a flexible surrogate for discrete-event simulation. Unlike RK, SK was derived with
two underlying stochastic processes, m and ε, Eq. 3.33. Where β̂0 is the mean response
and m is a stationary Gaussian random field found in kriging (epistemic uncertainty). The
other term, εj is the aleatory uncertainty at each sample location, j = 1, .., Ns, that is In-
dependently Identically Distributed (IID) with mean zero and a unique variation at each
location.
ŷsk(x) = β̂0 +m(x) + εj(x) (3.33)
In order to estimate εj(x), replicates (Nr) are taken at each j location. That is, if Ns
= 10, and the number of replicates Nr = 20, the system is sampled 200 times. Therefore,
instead of Y representing the estimated response, the average of the Nr samples is used at
each design, Ȳj and each point has its own variation σ̄2j . The SK mean estimator is shown
in Eq. 3.34.
ŷsk(x) = β̂0 + τ̂
2r(x)T
[





Here, r and R are the typical correlation matrices of DK applied at the Ns locations, τ̂ 2 is
an additional hyperparameter estimated alongside θ via MLE, and Σ̂ε is a diagonal matrix
that contains the estimate of σ̂2(x) populated by a DK model built on the σ̄2j samples under
the constraint of allowing only positive variance.
The SK MSE is estimated as Eq. 3.35, where δ = 1− 1TNs
[
τ̂ 2R + Σ̂ε
]−1
r(x)τ̂ 2 and
1Ns is a column vector of ones.
σ̂2sk(x) = τ̂
2 − τ̂ 4rT (x)
[
τ̂ 2R + Σ̂ε
]−1










There are two practical challenges to adapt SK to problems found in the engineering
community. First, aleatory uncertainty is measured independently at every sample design
point assuming a sufficient number of replications are available. This results in tens of
replications at hundreds or thousands of design points, generating an infeasible task when
samples are collected from either physical experiments or computational simulations. Sec-
ond, when there are not enough replications, the aleatory variances estimated at each data
location will have inconsistent uncertainties. This means the variance estimations should
be handled as another stochastic or epistemic uncertainty quantification problem. How-
ever, SK uses a deterministic ordinary kriging model for the variance estimation, which
may provide significantly underestimated or even negative bounds on the aleatory variance
estimations. Consequently, the predicted MSE from SK could be unreliable, especially
with a small sample size.
3.3 Proposed Non-Deterministic Kriging (NDK)
To more accurately represent the MSE bounds for practical engineering applications, non-
deterministic kriging is proposed. In this method, epistemic and aleatory uncertainties are
modeled by individual covariance structures to represent modeling uncertainties and natural
stochasticity in the data respectively. The NDK formulation provides a flexible surrogate
to consider mixed types of stochastic data from multiple information sources.
3.3.1 Derivation of Estimated Mean and Variance
Using the deterministic kriging derivation as a template, aleatory uncertainty is added into
the stochastic process similar to Eq. 3.12 as
ŷnd(x) = m(x) + zE(x) + zA(x). (3.36)
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Here, m(x) is the NDK global trend, zE(x) is the epistemic modeling uncertainty, and




Where, c = c(x) ε RNs , which can be viewed as a transformation of sample responses to








cT (ZE + ZA)− (zE + zA)
)2]
. (3.38)
By assuming there is no correlation between zE , and zA, i.e. the models lack of informa-














































cTVAc− 2cTvE + σ̂2A
)
. (3.40)
Where σ̂2E and σ̂
2
A are the epistemic and aleatory variances, RE and rE are the correlation
matrix and vector of epistemic modeling uncertainty as defined in Eq. 3.27, and VA and vA
are the aleatory covariance matrix and vector. The first parenthesized term to the right of
the equal sign is the same as the deterministic kriging MSE, while the second parenthesized
term shows the contribution of the aleatory uncertainty to the total MSE.
To find c, the Lagrange function is defined for minimizing MSE with the unbiasedness
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constraint, FTc− f , of the predictor, Eq. 3.41.
L(c, λ) = σ̂2E
(











By solving the minimization of the Lagrange function with the first order necessary condi-
tion for optimality, the prediction is obtained as
ŷnd(x) = f




















, which is constant for every x, Vnd = σ2ERE + VA, and vnd = σ
2
ErE +
vA. In comparison to the deterministic predictor in Eq. 3.23, the non-deterministic pre-
dictor has a similar form, but with expanded covariance terms of Vnd and vnd. As a total













where u(x) = FTV−1v(x) − f(x). Again, the three terms of the non-deterministic MSE
are comparable with the terms of the deterministic MSE, Eq. 3.24. The non-deterministic
MSE has both epistemic and aleatory uncertainties in each term, which will result in an
inflated MSE. In practice, aleatory uncertainty, zA is assumed to be independent across the
different design points, which is valid in engineering design studies since there is generally
no correlation of randomness among different conceptual designs. Even in a case where
correlated randomness exists, the local polynomial regression process of assessing aleatory
uncertainty can capture the approximate correlation.
With independent aleatory uncertainty, VA becomes a diagonal variance matrix and
vA vanishes from the NDK predictors in Eqs. 3.42 and 3.43. To complete the NDK predic-
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tor, the model parameters σ2E , θ in RE , and aleatory variances must be solved. In the NDK
framework, the aleatory variances are estimated through a local regression kernel process.
Then, the other parameters of epistemic modeling uncertainty are fitted as a stationary
Gaussian random field using MLE.
Epistemic Uncertainty Maximum Likelihood Estimation
Assuming aleatory variance information was provided or estimated using the LPR in the
Section following this, the aleatory variance terms like VA and σ̂2A are fixed. The other
model parameters related to epistemic modeling uncertainty such as θ and σ2E are deter-
mined by the likelihood maximization. With a given choice of θ and σ2E , the log-likelihood


















Where Yβ̂ = Y − Fβ̂nd, and β̂nd is also a function of θ and σ2E . It was possible in a
deterministic conventional kriging [28] to reduce the optimization problem into multiple
one-dimensional problems for individual θi, i = 1, . . . , Nd. However, in NDK due to
the non-proportional scale of σ2E in the likelihood function, the maximization needs to be
performed across all model parameters simultaneously.
Aleatory Uncertainty via Local Polynomial Regression
Rather than a constant white noise, it is assumed that aleatory variance can have varying
magnitudes across different data locations. For instance, the randomness in fatigue strength
usually becomes large, as the amplitude of cyclic load reduces. Therefore, to address the
practical difficulties in the aleatory variance estimation, the Local Polynomial Regression
(LPR) [72] is employed. This is a GLM where the weighting function is centered about the
estimation site. The general regression model of LPR is given as
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yl(x) = fl(x)
Tβl + el(x) (3.45)
where the subscript l denotes the quantities associated with the lth local neighborhood, fl is
a design vector with the selected polynomial basis function, βl is a vector of the regression
coefficients, and el(x) is uncorrelated random errors or deviations from measurements.
Generally, as smoothing parameters of local regression, LPR selects the order of polyno-
mial basis functions and the size of the local neighborhood (kl). The data samples are
weighted via a given kernel function within kl. To fit the model, the coefficients βl are










where Fl is a design matrix with the selected polynomial basis functions, Yl is a vector
of the responses of the data samples, and Wl is a diagonal matrix of weights or degree
of membership to the local neighborhood. Any kernel function for the local membership
can be used, such as triangular, quadratic or sigmoid. In this dissertation, the Gaussian
function that givens full membership, i.e. 1 at the center of the kl range and a very small
membership value at both kl bounds. The Gaussian weight matrix is given in Eq. 3.47 and
the Gaussian Kernel function is presented in Eq. 3.48.
Wl(x; S) =

w1 0 0 . . . 0
0 w2 0 . . . 0
0 0 w3 . . . 0
...
...
... . . .
...















where c = 1/
√
2π, so the center of the kernel results in a membership weight of 1. The
membership function reduces the effect of distant points relative to the current estimation
site, Fig. 3.2. By using an appropriate kl the local approximation estimates the response at
the diamond point. This function is swept through the entire design space to create a global
approximation.



























Figure 3.2: Local polynomial regression variation estimation.
As a smoothness parameter, the size of kl can be a user-defined constant, function of
x, or an optimized parameter with respect to the goal of the NDK modeling. The aleatory
variance is estimated as a weighted mean square error within the local neighborhood, the









, Nl is the number of samples in the local neighborhood, and p is
the number of regression parameters to fit. This LPR variance estimation is performed for
each sample point and the variance is used in Eqs 3.36 and 3.43, resulting in the diagonal
matrix V2A.
In this dissertation, the LPR basis, F and f , and the NDK basis is always the same
polynomial function. With the aleatory uncertainty characterized at each sample location,
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the weighted polynomial regression is used to approximate the aleatory uncertainty every-









Where [V2A] is a column vector extracted from the diagonal matrix. Depending on the data,
kl can be implemented in many different ways, based on the amount of data or expected
function behaviors. In this Chapter, kl is defined as a constant, Eq. 3.51. Where m is the






Similar to DK, the NDK decomposition is accomplished separating the global trend and the
stochastic process, Fig. 3.3. The global trend is again a second-order polynomial that would
fail to capture the nonlinear mean, Fig. 3.3(a). Rather than fitting the regressions residuals
exactly, the stochastic process acts as almost a local average of the residuals indicated by
the red line going through the tips of the residual bars, Fig. 3.3(b).
The combination of the two processes almost exactly matches the true mean response
of Fig. 3.3(c) indicated by the blue and black solid lines respectively. More impressively,
the NDK ±3σ bounds approaching the true bounds almost exactly, slightly departing from
truth around the edges of the design space. This departure is likely due to fewer points
being samples at the edges resulting in suboptimal estimations.
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(c) Total Response With MSE
Figure 3.3: Non-deterministic kriging response decomposition.
3.3.2 Derivation and Validation of Analytical Sensitivities
Whether NDK is utilized with an assumed or approximated aleatory uncertainty, analytical
sensitivities of both the mean and variance are available. Using a simple chain rule, the


















The first term of Eq. 3.52 is zero since x does not explicitly show up in the mean predic-
tion. The other two terms are straightforward to derive so long as f and v are differentiable.
Since, the polynomial regression and Gaussian correlation are both differentiable, the sen-










Similarly for the NDK MSE, Eq. 3.54 presents the chain rule representation of the
analytical sensitivity. The first term is also zero since σ2nd does not explicitly depend on x.
The second term is also zero since σ2E is constant. The explicit parts of terms 3 through 5

















































Similar to the mean, terms two and three of Eq. 3.55 are readily available, so long as the
correlation matrix and regression function is differentiable. Now, the complexity of term
one is dependent on how it’s calculated. If σ2A(x) is constant the term is zero, or if it is an
explicit function of x it is simply differentiated. However, if LPR with a Gaussian kernel










where the coefficient β̂kl is actually an explicit function of weight, making it an implicit










is presented. Taking the derivative of both sides with respect to x and isolating the deriva-









































where the derivative of the weighting matrix with respect to x is defined as Eq. 3.59 and
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Thus, Eq. 3.61 represents the NDK MSE gradient with respect to x when LPR is used to




































To validate Eqs. 3.52 and 3.61 a one-dimensional nonlinear function with constant
variation is presented as the NDK response decomposition, Fig. 3.3(c). The NDK mean








The derivative of the true mean and the NDK mean with respect to x is first pre-
sented, Fig. 3.4(a). The continuous analytical NDK sensitivity and finite-difference (∆x =
3.3344e-04) approximation lie directly on top of one another, and match the trend of the
true sensitivities. This is also true for the variation sensitivity formulation, Fig. 3.4(b).
These results both validate the analytical sensitives of Eqs. 3.52 and 3.61, and confir-
m/highlight variation inaccuracies at the edge of the design domain indicated by large sen-
sitivities at zero and one.







(a) The NDK mean sensitivity.






(b) The NDK variation sensitivity.
Figure 3.4: Non-deterministic kriging mean and variance sensitivity validation.
3.4 Characterization of NDK’s Build Cost and Accuracy
In this section, the accuracy and cost of the NDK approximation is characterized as the
number of design variables changes, the variation of the underlying function increases, and
as nonlinearity increases. The first study, Section 3.4.1, explores scalability through the
use of a N -dimensional Rosenbrock function, Eq. 3.63, from 2 − D to 20 − D with the
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+ (xi − 1)2
]
+N (0, σA = 0.01) (3.63)
The Normalized Root-Mean-Squared Error (NRMSE), Eq. 3.64 is used to access the qual-
ity of fit with 200, 000 validation points. Where Nv is the number of validation points,
f(xi) is the true function evaluated at the ith validation point with zero variation, fmin and










Following the scalability study, the NDK mean approximation is investigated through
a variety of normalized functions, Table 3.2, with three levels of standard deviation σA =
0.01, 0.10, & 0.3 in Section 3.4.2. The functions in Table 3.2 were taken from a regression
kriging exploration in literature [41] with the addition of a normalized version of the 1−D
Forrester function [68].
Table 3.2: Normalized Example Functions
Example Functions
Forrester (1-D) f(x) = 1
19.8577
[
(6x− 2)2 sin (12x− 4)− 0.4532
]
















cos (x̄1) + 5x̄1 − 56.807
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1 + (x̄1 + x̄2 + 1)
2 (19− 14x̄1 + 3x̄21 − 14x̄2 + 6x̄1x̄2 + 3x̄22))](
30 + (2x̄1 − 3x̄2)2
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where: x̄ = 4x− 2
















where x̄i = 15xi − 5, for all i = 1, 2, 3, 4



















10.00 0.05 3.00 17.00
3.00 10.00 3.50 8.00
17.00 17.00 1.70 0.05
3.50 0.10 10.00 10.00
1.70 8.00 17.00 0.10
8.00 14.00 8.00 14.00
, p = 10−4 ×

1312 2329 2348 4047
1696 4135 1451 8828
5569 8307 3522 8732
124 3736 2883 5743
5886 9991 6650 381














3.4.1 NDK Scaling via N-D Rosenbrock
The objective of this section is to determine where the computational cost of constructing
the NDK approximation intersects with the cost of collecting enough samples to appro-
priately capture a nonlinear design space globally. To achieve this goal, sweeps of Latin
Hypercube Samples (LHS) design of experiments were conducted for each realization of
the Rosenbrock function. Specifically, the LHS for each dimension is swept from 5 × D
to 190 × D, i.e. in a two-dimensional space DOEs including 10 to 380 samples are con-
structed, and 100 to 3, 800 samples in a twenty-dimensional space. For each DOE, 30
different realizations are used and their models are constructed independently. To construct
the models a genetic algorithm with 50 generations and 100 MLE computations in each




















































































































































































(d) Ten-D error convergence
Figure 3.5: Mean response accuracy as a function of samples by dimension.
The NDK mean response accuracy is evaluated by using box-plots of NRMSE for
the two, four, six and ten-dimensional cases as illustrated in Fig. 3.5. The hourglass sec-
tion indicates the median and its 95% confidence bounds of the NRMSE for a given DOE.
If two boxes overlap in the y-direction, the change in NRMSE is not statistically signifi-
cant. Therefore, in two-dimensional example, the first 3 DOEs result in the same NRMSE
statistically and 30 × D or 60 samples, is where the first statistically significant change
in accuracy occurs. The addition of new points thereafter is frequently significant as the
NRMSE approaches zero. This however, is not the true for the higher-dimensional cases.
The four-dimensional history does indicate a drop in NRMSE, although not as large as the
two-dimensional case. This is because the equivalent number of points per dimensions, Eq.
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At the maximum number of points, the two-dimensional cases has approximately 19.4936
samples per dimension while the four-dimensional cases has 5.2505 points. To make these
two quantities equivalent, 144, 000 samples would be necessary in the 4 −D case or D ×
36, 100, which is called the “curse of dimensionality”. Despite this discrepancy, there is






































































































































































(d) Ten-D prediction and build time in seconds
Figure 3.6: Prediction and model build time as a function of samples.
The cost including fitting hyperparameters and predicting 200, 000 points is illustrated
in Fig. 3.6. Most notability is the discontinuity in time that occurs for each case. This
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is where the optimization of hyperparameters fails and the previous parameters are used
thereafter to create approximations, resulting in a shorter total time. Here the maximum
total time is 35 seconds for a 10−D approximation constructed from 1, 900 samples.

















































(b) Unknown variation computational budget
















































(d) Known variation computational budget
Figure 3.7: Comparison between known and unknown scaling histories.
The summation of all of the results collected in this study are presented in Fig. 3.7.
The NRMSE and time plots previously presented are shown alongside 20, 15, 5 and 3−D
results in Figs. 3.7(a) and 3.7(b). Here the NRMSE is presented on a log scale and is
compared alongside NDK fits when the aleatory uncertainty is known, Fig. 3.7(c). The
most notable difference being the known variation cases closely approaches zero for two
through six-D and includes less variation in 20−D, 15−D, and 10−D than its unknown
counterpart. Additionally, at the highest in the unknown variation case takes approximately
15 seconds longer in the 20−D test case.
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(a) Unknown variation in 6−D, X1 hyperslice




































(b) Unknown variation in 6−D, X2 hyperslice




































(c) Unknown variation in 10−D, X1 hyperslice





































(d) Unknown variation in 10−D, X2 hyperslice


































(e) Unknown variation in 15−D, X1 hyperslice


































(f) Unknown variation in 15−D, X2 hyperslice
Figure 3.8: Hyperplane slices taken in X1 and X2 for various dimensionalities.
Now, it is difficult to make conclusions about scalability using only global metrics.
Yes, NDK being a kriging derivation, is subject to the curse of dimensionality. But the
initial DOE’s may result in an approximation that captures the local trends, which can be
exploited using an infill criteria. Figure 3.8 illustrates two hyperplane slices, one in the X1
direction and the other in the X2 direction for the 6−D, 10−D, and 15−D cases with the
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un-swept variables held at 1. The 6−D histories indicate an almost perfect convergence to
the true mean indicative of the NRMSE of 0.06. The 10−D case also has a low NRMSE
(0.08) at 1, 900 samples, the magenta curves are close to the right magnitude and shape of
true mean. While the 15−D case suffers from large fluctuations in response estimation.
Therefore, it is suggested NDK is appropriate for fitting up to 15 − D space with
a reasonable number of samples (< 2, 000) for nonlinear responses. That being said, if
the number of function evaluations is not limiting, NDK is likely to provide an accurate
representation of the design space, but the size of the number of samples in the correlation
matrix will eventually be limited by the computer’s memory.
3.4.2 NDK Applied to Benchmark Mathematical Functions
Following the previous chapter, each DOE is repeated 30 times to achieve a distribution of
NRMSE indicated by a box-plot across the number of samples. In this section the number
of points per example function is swept from 30 × D to 90 × D, which was found to be
the range in which the accuracy change is most significant in the previous section. The six
NRMSE plots are found in Fig. 3.9
The first sweep of the 1−D Forrester function yields intuitive drops in NRMSE with
smaller σA, Fig. 3.9(a). In other words, the mean accuracy increases as the noise of the
response decreases. This same tend is observed for both the Branin-Hoo, Goldstin-Price,
and the Hartman-4 approximations. Although, the Hartman-4 does not result in statistically
significant differences between medians. The Rosenbrock and Hartman-6 are both different
than the other four functions in their own ways. The Rosenbrock approximations show
no difference between the 3 noise levels because the Rosenbrock function is dominated
by large changes in the response at the edge of the design space, effectively making the
3-levels of noise identical at the boundaries resulting in similar errors. The Hartman-6
approximation histories shows the case with the smallest σA as the least accurate for a
couple of the cases, but on the upper and lower ends having the same errors.
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(a) Forrester (1-D) function error
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(b) Branin-Hoo (2-D) function error
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(c) Goldstein-Price (2-D) function error
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(d) Normalized Rosenbrock (4-D) function error
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(e) Hartman (4-D) function error
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(f) Hartman (6-D) function error
Figure 3.9: Normal RMSE for various functions at three levels of variation.
Ultimately, in this Section NDK provides reasonable estimations for each of the test
cases and demonstrates increased accuracy as additional samples are added.
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3.5 Comparison of Surrogate Models
In this section two example cases are presented where NDK performs exceptionally well
when compared to DK, RK and SK. The first example demonstrates the effectiveness
NDK’s aleatory uncertainty quantification technique. The second example represents a
practical application where noise was not intentionally added to the computational exper-
iments, but it is present due to convergence failures. In this example NDK is compared
to DK to observe the robustness of the NDK response with respect to variation in the data
and large sample size. First, the one-dimensional non-stationary mathematical function is
presented.
3.5.1 One-Dimensional Non-Stationary Mathematical Function
Consider a simple mathematical function expressed by
y(x) = x+ x sin2 (2πx− 6π) + 2e(x−2) + 0.2xξ (3.66)
where x is a design variable with the range [0− 1] and ξ is a standard normal random vari-
able N(0, 1). The 1-D function has a nonlinear main trend with a non-stationary random
perturbation 0.2xξ that increases as a function of x.
Assuming the true mathematical function is unknown, the prediction model is con-
structed based on samples. Within the design variable range, Fig. 3.10(a) shows the 30
random samples uniformly collected (Ns = 30). By ignoring the randomness in the data,
conventional DK is fitted in Fig. 3.10(b). It is obvious that the kriging mean prediction
shows many local fluctuations because it tries to interpolate through all the random sam-
ples. It is typically known as an overfitting failure of interpolation, which produces unnec-
essary numerical fluctuations and fails to capture the behavior of an underlying function.
The DK model could mislead a local optimizer considering the undesirable local bumps
that will cause inaccurate local gradients.
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Figure 3.10(c) shows the RK model that gives a smoother mean trend prediction than
DK by relaxing the interpolation requirement in the presence of noise in sample data. Con-
sequently, the sample data are no longer interpolated by but approximated within a noise
band. However, the noise band of RK is constant over the entire design domain and fails to
capture the non-stationary randomness.
(a) 30 random samples (b) Deterministic Kriging
(c) Regression Kriging (d) Stochastic Kriging with 30 samples
Figure 3.10: 1-D Samples and various kriging predictions.
As for the SK modeling, the assessment of aleatory variance with a number of replica-
tions is required at each design point. In this example, three design points, x = 0.1, 0.55, 1.0,
were selected where ten random replications are generated. Here, ten replications are not
enough to obtain accurate statistics at the design points, but considered for a fair compar-
ison against other kriging models. Typically, several hundred replications at each design
point are used to obtain converged statistics. As a result, the SK prediction shown in Fig.
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3.10(d) does not perform as well as the RK model, while both of them use the same amount
of data. In addition, the SK model was unable to represent the non-stationary randomness.
Besides the mean prediction, all the MSE predictions are too inaccurate to be used in adap-
tive sampling or efficient design exploration.
The proposed NDK on the other hand, assesses the aleatory uncertainty via LPR as
described in the previous section. In this example, the desired number of samples, (m) is
set as a minimum of 15 in order to obtain meaningful aleatory variance estimation within
kl. With the initial 30 samples, the size of kl becomes half of the normalized domain, i.e.
as more samples are added kl decreases. By centering kl at each data point, LPR estimates
the aleatory variances that are depicted as bubbles around the samples as shown in Fig.
3.11(a).
(a) Local Polynomial Regression Phase (b) Non-Deterministic Kriging Response
with 30 Samples
Figure 3.11: LPR preprocessing and NDK estimation.
After assessing the aleatory variances, the NDK model is fit to the data. The resulting
mean and MSE bound predictions are shown in Fig. 3.11(b). Comparing to the true mean
function, NDK gives a more accurate mean prediction than any other kriging models shown
in Fig 3.10. The predicted mean function no longer goes through the individual data points
but captures the main trend of the underlying behavior. More importantly, NDK results in
more useful and accurate MSE predictions than the other kriging models.
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(a) 30 random samples (b) Deterministic Kriging
(c) Regression Kriging (d) Sotchastic Kriging with 30 samples
Figure 3.12: NDK response varying the number of samples.
In both Figs. 3.11 and 3.12 the gray dots are additionally generated 1000 random
samples to check the validity of the estimated MSE bounds. Most of the gray dots in
Fig. 3.11(b) are covered properly by the NDK MSE bounds. Figure 3.12 shows the NDK
prediction model with different numbers of samples Ns =15, 30, 60, and 100. Practically,
it is infeasible to capture the true random function accurately with only 15 samples unless
other information is available or an assumption is made. Based on the kl size withNs = 15,
the Gaussian kernel function in LPR covers the entire design domain.
As a result the NDK model shown in Fig. 3.12(a) becomes similar to a global re-
gression model with wide uncertainty bounds. As the number of samples increases the
prediction model from NDK seem to become more accurate in capturing the main behavior
and uncertainty of the true function. The uncertainty bounds that include both epistemic
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and aleatory uncertainties in NDK becomes tighter as shown through Figs. 3.12(a) 3.12(d).
It is because the epistemic uncertainties are reduced in both variance estimations from LPR
(ZA) and kriging modeling (ZE). With sufficient samples, the uncertainty bounds will be
the same as the true aleatory uncertainty bounds along the mean trend function. It is also
observed that the proposed NDK is numerically more stable than DK with highly dense
samples because the aleatory uncertainty matrix VA in Eq. 3.42 and 3.43 acts like a regu-
larization factor during the matrix computations in NDK. This is an important characteristic
of NDK because DK often suffers from a numerically ill-conditioned matrix when the size
of the problem and data become large.
3.5.2 Three-Dimensional Numerical Propulsion System Simulation
In this example, data from a numerical propulsion system simulation (NPSS) installed
engine is generated using the Multidisciplinary Science & Technology Center’s Generic
Adaptive Turbine Engine (MSTC-GATE) model [73]. The MSTC-GATE has many avail-
able design parameters including installed inlet design and variable internal features. For
this study, it was assumed that the variable features are fixed and that the off-design pa-
rameters are limited to power lever angle (PLA), altitude (Alt), and Mach number (M) for
simplification. The tabulated design of experiments (DOE) are listed in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: NPSS Design of Experiments
Parameter Values Units
Mach number 0.0 to 1.8 –
Altitude 0-65000 (not fully populated) ft.
Power Lever Angle 10, 20, 30,..., 150 degrees
The successfully converged DOE points for the propulsion simulations are shown in
Fig. 3.13 as a 2-D slice of the 3-D space. It is observed in Fig. 3.13 that there are local
areas with no data, e.g. at low M & high Alt. Here, the black line represents the convex
hull of the data points where predictions are desired. The black dots represent a single PLA
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evaluation at a specific M and Alt shown. This pattern was repeated for a linear spacing of
PLA. The angle setting are mapped to 1 through 14 integers. Where 10 (100◦) is maximum
military power, and 14 (150◦) is the maximum augmented thrust.
Figure 3.13: TSFC propulsion design of experiments. The black lines represent the
convex hull of the data. This includes data in and out of the page with respect the third
variable power lever angle, with a linear spacing from 1 to 14 counting by 1 for each dot,
resulting in 1260 data points.
The comparison of the DK and NDK methods is conducted using all 1260 samples
for the propulsion model of the Thrust Specific Fuel Consumption (TSFC) response. A
robustness study is conducted with respect to TSFC illustrating convergence of DK and
NDK as fewer samples are collected. This is possible with DK and NDK since neither
method requires structured samples to estimate a response. In order to visualize the re-
sponse, hyper-slices are made at constant M. The first set of hyper-slices of the DK model
are shown in Fig. 3.14.
The maximum and minimum TSFC sampled responses are approximately 3.0 and
0.5 lbfuel / (lbthrusthr) respectively. In Fig. 3.14(b), the TSFC response is observed 5
times greater and negative, this is troublesome since TSFC is always positive and rarely
greater than 4. This “overfitting” occurs to ensure the residuals of the response are zero.
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To successfully accomplish this with a large amount of data, the response is often over-
and under-estimated a great deal especially if two points are close and contain noise. In
the other DK, Fig. 3.14(d), the interpolation requirement is also met. In this realization,
interpolation is achieved with little correlation between data, resulting in a seemingly noisy
DK response due to a numerical instability. The numerical instability is a result of the
simulation convergence and computer’s round off on the normal distribution considering


























































(d) Numerical instability, Mach = 0.8
Figure 3.14: Deterministic kriging overfitting and numerical instabilities fitting the
entire data set. a and b) are from a single three-dimensional fit. c and d) are from a
different fit of the same data utilizing deterministic kriging.
Using the same 1260 TSFC data points and taking the same hyper-slices as DK, the
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NDK model was fitted and visualized as shown in Fig. 3.15. To achieve the fit, VA
is a constant diagonal matrix. Despite having nonzero residuals, the NDK metamodel
maintains the power hook shape. This is because enforcing an interpolation requirement
can easily result in numerical instabilities or overfitting even when the collected data is

























































(d) Consistent with DK, Mach = 0.8
Figure 3.15: Non-deterministic kriging fitting the entire TSFC data set. a and b) are
from a single three-dimensional fit. c and d) are from a different fit of the same data utilizing
NDK.
3.5.3 Convergence Study of Prediction Model Accuracy
A convergence study is performed to observe when the instabilities and overfitting occur
for DK. To generate the subset of samples, fractional permutations are taken of the original
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1260 samples. The root-mean-squared error (RMSE) is used to assess the accuracy of the
two metamodels relative to the remaining data points, Eq. 3.67. Where ytrue is the remain-
ing samples, Nr is the number of unused sample points, and ŷi is the response estimation
at the unused sample point i. Knowing there exist numerical instabilities in DK, Fig. 3.16







(ytrue − ŷi)2 (3.67)
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Constructed with 1134 NPSS Points
Constructed with 126 NPSS Points
(a) RMSE of TSFC as a function of samples
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(b) Zoomed view of y-axis (RMSE)
Figure 3.16: Robustness assessment of NDK and DK. a) Illustrates the entire range of
RMSE for both DK and NDK. b) Is included to proved insight about the more stable NDK
convergence. Note that the x-axis does not change.
In Fig. 3.16, the convergence histories of DK and NDK are shown in terms of RMSE
as a function of samples used to assess the RMSE. The x-axis represents the percent of the
original data used to assess the RMSE of the metamodel, i.e. 0.1 means the models are
validated with 126 samples and constructed with 1134 samples. This also means that the
number of samples included in each model increase from right to left. The solid lines are
the mean responses generated with 20 fractional permutations at each point, with dotted
lines that represent the plus and minus three standard deviation bounds. From Fig. 3.16(a),
the entire DK bounds decrease from right to left indicating convergence. Near 0.35 the
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bounds start to increase and the mean diverges, indicating the range in which instabilities
begin to dominate.
To observe the NDK (blue line) convergence in detail, a zoomed view is included in
Fig. 3.16(b). From right to left the bounds decrease and the mean does not approach zero.
This is as expected since NDK does not create an exact interpolation of the response. With
these histories it is observed that NDK results in a more robust prediction model than DK.
Figure 3.16 also shows DK can be used with a reduced number of samples as accu-
rately as NDK. For example, at around 0.6 both NDK and DK result in a mean RMSE of
0.04. Assuming the engine is mostly operated at a TSFC of 2 lbfuel / (lbthrust hr), there is
an approximate increase of 2 % error at a 40 % reduction in computational cost, where cost
is the number of simulations.
3.6 Chapter Summary
To address the presence of both epistemic and aleatory uncertainty in responses efficiently
and accurately, the Non-Deterministic kriging method is proposed. The proposed method
separates the two forms of uncertainty and can handle cases where the aleatory uncertainty
is both known and unknown.
The proposed NDK method demonstrates two potential benefits. The first benefit is
the ability to separate epistemic and aleatory uncertainty of the prediction and estimate both
efficiently if they are unknown quantities. The second, unlike a deterministic kriging, NDK
relaxes the interpolation requirement in the presence of uncertainty in data to avoid the
overfitting failure. Therefore, NDK not only improves predictions of both main trend and
modeling uncertainties, but also provides better numerical stability by having the aleatory
variance as a regularization factor during the matrix computations of prediction modeling.
With the flexible computational framework of the proposed NDK, model uncertainty due
to lack of samples and statistical randomness in samples can be addressed separately for a
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new effective design exploration process.
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Chapter 4
Adaptive Infill Criteria for Uncertain
Dynamic Programming
4.1 Introduction
Global search techniques are useful for exploring more complex domains with multiple
local optima. Surrogates can be leveraged in global optimization evolutionary algorithms
[74] or directly using dynamic programming, otherwise known as an infill process. The
criteria of the infill process can range from evaluating the surrogate at its minimum (using
numerous approximate local optimization solutions to find the minimum) or most probable
point of success [7]. The infill process is executed by constructing a global surrogate with
a set of design evaluation points. The accuracy of the model is measured or confirmed by
adding design evaluations at predicted sites of interest. If the predictions of the model show
discrepancies from the actual evaluations, the model is reconstructed with the additional
information. This sequential infill process continues until a satisfactory level of accuracy
is achieved with the model or the computational budget is expended.
In order for the surrogate to work with the infill process, it must be flexible enough
to handle non-structured data. Kriging [28], regression kriging [40, 41], and radial basis
functions [75] have one or more infill criteria. Deterministic kriging (DK) specifically, has
many criteria including expected improvement, conditional likelihood, conditional lower
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bound [7] to name a few. Regression kriging (RK) also utilizes the traditional expected im-
provement as well as expected quantile improvement, augmented expected improvement,
etc., however they are traditionally applied to problems with constant noise or variation
[41]. There are also techniques that look at the difference between local patch surrogates
and global response to evaluate accuracy [76]. Each of the previously mentioned infill cri-
teria have their merits, but they are limited by the constraints of the kriging model to which
they are applied. For example, DK is sensitive to noise in the response which causes numer-
ical instabilities if sudden changes in response occur near adjacent points, which can occur
when the response comes from a finite element analysis during an infill process, ultimately
leading to divergence or at least a misled infilled-evaluations.
In this chapter, the current methodologies for DK and RK infill criteria are discussed.
Then, the NDK expected improvement criterion is presented. This new infill criterion
balances aleatory and epistemic uncertainty when updating the model to refine the accuracy
for both mean and variance estimation. This chapter also compares the new criterion with
existing techniques through 1-D stationary and non-stationary examples as well as a suite
of benchmark functions for stationary variation.
4.2 Previous Methods
Fundamentally, a kriging prediction at x represents a realization of a normally distributed
random variable with mean, ŷ, and variance, σ̂2. This basic idea is the basis for many
infill criteria. The simplest infill criteria for DK is simply added samples at the maximum
variation, since variation increases away from data points or the integral of the MSE [27].
However, if the objective is to find an optimum design within the design space, this would
waste a large number of system evaluations and fail to accelerate design exploration. In this
section, the existing methods that focus on minimizing the system response with respect to
the inputs using the MSE as an indicator of model accuracy are presented and discussed.
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4.2.1 Efficient Global Optimization (EGO)
To leverage DK in an efficient global optimization scheme Jones et al. [28] utilized the
Expected Improvement (EI) concept introduced by Mockus et al. [77] to adaptively refine
DK. The proposed EGO scheme explores and exploits the kriging response by using the
MSE as a measure of accuracy, by defining improvement as
I(x) = max(fmin − Ȳ , 0) (4.1)
where fmin is the current minimum function value and Ȳ is a realization of a normally dis-
tributed random variable with mean ŷ(xi) and standard deviation σ̂(xi). This is illustrated
in Fig. 4.1 where at x = 0.8, the normal cumulative density function is drawn suggesting
there is some probability the approximated response is less than the current minimum, Fig.
4.1(b). This is indicated by the area of the distribution that extends below the fmin line.









(a) DK Predictor with minimum indicated by a
dashed line







(b) Normal CDF at x = 0.8
Figure 4.1: DK probability of improvement definition. By representing the DK response
as a random variable, the probability the model is improved by a new point can be esti-
mated. Probability of improvement = 13.59%.
By taking the expectation of the improvement function, Eq. 4.1 rather than evaluating
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0 if σ̂2(x) = 0
 (4.2)
Here φ(.) and Φ(.) are the standard normal CDF and PDF. In Eq. 4.2, ∆ŷ(x) = min(ŷ(x))−
ŷ(x), the minimum current response estimation in the design space minus the current es-
timation site. This term is penalized by the area under the curve, so if ŷ is small with
respect to min(ŷ(x)), EI promotes exploitation. The second term associated with the PDF
becomes large when the MSE is large, promoting exploration. Balancing between these
two terms allows the approximate problem to explore promising areas of the design space
based on the sample density and the approximated response, Fig. 4.2.









(a) DK Predictor with minimum indicated by a
dashed line






























Figure 4.2: DK expected improvement realization.
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In the above example, if the probability of improvement was used to explore the space,
the blue line from Fig. 4.2(c) would represent the objective when performing the explo-
ration via probability of improvement. Which continues to exploit the surrogate around the
current local minimum. However, by using EI, a balance is struck between the CDF and
PDF terms causing the infill approach to explore the region with the larger variation, Fig.
4.2(b). This will result in the infill approach that will discover the potential existence of a
global minimum rather than getting stuck at the local minimum.
In the case when constraints are present, EI is multiplied by the probability of fea-
sibility penalty function, Eq. 4.3. With a nominal predicted standard deviation of the
constraint,
√
MSEg(x): if ĝ(x) is less than the constraint limit glim, the CDF returns a
large probability of feasibility. The reverse is true if ĝ(x) > glim. This eventually limits







When used together, optimization with constraints can be accomplished via Fig. 4.3.
Starting at the top most block, an initial DOE is conducted, the objective and constraints
evaluated. Kriging models are then built to approximate the entire design space. We then
create an optimization problem either maximizing EI constrained by PG, or as a series of
approximate problems. The solution or solutions of this problem result in candidate points
to be evaluated. This process continues until either EI is below a specified tolerance, the
new sample is close to another sample, the computational budget is spent, or convergence
in the approximate problem is observed from one iteration to the next.
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Figure 4.3: Global surrogate-based optimization procedure.
To best utilize EI in a global optimization framework infill points should be evaluated
in parallel, i.e., evaluating more than one additional point per update iteration[7]. There are
two ways to conduct parallel infill points. The first method is to search the EI space using
a genetic algorithm, so you might end up with a couple local optimums. Another option is
to find the design that maximizes the EI, x∗. Then add x∗ to the sample matrix and the ap-
proximated response of ŷ(x∗) to the response array. Without refitting the hyperparameters,
build a model and redo the exploration of the EI space to find an another maximum EI point.
Once this process is completed as many times as desired, the true model is evaluated at all
of the x∗ points and the new samples are added to S and Y. Finally, the hyperparameters
are refitted to the updated S and Y.
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DK EI Example
To illustrate the EI procedure a simple 1D analytical example is presented, Fig. 4.4. From
Fig. 4.4(a) the DK model is constructed on 4 samples, using the second iteration plot as
evidence an additional point is added toward the global minimum. At the Forth iteration an
exploration point is added near the local minimum reducing the uncertainty of the left side
of the design space. At the final iteration, a point is added at the global minimum resulting
in tight confidence bounds resulting in convergence of the algorithm.
(a) Iteration 1 (b) Iteration 2 (c) Iteration 3
(d) Iteration 4 (e) Iteration 5
Figure 4.4: DK expected improvement infill history.
From, Fig. 4.4(a) to Fig. 4.4(e) it is clear that adaptively adding points, the model’s
accuracy is refined. This is more computationally efficient than performing gradient-based
optimization, which only provides a single solution. This concept has also been adapted to
refine reliability constraints rather than approximating an optimization problem.
Efficient Global Reliability Assessment (EGRA)
In 2008 Bichon et al. proposed an adaptive infill criteria for DK approximating a reliability
limit-state surface [32]. Rather than requiring hundreds of thousands of function calls
explicitly, efficient global reliability assessment iteratively updates a kriging model to best
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represent the limit-state surface while minimizing the total computational cost. Therefore,
they chose to represent the accuracy of the approximation as an equality constraint since the
objective is to refine the limit-state surface, not the entire space. Bichon et al. defined an
Expected Feasibility Function (EFF), Eq. 4.4, with the objective of providing an indication
of where the equality constraint G(u) = z̄, is satisfied. To make this more efficient, a








[ε− |z̄ −G|] fĜ (4.4)



















































By maximizing Eq. 4.5, similar to EGO, this methodology allows for more computation-
ally efficient estimations of highly nonlinear limit-state functions for reliability assessment.
While, this process is efficient, the deterministic kriging framework that EGRA and EGO
both depend on can fail to fit the data, rendering both algorithms useless. This is demon-
strated in the following section.
Limitations of Deterministic Infill Criteria
Unfortunately, when the EGRA or EGO algorithms are applied to problems with underly-
ing uncertainty numerical instabilities take over, Fig. 4.5. Up through iteration 5 everything
was proceeding as expected, but at iteration 6 two samples were collected close to one an-
other with a large difference in response. Since DK interpolates, the predictor started to
overfit the response. This resulted in large uncertainty bounds that caused the EGO algo-
rithm to fill the entire design space in an attempt to reduce the uncertainty. But as additional
information was collected the model fit was made progressively worse as indicated by the
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last iteration, Fig. 4.5(h).
(a) Iteration 1 (b) Iteration 2 (c) Iteration 3
(d) Iteration 4 (e) Iteration 5 (f) Iteration 6
(g) Iteration 7 (h) Iteration 8 (i) Iteration 17
Figure 4.5: DK expected improvement infill history with noisy data. By adding a small
amount of variation in the data the DK predictor experiences instabilities that effect the EI
convergence.
Previous researchers recognized the need for an infill criteria based on a non-deterministic
approximation. This has resulted in a variety of techniques being suggested in the literature
4.2.2 Reinterpolation (RI) Expected Improvement
In 2006 Forrester et al. recognized RK coupled with EI resulted in the EGO algorithm
getting trapped at local optimum [40]. This is because the RK MSE is never zero and
re-sampling can occur. Thus, they proposed the process of adaptive reinterpolation with
the goal of finding the best performance when exploring a ‘noisy’ computer experiment.
This process is driven by the mean of the noise but does not attempt to characterize the
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uncertainty. The procedure consists of:
1. Sampling the true model
2. Creating RK prediction model
3. Moving the response of collected samples to the RK mean prediction
4. Fitting the new points with a DK model
5. Evaluating EI calculated using the DK mean and MSE
A single iteration of the reinterpolation procedure is presented in Fig. 4.6. The RK model
attempts to filter out the noise and the samples are corrected to the RK approximation where
the DK model is built from, Fig. 4.6(b).

























(a) Regression kriging approximation

























(b) Associated deterministic kriging approximation
Figure 4.6: Illustration of the reinterpolation procedure.
Is has been previously shown that the RK MSE prediction is commonly inaccurate
when the true variation is not constant due the constant λ parameter. Therefore, the method
can recognize a potential minimum, but fails to provide an accurate approximation of the
noise present in the data.
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4.2.3 Additional Infill Criteria for Kriging
The same year Forrester et al. was exploring the RI infill procedure for noisy experiments,
Huang et al. proposed the Augmented Expected Improvement (AEI) [78]. Rather than
throwing out the bounds produced by RK as occurs in the reinterpolation, they added an









Where λ is the regression kriging estimation of variation. This allows for the exploration
and exploitation of the surrogate without removing the chance of replicated information.
In their particular EI formulation the current minimum, ormin(ŷ(x∗∗)) with x∗∗ indicating
the current minimum was replaced by the solution to the minimization of ux in Eq. 4.7
where c is a constant to indicate “risk aversion” with a default value of c = 1.0.
ux = ŷ(x) + cσ̂(x) (4.7)
In 2013 Picheny et. al developed an additional extension of EI, Expected Quantile Im-
provement (EQI) [41] with the motivation of measuring improvement of the model instead
of the data as:











where qmin is the solution to the minimization of Eq. 4.7 with c = Φ(β) (β ∈ [0.5, 1]). Ad-
ditionally, m̂Q and ŝQ indicate the mean and standard deviation of the projected uncertainty
of an additional prediction point at x. This projected uncertainty is assessed by building a
new RK model x with an augmented variance resulting in increased computational over-
head and complexity.
Furthermore, a study was conducted by Picheny et. al in 2013 [41] comparing various
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infill criteria including, AEI, EQI, and reinterpolation resulting in inclusive results. This
mainly indicated that there is not a significant difference between the infill methodologies.
By evaluating solely on computational cost reinterpolation was the most efficient since it
did not allow for replicates. Therefore, only reinterpolation and EI will be carried forward
to compare against the proposed methodology.
4.3 Non-Deterministic Expected Improvement
Non-deterministic kriging represents a unique surrogate modeling technique for accurately
representing the mean estimation and providing statistically driven MSE information.
Thus, the infill criteria for NDK must exhibit convergence as the MSEndk estimation con-
verges to the true aleatory variation, σ2A. By assuming the user intends to eliminate the
NDK modeling uncertainty through the adaptive sampling process, and converge MSEndk












Unlike deterministic EI, the non-deterministic EI or EInd is not zero at the samples until
all of the epistemic uncertainty is zero. This means all the uncertainty present in the NDK
variation estimation is aleatory uncertainty, i.e., σ2nd(x) − σ2A(x) ≈ 0. Since EInd is not
zero at the design point it is necessary to evaluate multiple points around the design, which
results in maximum EInd. In this study, 5 points were added with a 1% standard deviation
relative to the design at maximum EInd. An example design update history is included in
Fig. 4.7 for clarification.
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Figure 4.7: Nominal infill history.
In Fig. 4.7, the green points represent the locations where the function will be eval-
uated. At iteration 1, an initial LHS place was used. The red point at the current iteration
represents the location of maximum Non-Deterministic Expected Improvement. The black
distribution lines represent the assumed distribution centered around the point of maximum
EInd.
When NDK is applied to a problem containing constraints, Eq. 4.3 still applies. How-
ever, since MSE(x) of the constraint will never be zero, it is evaluating the probability
the constraint is satisfied. This enables the unique capability of evaluating a single-loop
reliability based design optimization problem. Further details are included in the following
Chapter. Additional consideration can also be taken when non-stationary aleatory variation








This is similar to the penalty term proposed by Huang et al [78], “to account for the
diminishing return of collecting replicate information.”
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4.3.1 Known Aleatory Example
In order to illustrate the effectiveness of theEInd formulation without the kl estimation, the
first example includes a constant known variation of 0.252 everywhere in the design space.
The mean response is represented as Eq. 4.11. This function is known to be deceptive and
take multiple infill iterations to arrive at the global optimum [7].
y(x) = (6x− 2)2 sin (12x− 4) (4.11)























(a) Iteration one, 5 samples























(b) Iteration three, 7 samples























(c) Iteration seven, 11 samples




















(d) ND Expected improvement history
Figure 4.8: Non-deterministic expected improvement history with known aleatory un-
certainty.
Since variation is given to the NDK model at every additional sample, it is expected
the NDK bound information will touch the true bounds at the sample points and expand
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further from a point. This is because the model is only approximating epistemic uncertainty.
Therefore, if the given aleatory variation is subtracted from the bounds, EInd will function
similar to deterministic EI .
To illustrate convergence history of EInd, Fig. 4.8 shows the true response, plus and
minus three standard deviation bounds, the NDK mean and bound information. At the
first iteration, Fig. 4.8(a), NDK is supplied 5 samples with the known variation at all five
locations and every estimation point. The EInd objective function is then evaluated and
maximized, Fig. 4.8(d). A single new point is added at the maximum EInd location.
Figure 4.8(b) illustrates the response after two additional infill points, and Fig. 4.8(c) after
six points. As indicated by Fig. 4.8(d), the final iteration does not result in a EInd of zero
at the global optimum, however the maximum point only slightly varies and the rest of the
design space has a very small EInd.
The results of this example indicate the Non-Deterministic Expected Improvement
algorithm’s ability to estimate the potential distribution along with the global minimum. To
probe further, the same nonlinear objective function under uncertainty is evaluated using
the reinterpolation method, RK with EI , and EInd.
When unknown, aleatory uncertainty must be quantified via LPR, this requires an
estimation of the correlation length or bandwidth, kl that heavily influences the final re-
sponse. Thus, it is important to automate the LPR process to best approximate the aleatory
uncertainty with the given samples at each infill iteration.
4.3.2 Automated Aleatory Uncertainty Quantification for NDK
To characterize the aleatory uncertainty NDK takes advantage of LPR, which requires a
correlation length (kl) or sometimes referred to as a bandwidth. The parameter influences
the behavior of the NDK prediction. Unfortunately, when estimating the parameter as
strictly numerical, the LPR technique used for optimal bandwidth estimation favor reduc-
ing the mean estimation error of the LPR, which has been observed degrading the accuracy
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and conservative variation estimation as well as introducing artificial “waviness” or high-
frequency contributions. To circumvent this, Eq. 3.51 was used to estimate the bandwidth
as a heuristic smoothness parameter. To remove the dependence on this heuristic tech-
nique, an adaptive technique from signal processing [79] utilizing the Desecrate Fourier
Transform (DFT) is leveraged.
The proxy for smoothness of the variation is achieved by creating an LPR represen-
tation of the variation with an initial kl. Then the LPR variation estimation is transformed
to the frequency domain, from here the magnitude of the Fourier coefficients is integrated
over frequency. This measure will be smaller for smoother functions because the response
only contains low-frequency contributions. If the surrogate model is wavy, there will be
higher frequency contributions, resulting in a larger integral. Thus, the objective is to min-
imize the integral of the magnitude of the complex Fourier coefficients, extracted from a
DFT, of the aleatory variation estimation with a specified kl with respect to frequency from
zero to the sample frequency divided by two. All of which is divided by half the sampling
frequency, shown in Eq. 4.12 where fs is the sampling frequency.








To demonstrate the effectiveness of this new smoothness objective Fig. 4.9 is included.
Figure 4.9(a) illustrates the concavity of the objective with a small amount of samples (30).
With a small kl, the objective is observed to be larger than the rest of the domain due
to the high-frequency contributions, Fig. 4.9(c), and the objective is small at the upper
bounds of kl resulting in low-frequency contributions, Fig. 4.9(d). The optimal kl (0.5471)
response is shown in Fig. 4.9(b), balancing the accurate mean estimation and conservative
variation bounds. Figure 4.9(e), shows the identical process on the same function with
more samples (100) and the objective is shown to be even more concave. This is because as
more information is added there becomes a more pronounced effect of kl on the estimation
of aleatory uncertainty.
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(a) Smoothness objective, Ns = 30
























(b) NDK response at optimal kl = 0.547
























(c) NDK response at lower bound kl = 0.1
























(d) NDK response at upper bound kl = 1.0









(e) Smoothness objective, Ns = 100.
























(f) NDK response at optimal kl = 0.369
Figure 4.9: Aleatory variation smoothness objective. The optimal kl for a smooth vari-
ation estimation results in a smoother response than the lower bound on kl and a more
accurate variation and mean estimation than the upper bound on kl.
In terms of scalability, Eq. 4.12 is mildly limiting computationally since the LPR
representation of the variation estimation must be sampled on an even grid, resulting in
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GridNd samples. For example, if evaluated on a grid of 25 point in six dimensions that
would require 244, 140, 625 points, or 256. However, kl can easily be estimated on a frac-
tion of the design space to achieve an estimate. With the process of quantifying the aleatory
uncertainty automated and the limitations discussed, the iterative infill criteria is addressed.
4.4 Comparison of Expected Improvement Methodologies
4.4.1 One-Dimensional Test Cases
In this section the performance of the correlation length estimation to approximate the
aleatory uncertainty and an EInd formulation are demonstrated using two computational
experiments. The first couples theEInd with the kl objective function to quantify stationary
aleatory uncertainty, the result is compared against the reinterpolation procedure and RK
using EI. The second compares the three methods with the same mean function but with a
non-stationary variation function.
One-Dimensional Unknown Stationary Variation Example
This example illustrates both the strengths and weakness of the EInd algorithm compared
to the existing methods. The mean of the mathematical function is the same as the known
variation example in Sec. 4.3.1 with a constant variation of 0.252. It is well understood that
DK with the typical EI formulation is not suitable for problems with uncertainty. This is
why RK with reinterpolation was developed. However, as previously stated, the objective
of RK with reinterpolation is to only obtain the best mean performance. This ignores the
variation all together. For brevity, the first and last approximations for each method are
presented in Fig. 4.10 to allow for a qualitative comparison.
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(a) RK RI, Iteration 1, 6 Samples (b) RK RI, Iteration 4, 10 Samples
(c) RK EI, Iteration 1, 10 samples. (d) RK EI, Iteration 16, 85 samples
(e) NDEI, Iteration 1, 10 samples. (f) NDEI, Iteration 16, 85 samples
Figure 4.10: 1-D qualitative stationary infill results.
The RK RI approximation initially resembles a global regression model (Fig. 4.10(a))
and by the last iteration the approximation closely matches the mean with only 10 samples.
The bound estimation is overly conservative but reasonable at the global minimum, Fig.
4.10(b). The RK model using EI starts with 10 samples and starts with the global minimum
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mean response identified, Fig. 4.10(c). However, by the final iteration points are only added
at the minimum and did little to quantify the variation, Fig. 4.10(d). The NDK model
coupled with EInd starts as a poor estimate of the global mean and variation. As additional
samples are added, both the mean and variation estimation almost match the exact solution
by the final iteration, 4.10(f).
Rather than strictly comparing the results qualitatively, quantitative histories of the
RK EI and NDK EInd are included in Fig. 4.11. From the EI histories it is easy to see the
RK EI stalls out at the global minimum, and interestingly enough the normalized variation
actually diverges as additional samples are added, Fig. 4.11(b). While EInd gets smaller
as additional information is added and from the optimization history, Fig. 4.11(d) all of the
estimators convergence to the true value.



























(a) RK EI history






















(b) RK Optimization history































(c) NDK EI history


























(d) NDK Optimization history
Figure 4.11: 1-D stationary quantitative comparison of results.
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The optimization results of Fig. 4.11 are also tabulated in Table 4.1. Where its shown
that all three methods correctly identify the optimal minimum solution while NDK is the
only method to closely approximate the variation of the response.
Table 4.1: 1-D Stationary Results
Method Starting DOE x∗ ŷ(x∗) σ̂2(x∗) Fun. Evals. y Error σ2 Error
RI 7 0.75091 -5.7380 0.5062 10 4.6955% 102.48%
RK EI 10 0.75350 -5.9551 0.5012 85 1.0896% 100.48%
NDK EI 10 0.74749 -5.9270 0.2683 85 1.5563% 7.32%
TRUTH 0.75724 -6.0207 0.25 – – –
(a) Iteration 1, 6 Samples (b) Iteration 2, 7 Samples
(c) Iteration 3, 8 Samples (d) Iteration 6, 11 Samples
Figure 4.12: 1-D non-stationary RI results.
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One-Dimensional Unknown Non-stationary Variation Example
This example demonstrates both the effectiveness of the kl objective, Eq. 4.12 to assist
in the aleatory uncertainty quantification, and the effectiveness of AEInd when aleatory
uncertainty is unknown. The objective of this problem is to minimize the response Eq.
4.11 subject to a unknown aleatory variation, Eq. 4.13. Thus, the variation and mean will
be approximated at each infill iteration.
σ(x) = cos(πx+ π) + 0.5 sin(2πx+ π)x+ 1.5 (4.13)
The results of reinterpolation procedure using RK and DK EI are shown in Fig. 4.12.
From the first iteration, the RK model is initially a global regression that maintains a con-
sistent mean response. At the second iteration, Fig. 4.12(b), an additional noisy point is
added around the local optimum and the RK model acts similarly to the DK model indi-
cated by the bounds of the two models having similar magnitudes. However, at iteration
3 the second point around the optimal is added and the RK bounds attempt to capture the
observed uncertainty while DK reinterpolates. At the final iteration, the global optimum
is saturated with observations and since this process does not allow for replications the
models is considered converged. From Fig. 4.12(d), it is clear the noise of the data can
impact the final RK mean resulting in a miss-representation of the global optimum (the
global minimum is estimated slightly to the left of the true value). Additionally, the final
RK model does not converge on the true variation of the system.
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(a) Iteration 1, 10 samples. (b) Iteration 4, 25 samples.
(c) Iteration 8, 45 samples. (d) Iteration 16, 85 samples
Figure 4.13: Non-stationary RK coupled with EI.
To attempt to capture these bounds the RK method can be used with Eq. 4.2 without
the reinterpolation procedure. To assist with convergence, the additional samples will be
added via the method described in Fig. 4.7. The RK convergence history is shown in Fig.
4.13 starting with 10 initial sample points. Initially, the RK model is similar to DK until
samples with noise are added, Fig. 4.13(b). However, there is no tangible benefit to adding
additional samples past iteration 2, arguably iteration 1. As more samples are added, the
MSE bounds are marginally increased however, they are far from conservative. This lack of
conservative bounds results from using a single global hyperparameter, λ, to approximate
the variation.
Since, NDK uses local polynomial regression to evaluate the aleatory uncertainty, the
bounds will be statistically representative of the data. Therefore, as additional samples
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are added it is expected that the initially conservative bounds to become more accurate.
Figure 4.14 is exactly as expected when starting from so few initial samples with such
a large amount of uncertainty. In Fig. 4.14(a) the initial NDK prediction is basically a
global regression with little confidence. As additional samples are added, Figs. 4.14(b)
and 4.14(c), the bound information converges to the true dotted lines, initially identifying
a local optimum at 0.15. By adding samples the global optimum is established Fig 4.14(d).
(a) Iteration 1, 10 samples (b) Iteration 4, 25 samples
(c) Iteration 8, 45 samples (d) Iteration 16, 85 samples
Figure 4.14: Non-stationary NDK coupled with NDEI.
To facilitate stronger conclusions, the EI histories of both RK and NDK are presented
along side optimization histories, Fig. 4.15. The results are almost identical to the sta-
tionary example presented in the previous section. The RK EI history stalls out at the
global optimum and the RK variation estimation is grossly under predicted. While the
NDK AEInd shows signs of exploration and convergence. This is also evident from the
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optimization history where iterations 1 through 10 seem noisy. But it is because the NDK
surrogate is initially being exploited at the local minimum then explores to find the global
minimum. The tabulated results are listed in Table 4.2 for the final iteration.




























(a) RK EI history


























(b) RK Optimization history
































(c) NDK EI history


























(d) NDK Optimization history
Figure 4.15: 1-D non-stationary quantitative comparison of results.
Table 4.2: 1-D Non-Stationary Results
Method Starting DOE x∗ ŷ(x∗) σ̂2(x∗) Fun. Evals. y Error σ2 Error
RI 7 0.71068 -2.9281 2.6570 11 51.3661% 60.7533%
RK EI 10 0.74949 -5.6669 2.5193 85 5.8764% 62.7873%
NDK EI 10 0.74749 -5.2575 6.5097 85 12.6763% 3.8449%
TRUTH 0.75724 -6.0207 6.7707 – – –
In this example, NDK was shown to result in more accurate bound information than
RK with EI and the reinterpolation procedure. Non-deterministic kriging appears to find
the global minimum mean within the same budget as RK while at the same time quantifying
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the variation more accurately. In the following section the three methods are compared
using a suite of test functions from literature
4.4.2 Quantitative Comparison using a Suite of Example Functions
In this section, the three previously demonstrated infill criteria are compared using the
functions in Table 3.2. These function come directly from a RK infill study conducted by
Picheny et al. in 2013 [41]. Their aim was to determine if it was possible to select an
optimal: covariance kernel, size of the initial design, and infill criterion. The study was
conducted varying: correlation function (Matern vs. Gaussian), variation of the function
(5%, 20%, and 50%), maximum number of evaluations (20 × D and 40 × D), and initial
LHS DOEs (4 × D and 10 × D) with 40 initial DOEs for each configuration reporting
function values for each method at the final design.
Picheny et al’s. findings indicated: there was no clear advantage between the Gaussian
and Matern kernel, an initially small DOE requires a large amount of infill points while
large DOE require less (balancing each other), and no definitive optimal infill method. They
did however provide suggestions: reinterpolation is a good choice to avoid replications,
expected quantile improvement enhanced uncertainty reduction, and EI was among the
easiest to implement.
Table 4.3: Optimal Solutions for Test Functions











Forrester2008 1-D -1.4528 0.7572 – – – – –
Branin-Hoo 2-D -1.4709 0.0874 0.9087 – – – –
Goldstein Price 2-D -3.3852 0.5000 0.2500 – – – –
Rosenbrock 4-D -1.0192 0.4000 0.4000 0.4000 0.4000 – –
Hartman 4-D -3.1345 0.1874 0.1942 0.5579 0.2648 – –
Hartman 6-D -3.0425 0.2017 0.1500 0.4769 0.2753 0.3117 0.6573
In this study EI, reinterpolation and non-deterministic EI are evaluated based on the
euclidean distance of the predicted minimum design to the true minimum, the function
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value and the predicted standard deviation at the minimum. Since this comparison is con-
ducted using three different kriging models and three infill criteria special considerations
were taken. Two levels of homogeneous noise is considered, σA = 0.5 and σA = 0.05 with
30×D initial samples and a maximum budget of 90×D is considered. Regression kriging
EI and NDK EI are refined by 5 × D samples per iteration and only RK RI was given a
convergence criteria (EI ≤ 1E − 5), thus its results are only shown for the final solution.
Regression kriging EI and NDK EI’s results are presented at 60×D and 90×D. The table
containing σA = 0.5 is presented first in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Quantitative Suite of Benchmark Function Results, σA = 0.5. All columns
represent the median of 20 solutions for the quantity of interest.
Test Function Method Samples Time (s) Distance Objective σ(X∗)
Forrester2008 1-D
RK RI 30 7.3 0.0094 -1.3502 0.5324
RK EI 90 54.9 0.0098 -1.4106 0.5003
NDK EI 90 60.4 0.0216 -1.3905 0.4992
NDK KEI 90 69.1 0.0103 -1.4431 0.5040
Branin Hoo 2-D
RK RI 67 60.7 0.1191 -1.3586 0.5712
RK EI 180 119.5 0.0975 -1.4098 0.4978
NDK EI 180 62.0 0.0939 -1.4306 0.5527
NDK KEI 180 76.0 0.0762 -1.4219 0.5028
Goldstein Price 2-D
RK RI 90 237.9 0.1148 -2.7203 0.5356
RK EI 180 108.7 0.1064 -2.9328 0.4993
NDK EI 180 64.4 0.1269 -2.8359 0.5055
NDK KEI 180 75.9 0.0330 -3.0516 0.5032
Rosenbrock 4-D
RK RI 360 4601.8 0.6163 -1.4051 0.5263
RK EI 360 276.8 0.5661 -1.1187 0.5246
NDK EI 360 57.0 0.2647 -1.1349 0.5301
NDK KEI 360 101.3 0.4388 -1.2102 0.5191
Hartman 4-D
RK RI 360 4113.9 0.1258 -2.4677 0.5469
RK EI 360 223.5 0.0823 -3.0653 0.5087
NDK EI 360 93.3 0.0936 -3.0031 0.5411
NDK KEI 360 98.5 0.1018 -3.0070 0.5030
Hartman 6-D
RK RI 540 11582.2 0.9242 -1.8029 0.5053
RK EI 540 497.9 0.3389 -2.7828 0.4916
NDK EI 540 111.2 0.4200 -2.4789 0.5161
NDK KEI 540 152.3 0.1894 -2.7046 0.5048
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In the table above, RK RI indicates the regression kriging reinterpolation results, RK
EI is regression kriging expected improvement, NDK EI is the non-deterministic kriging
result using LPR, and NDK KEI indicates when the aleatory uncertainty is known to NDK.
The objective of including the KEI results is to show the absolute accuracy of NDK if
the uncertainty is exact. The first row of Table 4.4 suggest RI performs the best when
optimizing on the Forrester function. Reinterpolation finds the optimal solution using only
the 30 initial samples, resulting in the shortest time and distance as well as a conservative
variation standard deviation. However RI’s objective estimation is the least accurate. The
other two methods indicate similar time, objective function and σ(X∗) (RK EI is the most
accurate). But the table does not tell the entire story. Box plots of the standard deviation
at the final solutions and the distance from the truth are included in Fig. 4.16 and 4.17
respectively
In the box-plots the results are labeled as previously described along with 90 and 60.
Where 90 indicates the maximum budget of samples 90×D and 60 illustrates an intermedi-
ate result of 60×D samples. Figures 4.16(a) and 4.17(a) suggest a different interpretation
of the tabulated results. Although reinterplation results in the closest distance, the median
of every method is statistically the same with 95% confidence, i.e. all of the hourglass
sections overlap in Fig. 4.17(a). But the standard deviations at NDK EI90 has the smallest
lower bound and the least samples less than the true STD. Therefore, NDK EI is the best
infill algorithm for the Forrester2008 function.
Of the other five functions evaluated the 4D Rosenbrock provides the most conclusive
results. The NDK EI provides the closest approximation while also being significantly dif-
ferent statistically than the other methods (Fig. 4.17(d)), provides an entirely conservative
estimate of STD (Figs. 4.16(d)) asides from two outliers and provides a faster solution
time (row four of Table 4.4). The other four function also provide support considering
NDK conservative uncertainty estimation, close approximation of the true solution, and
computational efficiency on the same order of magnitude as RK EI.
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(a) Forrester 1-D (b) Branin Hoo 2-D
(c) Goldstein Price 2-D (d) Rosenbrock 4-D
(e) Hartman 4-D (f) Hartman 6-D
Figure 4.16: Benchmark results: standard deviation estimation, σA = 0.5.
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(a) Forrester 1-D (b) Branin Hoo 2-D
(c) Goldstein Price 2-D (d) Rosenbrock 4-D
(e) Hartman 4-D (f) Hartman 6-D
Figure 4.17: Benchmark results: distance to true global optimal, σA = 0.5.
As for general claims when σA = 0.5, both NDK EI and RK EI offer similar per-
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formance over this test suite. Considering the large stationary aleatory variation in this
example, the result is not surprising. However, the previous claim of RI being efficient
does not hold true. Since RK EI does not allow for replicated samples, a single point was
added per iteration resulting in a DK and RK build each time. This resulted in significantly
longer run times for test functions greater than 4 − D compared to RK EI and NDK EI.
Therefore, it appears NDK EI and RK EI can be used interchangeability although, NDK EI
provides a consistently conservative estimation of variation whereas RK EI does not. The
results of the remainder of this study (σA = 0.05) are presented in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5: Quantitative Suite of Benchmark Function Results, σA = 0.05. All columns
represent the median of 20 solutions for the quantity of interest.
Test Function Method Samples Time (s) Distance Objective σ(X∗)
Forrester2008 1-D
RK RI 30 5.7 0.0012 -1.4678 0.0556
RK EI 90 52.6 0.0012 -1.4502 0.0502
NDK EI 90 99.3 0.0021 -1.4514 0.0672
NDK KEI 90 70.5 0.0016 -1.4532 0.0504
Branin Hoo 2-D
RK RI 73 99.7 0.0267 -1.4953 0.0594
RK EI 180 111.7 0.0328 -1.4704 0.0498
NDK EI 180 86.2 0.0326 -1.4659 0.1406
NDK KEI 140 49.7 0.0280 -1.4678 0.0505
Goldstein Price 2-D
RK RI 150 719.7 0.0572 -2.9122 0.1042
RK EI 180 97.3 0.0035 -3.3460 0.0568
NDK EI 180 92.1 0.0074 -3.3235 0.0821
NDK KEI 140 50.8 0.0044 -3.3317 0.0515
Rosenbrock 4-D
RK RI 360 4190.0 0.4669 -1.0473 0.0568
RK EI 360 320.1 0.6115 -1.0316 0.0542
NDK EI 360 85.5 0.3581 -1.0803 0.0725
NDK KEI 180 28.4 0.4762 -1.1599 0.1162
Hartman 4-D
RK RI 360 4183.1 0.0406 -3.0760 0.0923
RK EI 360 237.4 0.0152 -3.1320 0.0516
NDK EI 360 89.3 0.0292 -3.0907 0.0832
NDK KEI 180 24.9 0.0675 -3.0582 0.0677
Hartman 6-D
RK RI 540 11593.5 1.1374 -2.5391 0.0826
RK EI 540 1191.0 1.0512 -2.9905 0.0524
NDK EI 540 107.1 0.4207 -2.9891 0.0762
NDK KEI 540 322.2 0.4007 -3.3266 0.9565
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Consistent with the large variation solutions RI is significantly less efficient than RK
EI and NDK EI beyond 2-D, Table 4.5. All of the methods do provide a closer approxi-
mation of the optimal solution for five of the six test functions as indicated by comparing
column 5 of Table 4.5 to Table 4.4. Additionally, the approximate objectives at the final
solution are consistently closer to the solutions in Table 4.3. There are however some ob-
vious discrepancies, with known aleatory uncertainty the NDK approximation exhibited
numerical instabilities for the Branin Hoo, Goldstein Price, Rosenbrock and Hartman 4-D
functions. The results are reported for when the instability presented, resulting in the same
answers for 60×D and 90×D.
The distances and standard deviation estimations are illustrated as box-plots in Figs.
4.18 and 4.19 respectively. From the Harman 6-D box-plots it is easy to see why it is less
accurate, the approximations get stuck at local optimums Fig. 4.19(f). Here NDK EI does
provide the best approximation with a large amount of solutions close to zero but a group of
five are greater than one pulling the median close to 0.5. Across all test functions NDK EI
provides a conservative approximation. Unfortunately when σA is small the LPR process is
sensitive to changes in the mean. Therefore, NDK produces a larger than true uncertainty
estimation. Despite the NDK EI’s large uncertainty estimation, its distance to truth is on
par with, and lower than RK EI and RK RI for the Rosenbrock and Hartman 6-D examples.
As for general claims when σA = 0.05, again both NDK EI and RK EI offer better per-
formance than RK RI. But NDK EI and RK EI offer different advantages. Regression krig-
ing coupled with EI offers a closer estimation of uncertainty all be it nonconservative. This
is likely because RK’s estimate of σA is close to zero when σA is small. Non-deterministic
kriging offers robustness to local optimal by estimating a non-stationary variation enabling
more exploration, but the variation is often overly conservative. Therefore, it is best to
use NDK EI when the uncertainty of the system is small. This way the result is always
conservative and local minimum are avoided.
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(a) Forrester 1-D (b) Branin Hoo 2-D
(c) Goldstein Price 2-D (d) Rosenbrock 4-D
(e) Hartman 4-D (f) Hartman 6-D
Figure 4.18: Benchmark results: standard deviation estimation, σA = 0.05.
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(a) Forrester 1-D (b) Branin Hoo 2-D
(c) Goldstein Price 2-D (d) Rosenbrock 4-D
(e) Hartman 4-D (f) Hartman 6-D
Figure 4.19: Benchmark results: distance to true global optimal, σA = 0.05.
To demonstrate more significant differences between NDK EI and RK EI it would
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be interesting to explore non-stationary or heterogeneous noise. Jalali et al. did exactly
this for stochastic kriging in 2017 [43]. Unfortunately, their functions are not directly
applicable since they consider large uncertainties, specifically using 55 replicates per infill
point to characterize the response. However, their investigation does provide a framework
for adding noise. The worst case noise is large at the optimal solution, while minimized at
the optimal for the best cases. Then a full comparison can be conducted between regression
kriging, stochastic kriging and non-deterministic kriging.
4.5 Chapter Summary
To utilize the flexible Non-Deterministic Kriging formulation in a new global optimiza-
tion under uncertainty scheme a modified expected improvement infill criteria was pro-
posed. The proposed infill criterion takes advantage of the separately quantified epistemic
and aleatory uncertainty. Through the use of benchmark functions from literature, it was
demonstrated the proposed infill criteria can effectively update the NDK model to best in-
crease mean and variation. This was achieved while balancing exploration and exploitation
of the design space relative to a minimization objective.
The proposed EInd method demonstrates two potential benefits. The first benefit is
the ability to balance quantifying the aleatory uncertainty of the samples while reducing
the epistemic uncertainty of the surrogate model. The second benefit of EInd is its abil-
ity to enable efficient global optimization of non-deterministic systems. With the flexible
computational framework of EInd and the NDK surrogate model, a new efficient global
optimization under uncertainty method was realized. Specifically, Chapter 5 demonstrates







In the previous Chapter surrogate models were used to minimize the mean of a response
subject to normally distributed errors. In this Chapter, reliability constraints are assessed
while minimizing a deterministic cost function, commonly referred to as Reliability-Based
Design Optimization (RBDO), using reliability analysis techniques introduced in Chapter
2. Mathematically, RBDO problems are formulated as
Minimize: F (d, µx)
Subject to: Probj [gj(d,X, r) ≤ 0] ≤ (1−Rj), j = 1, . . . , ng
Side bounds: dLBi ≤ di ≤ dUBi , i = 1, . . . , nd
µLBxk ≤ µxk ≤ µ
UB
xk
, k = 1, . . . , nk
Random distributions: rm = PDFm, m = 1, . . . , nm
(5.1)
where F is a deterministic metric (weight, cost, etc.) that is a function of deterministic
design variables, d, and/or controllable distribution parameters, µx, of the probabilistic de-
sign variables, X. The objective is then subject to the probability, Probj[◦] a constraint, gj
is violated, i.e. is less than zero, with associated event reliability, Rj . Thus, the evaluated
probability is the observed failure probability, and is compared against one minus the reli-
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ability, or the accepted failure rate. The constraint can be a function of d, µx, and random
parameters, r, which rm can be any analytical probability density function (PDF) that rep-
resents the randomness of a parameter represented in the constraint function. Similar to the
equivalent deterministic problem, the RBDO formulation contains side bounds to ensure
the design stays within a meaningful range.
By incorporating a probabilistic constraints, RBDO requires integrating reliability
analysis within a numerical optimization framework. Many researchers have solved this
problem by evaluating the reliability at every iteration of the RBDO problem. These so-
lution methods are categorized as double-loop procedures. To increase computational ef-
ficiency, serial-loop methods were developed decoupling the optimization problem from
the reliability assessment, essentially solving numerous deterministic optimization prob-
lems with push-off factors that are applied sequentially to satisfy reliability requirements.
Other researchers, rather than decoupling the loops, attempt to approximate the coupling
of reliability and optimization, creating single-loop procedures.
All three RBDO solution procedures have their merits and are discussed in Section
5.3 along side kriging centric RBDO methods. Section 5.4 presents the proposed RBDO
methodology, which balances all three characteristic RBDO formulations using simplifying
assumptions. Results using the proposed methodology are presented in Sec. 5.5, and the
Chapter is concluded with a summary of the methodology and results in Sec. 5.6. But first,
two fundamental physics-based RBDO benchmark problems are presented in the following
section.
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5.2 Fundamental Physics-Based RBDO Benchmarks
From Literature
5.2.1 Short Column
The short column RBDO formulation introduced by Kuschel and Rackwitz in 1997 [80]
and more recently used by Bichon et al. in 2013 [34], represents a column under plastic
analysis. The column itself has a rectangular cross-section with deterministic width, b, and
depth h, subject to an uncertain bending moment, M , and axial force, P , considering an
uncertain yield stress, Y . The response is calculated as






where failure is defined as g ≤ 0. The two loads, P and M are both normally distributed
with µ = 500 and 2000, and σ = 100 and 400 respectively, with a correlation coefficient
of 0.5. The distribution for Y is Lognormal (µ = 5, σ = 0.5) and uncorrelated with P or
M . The objective is to minimize mass (b × h) subject to a 99.379% reliability constraint
(R = 0.99379). Therefore, the RBDO problem is defined as:
Minimize b× h
Subject to Prob [g(b,h,Y,M,P) ≤ 0] ≤ (1−R)
Side bounds 5.0 ≤ b ≤ 15.0
15.0 ≤ h ≤ 25.0
(5.3)
To illustrate the RBDO design space, 2 million MCS samples are taken at each design
point (combination of b and h) on 120×120 grid to find the probabilistic constraint bound-
ary, Fig. 5.1. Here the left of the black line indicated by the gray, is considered infeasible.





















Figure 5.1: Short column RBDO space across width and depth. The black line repre-




















Figure 5.2: Short column deterministic design space across width and depth. The black
line represents the deterministic constraint boundary.
In some methodologies it is common to use a “warm start”, i.e. starting at the deter-
ministic optimal. Therefore, by evaluating the constraint at the mean of the probabilistic
parameters, the deterministic formulation is given as:
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Minimize b× h
Subject to −g(b,h) ≤ 0
Side bounds 5.0 ≤ b ≤ 15.0
15.0 ≤ h ≤ 25.0
(5.4)
By evaluating the objective and constraints over the same grid as the probabilistic
space, the deterministic space is uncovered, Fig. 5.2. From here, h is still maximized at
the optimal, however, b is almost at its bound. The deterministic solution will produce
a design that violates the probabilistic constraint but starts the RBDO loop at a position
where changing b quickly results in a feasible and close to optimal solution.
5.2.2 Cantilever Beam
The cantilever beam RBDO formulation was introduced by Wu et al. [81] in 2001, Fig.





























In Eqs. 5.5 and 5.6 failure is defined as g ≤ 0. The beam is characterized by a deterministic
maximum allowable displacement, D, and length, L. Two deterministic design variables,
width, w and thickness, t. Uncertainty is introduced by four normally distributed random
variables: horizontally applied load, X , vertically applied load, Y , yield strength, R, and
modulus of elasticity E. The distributions are summarized in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Cantilever Beam Variable Description
Variable Symbol µ σ unit
Horizontal Load X 500 100 lb
Vertical Load Y 1, 000 100 lb
Yield Strength R 40, 000 2, 000 psi
Young’s Modulus E 29× 106 14.5× 105 psi
Width w variable – in
Thickness t variable – in
Length L 100 – in
Max Displacement D 2.25 – in
Like the short column, the objective is to minimize mass, subject to 99.865% reliabil-
ity constraints (R = 0.99865), specifically:
Minimize w × t
Subject to Prob [gS(w, t,X,Y,R) ≤ 0] ≤ (1−R)
Prob [gD(w, t,X,Y,E) ≤ 0] ≤ (1−R)
Side bounds 1.0 ≤ w
t ≤ 4.0
(5.7)
Just as the previous example, the probabilistic design space is illustrated in Fig. 5.4
using 2 million MCS per design. Here, displacement failure dominates the design space at
small thicknesses and large thickness. The two constraints intersect around t ≈ 3 and t ≈ 4
creating stress dominated designs. The area between these two points has a small change
in objective, but t ≈ 4 is slightly smaller. Thus the optimal occurs at the right intersection
point.
The equivalent deterministic design space is illustrated in Fig. 5.5, where both the
stress and displacement constraints are active at the optimal design. By comparing to the
probabilistic space, there are minimal difference between the constraint boundaries. Thus,
this problem is likely to benefit from a “warm start”.
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Figure 5.4: Cantilever beam probabilistic design space.






















Figure 5.5: Cantilever beam deterministic design space.
5.3 Previous RBDO Methods
5.3.1 Double-Loop Solution Procedures
Double-loop RBDO formulations seek to quantify the reliability of the system with an
inner-loop reliability analysis while the outer-loop searches for an optimal design that sat-
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isfies the constraints, Fig. 5.6. Design optimization and reliability analysis are shown as
parallel processes within the RBDO iterative procedure. Where the design optimization




k-1th RBDO k+1th RBDO kth RBDO iteration 
Figure 5.6: Double-loop RBDO conceptual flow chart.
Fundamentally, all reliability assessment methods can be placed within the double-
loop procedure. However, finite-differencing the reliability constraint can result in insta-
bilities. Classically, reliability index approaches are the most common since they approxi-
mate the reliability analysis and are more computationally efficient than sampling methods.
Therefore, the implementation of FORM is discussed. From Chapter 2, Eq. 2.20 the con-
straints in the general RBDO problem can be transformed into
Prob [gj(d,X, r) ≤ 0]− (1−R) ≤ 0⇒ −βjFORM(d,u
∗) + βjt ≤ 0 (5.8)
where βjt is the target reliability index for the jth constraint, and βFORM is the FORM-
based reliability index which is obtained by solving the MPP, Eq. 2.14. As indicated in Eq.
5.8, the FORM reliability index is a function of the deterministic variables, and the standard
normal transformation of the random and probabilistic variables at the MPP point, u∗. The
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where x is the combination of X and r. Thus the approximate, RBDO problem statement
becomes:
Minimize: F (d, µx)
Subject to: −βjFORM(d,u∗) + β
j
t ≤ 0 j = 1, . . . , ng
Side bounds: dLBi ≤ di ≤ dUBi , i = 1, . . . , nd
µLBxk ≤ µxk ≤ µ
UB
xk
, k = 1, . . . , nk
(5.10)
Analytical sensitivities for Eq. 5.9 can be achieved by taking the partial derivative
with respect to d and X. Thus Eq. 5.10 can be solved with traditional gradient-based
optimization algorithms such as sequential quadratic programming (SQP), interior-point,
active-set, trust-region-reflective, etc. However, no-matter which reliability assessment is
utilized, the double-loop is almost always the most computationally expensive due to eval-
uating the reliability at every RBDO iteration. This is one of the reasons why double-loop
procedures are commonly initialized at the deterministic optimal solution.
In the case of the short column example, the reliability index is calculated as Eq. 5.11,
which is differentiated with respect to b and h to determine the probabilistic sensitivities,
Eq. 5.12 and 5.13 respectively. Here, σg is the denominator of Eq. 5.11.
βcol =
g(bi, hi,UMPP )− Og(UP )Upσp + Og(UM)UMσM + Og(UY )UY σY√
(Og(UP )σp)
2 + (Og(UM)σM)



















To solve the short column RBDO formulation, Eq. 5.3, using the double-loop method,
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Matlab’s interior-point algorithm is used on the deterministic formulation, Eq. 5.4 to have
a warm start, Fig. 5.7. Starting at the cyan star in Fig. 5.7(a), the deterministic design
exploration converges to the magenta star [5.5071, 25.000] in 19 iterations, where the de-
terministic constraint is satisfied and the objective is minimized, Fig. 5.7(b). However,
when the reliability constraint is considered, the deterministic optimal has a 49.53% prob-




















(a) Deterministic Design Exploration




















































(c) RBDO Design Exploration
































(d) RBDO Objective and Constraint
Figure 5.7: Warm start double-loop short column RBDO histories.
Using the deterministic optimal as the starting point, the RBDO history starts at the
cyan star, Fig. 5.7(c). This allows the optimizer to limit its exploration to b since h is
on its upper boundary. Resulting in convergence to b = 8.6640 and h = 25.0. This result
was achieved in 24 double-loop constraint evaluations with a total of 161 FORM itera-
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tions. Without sensitivities, the total cost of the deterministic and double-loop RBDO
explorations is 749 function evaluations (3×19 + 4×161 + 24×2), assuming the finite-
difference derivatives are accurate. To validate the RBDO solution, 2 million MCS are
used with a resulting reliability index of 2.513 or 0.599% probability of failure.






















(a) Deterministic Design Exploration



































(b) Deterministic Objective and Constraint






















(c) RBDO Design Exploration






































(d) RBDO Objective and Constraint
Figure 5.8: Warm start double-loop cantilever beam RBDO histories.
Using the same warm start procedure, the cantilever beam’s deterministic optimiza-
tion was conducted, Fig. 5.8(a). Convergence occurred in 17 iterations, Fig. 5.8(b), which
is equivalent to 51 function evaluations assuming finite differencing for first derivative in-
formation. The RBDO optimization was initialized at the deterministic optimal [3.327,
2.352], and converged in 21 iterations, Figs. 5.8(c) and 5.8(d) to [3.892, 2.446]. There
were a total of 104 FORM iterations during the double-loop procedure, which is equivalent
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to 562 function, for a total of 613 function evaluations. At the optimal RBDO solution the
constraints are both active at βD = 3.0004 and βS = 2.9858 when validated with 2 million
MCS.
5.3.2 Single-Loop Solution Procedures
Conceptually, a single-loop method must fully integrate the reliability assessment into the
RBDO optimization procedure, i.e. not iterating to achieve reliability assessment substan-
tially decreasing the number of function calls. Figure 5.9 illustrates this concept by placing
design optimization and reliability assessment within the same box at each iteration of




k-1th RBDO k+1th RBDO kth RBDO iteration 
Figure 5.9: Single-loop RBDO conceptual flow chart.
Direct reliability optimization was proposed by Chen et al. in 1997 advertising a,
“modest increase in computational cost over that of deterministic design optimization.”[82].
The direct RBDO method was initially formulated entirely in the x-space utilizing FORM,
and was further extended to u-space by Wang et al. in 2002 [83]. However, the original
authors indicated this method is generally inaccurate for large uncertainties and problems
with a high degrees of reliability [82]. To solve the single-loop formulation, the problem is
cast to
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Minimize: F (d, µx)
Subject to: −βjSL(d, µ− β
j
tα
∗σ) + βjt ≤ 0 j = 1, . . . , ng
Side bounds: dLBi ≤ di ≤ dUBi , i = 1, . . . , nd
µLBxk ≤ µxk ≤ µ
UB
xk
, k = 1, . . . , nk
(5.14)
where µ and σ are the parameters used to define the random and probabilistic distributions,
and α∗ is the vector of direction cosines typically used to find the MPP point. Since the
target reliability βt is given, and α∗ is calculated at each iteration, this eliminates the inner-
loop.
To implement the single-loop method for the cantilever beam example, the constraints
are translated to single-loop reliability indicies. For the stress constraint, this looks like
Prob [gS(w, t,X,Y,R,E) ≤ 0] ≤ (1−R)⇒ −βjSL(d,u
∗) + βjt ≤ 0, (5.15)
where u∗ is the current RBDO itterations approximation of the MPP point and the single-



















Here, µr and σ are the means and standard deviations of the four random parameters, and
Og(UE) indicates the derivative of the stress constraint in the E-direction evaluated at the










Therefore, at the first single-loop iteration αs−1 is zero. The warm-start results for both the
cantilever beam and short-column are found in Fig. 5.10.
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(a) Beam RBDO Design Exploration




















































(c) Column RBDO Design Exploration
































(d) Column RBDO Objective and Constraint
Figure 5.10: Warm start single-loop RBDO histories.
For the cantilever beam, the single-loop procedure required 34 iterations, or 238 func-
tion evaluations using forward-finite difference (34×7) to get to the optimum [3.8800,
2.4584]. The utilization of previous derivative information appears to have induced some
oscillation in the displacement convergence, Fig. 5.10(b), however, these oscillation occur
in a small section of the design space, Fig. 5.10(a). This brings the total cost of the single-
loop method to 289 function evaluations, less than half of the double-loop procedure. The
final solution is validated using 2 million MCS, βD = 3.0477 and βS = 3.0335. Thus, the
single-loop procedure is twice as efficient while maintaining a conservative estimation of
system reliability.
As for the short-column, the single-loop procedure converges in 38 iterations, or 228
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function evaluations using forward-finite difference (38×6), Fig. 5.10(d) to [8.4661, 25.0].
Unfortunately, the single-loop formulation fails to accurately account for the large uncer-
tainties present in the design space resulting in a nonconservative estimation of reliability
(β = 2.3722), consistent with Chen et al. [82] clams of inaccuracies.
5.3.3 Serial-Loop Solution Procedures
Serial-loop methods decouple the optimization step from the reliability assessment. This is
particularly useful if the analysis code contains built in optimizers but not reliability assess-
ment capabilities. For example, ASTROS (Automated STRuctrual Optimization System)
and MSC/NASTRAN, both have built in optimization capabilities but lack RBDO capa-
bilities. Thus, decoupling the optimization from the reliability analysis, Fig. 5.11 enables




k-1th RBDO k+1th RBDO kth RBDO iteration 
Figure 5.11: Serial-loop RBDO conceptual flow chart.
In Figure 5.11 design optimization and reliability analysis are indicated as separate
blocks within the RBDO flow. Here, the “design optimization” indicates a full deterministic
gradient-optimization solution, followed by reliability analysis at the deterministic optimal
during each iteration. There were two proposed methods to achieve this decoupled proce-
dure, Wu et al. [81] proposed an “approximately equivalent deterministic constraint”, and
Du and Chen [84] proposed Sequential Optimization and Reliability Assessment (SORA).
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The mathematical deterministic optimization problem solved at each RBDO iteration
of the “approximately equivalent deterministic constraint” or simply the constraint-shifting
method, is shown in Eq. 5.18,
Minimize: F (x)
Subject to: gpj(d(x)) = gj(d)− gsk ≤ 0
Side bounds: xLB ≤ xi ≤ xUB
(5.18)
here gsk is the k
th RBDO iteration’s push-off factor for constraint gj(d). The push-off
factors are recalculated during the reliability analysis conducted for the kth iteration. Thus,
as the RBDO problem converges the push-off factors should converge. However, constraint
factors are not sufficient when the constraint is nonlinear, resulting in poor convergence and
unsafe designs.
To address this, SORA uses design-space push-offs, or a shift in design vector d.
Where the formal RBDO problem is transformed to Eq. 5.19. The deterministic opti-
mization problem is conduced using updated s at each RBDO iteration, where at the first
iteration s is zero.
Minimize: F (x)
Subject to: gpj(d(x)) = gj(d− sj) ≤ 0
Side bounds: xLB ≤ xi ≤ xUB
(5.19)
As previously mentioned, the two serial-loop RBDO formulations allow the use of
commercial gradient-based physics-specific optimization packages as black box solvers.
This might be a good option when investigating the effects of reliability constraints on
existing designs without investing a lot of resources to rewrite legacy codes. Even with
SORA’s design shifting, the process of decoupling the two procedures can result in failed or
poor convergence behaviors. Therefore, serial-loop methods are left out of the comparative
study. But serial-loop approaches would be expected to be more efficient than double-loop
procedures and less efficient than single-loops.
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5.3.4 Kriging-Based RBDO
Within the double- and serial-loop procedures kriging can be used to reduce the number
of function calls to the expensive simulation via local or global approximations. Within
double-loops specifically, Lee et al. [38] developed an efficient double-loop approach using
a dynamic kriging formulation to compute the probability of failure and calculate stochastic
sensitivities to efficiently move a local surrogate through the design space. The kriging
Efficient Global Reliability Assessment (EGRA) criteria can also be used to calculate push-
off factors efficiently in serial-loop formulations. However, kriging has been shown to
be extremely efficient when EGRA is coupled with Efficient Global Optimization (EGO)
[34, 35]. Therefore, this section explores the EGRA and EGO combination.
Bichon et al. integrated EGRA and EGO in three ways: “Nested RBDO With Separate
Surrogates”, “Nested RBDO With a Single Surrogate”, and “Sequential RBDO” [34]. For
simplicity, and ease of creating an illustrative example, the nested approach with separate
surrogates is explored, Fig. 5.12, effectively creating a double-loop procedure leveraging
kriging as a global approximation.








kth EGRA/EGO iteration 
New Design 
d*k   
EGRA	Loop	
Refining	g(r)	
Build DK Models 
Figure 5.12: Nested EGRA EGO conceptual flow chart.
In the nested EGRA/EGO algorithm, kriging models are constructed in the determin-
istic variable space for p̂if (d) and F̂ (d) at each RBDO iteration. The p
i
f (S) sample points,
where S indicates the d locations where pf is evaluated, are collected by performing MCS
on a separate kriging models in the random space from ±6σ. The accuracy of the random
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parameter surrogate is iteratively improved using EGRA, Eq. 4.5, indicated by “EGRA
Loop Refining g(r)” in Fig. 5.12. The kriging models are then updated in the following
iteration. In the RBDO sub-problem, an augmented Lagrangian formulation is leveraged
as:
M = f̂ + λ [p̂f − p̄f ] + rp [p̂f − p̄f ]2 (5.20)
where M is EGO merit function, λ is an array of Lagrange multipliers and rp are the
penalty coefficients. The expected improvement ofM is computed by sampling p̂f and F̂ ,
taking the expectation of the samples.
To illustrate the nested EGRA/EGO algorithm a modification is made to the short-
column example, specifically, both h and Y are held constant at 20 and 4.9752 respectively,
Eq. 5.21. The convergence criteria for the EGRA loop is defined as max(EFF )/β0 <
1E − 5, where β0 is the kriging basis mean.
Minimize b
Subject to Prob [g(b,M,P) ≤ 0] ≤ (1−R)














Figure 5.13: Short column simplified space for EGRA/EGO.
The EGRA/EGO process is initialized with four design points across b, [6.5, 9.2,
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11.56, 13.5], Fig. 5.13. The EGRA process was ran at each point in ±6σ for both the
P and M space, with 6 initial LHS points per kriging model. The resulting fit of the
converged EGRA Monte Carloed surrogates is shown as the cyan line in Fig. 5.13. Since
the Pf samples are fitted with a deterministic model the failure probability can be negative,
but as additional samples are added this effect is minimized. The cyan circle in Fig. 5.13
indicates the next point to be evaluated.






















































(d) Probability of Failure and EGRA Objective His-
tory
Figure 5.14: Efficient global reliability assessment convergence for b = 9.2.
Before moving to the next RBDO iteration, the convergence of the random space
surrogate at b = 9.2 is illustrated in Fig. 5.14 using the EGRA criteria. In Figure 5.14(a) the
contour indicates the current approximation of ĝ(P,M); the green line is the true zero-level
contour of the constraint, and the black line is the current approximation of the zero-level
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contour. The six initial samples are indicated by black circles, and the first EGRA point
is the red circle in Fig. 5.14(a). The resulting approximation including the red circle (7
points) is shown in Fig. 5.14(b). When comparing with the previous approximation, the
black line more closely resembles the green, but still requires an additional EGRA point,
indicated by the red circle. At the third and final iteration the green and black line are
almost indistinguishable, especially at the center of the design space where the majority of
samples are collected for MCS, Fig. 5.14(c). In total, 8 function evaluations are used to
assess the probability of failure at b = 9.2. Lastly, Fig. 5.14(d) indicates the change in Pf






















(a) Deterministic Design Exploration





(b) Deterministic Objective and Constraint
Figure 5.15: EGRA/EGO RBDO convergence history.
This process is repeated six more times to achieve acceptable results, Fig. 5.15 for at
total of 83 function evaluations. From Figure 5.15(a), the overall accuracy of the probabil-
ity of failure is greatly increased from iterations 1 to 6. However, the addition the new Pf
close to the previous results in fluctuations in the response, Fig. 5.15(b), creating failure
probabilities less than zero. Bichon et al [34] acknowledge this shortcoming and incorpo-
rate censoring of data within algorithm, which was not implemented here. Thus, to ensure
the methodology is not misrepresented, only results from literature are presented in Section
5.5.
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5.4 Proposed Efficient Global RBDO via Gaussian
Surrogate Dimension Reduction Method
Unlike previous RBDO procedures, the proposed GAUSsian Surrogate Dimension Reduc-
tion Method (GAUSS-DRM) places reliability assessment in both the inner- and outer-loop.
This makes GAUSS-DRM a double-loop method, where the outer-loop is used to construct
a NDK surrogate on an intentionally noisy computer experiment, and the inner-loop is
used to assess the probability of failure on the approximation, Fig. 5.16. The surrogate
outer-loop allows for increased numerical stability, efficient global RBDO, and dimension
reduction of probabilistic uncertainties.







kth GAUSS-DRM iteration 
Unique Designs 
X*k   
Evaluate	
Physics	Models	
Build NDK Models 
Figure 5.16: GAUSS-DRM conceptual flow chart.
The goal of GAUSS-DRM is to incorporate the random variable uncertainties (r) as
noise relative to the model building process, reducing the size of the approximated space,
enabling exploration of larger problems with less samples. This also ensures the procedure
is robust to traditional epistemic uncertainties such as mesh changes, relative to determin-
istic methods. In order to achieve dimension reduction GAUSS-DRM assumes:
1. the random variables are normally distributed,
2. the constraint of interest is predominantly linear in the random space,
3. random and stochastic variables are uncorrelated.
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These assumptions allow for the multidimensional integral to be represented as:









This multi-dimensional integration can be further simplified depending on the random and
stochastic variables present in the RBDO problem, discussed in Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2.
The general RBDO problem indicated by the “multiple RBDO sub-problems” in Fig. 5.16
is formulated as:
Minimize: F (d, µx)
Subject to: Probj [ĝj(d,X, r) ≤ 0] ≤ (1−Rj), j = 1, . . . , ng
Side bounds: dLBi ≤ di ≤ dUBi , i = 1, . . . , nd
µLBxk ≤ µxk ≤ µ
UB
xk
, k = 1, . . . , nk
. (5.23)
In Eq. 5.23, F (d, µx) is a computationally insignificant objective with gradient in-
formation, which is the case for objectives like weight, mass, or volume, and ĝj is the jth
approximation of gj . The probabilistic constraints are approximated by NDK allowing r
variables to be sampled from their distributions, R, imparting randomness in the approxi-
mated response. This is achieved by sampling the constraint with a DOE with respect to d
and X, or as combined samples, S, and including the R realizations in the function calls,
g(S,R), resulting in:
g(S,R) = Y + ε⇒ ĝ(d,X) ∼ N(ŷndk(d,X), σ̂ndk(d,X)). (5.24)
Non-deterministic kriging is then used to fit the noisy response, Y + ε on S, resulting in
the approximation, ĝ(d,X), which is actually a realization of a Gaussian distribution. This
reduces the size of the necessary surrogate model to the total number of deterministic and
stochastic design variables, and the stochastic uncertainty is propagated through the NDK
mean estimation. Where the stochastic distributions can be any distribution and the re-
sponse can be extremely nonlinear since it is approximated by the surrogate. The proposed
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GAUSS-DR RBDO methodology is shown in Fig. 5.17.
Figure 5.17: GAUSsian-Surrogate Dimension Reduction Method RBDO using NDK
flow chart.
Starting in the top most block of the flowchart in Fig. 5.17, an initial Design Of Ex-
periments (DOE), S0, is conducted and realizations of the random parameters are sampled
from their distributions (R0). The constraints are then evaluated at the DOE points consid-
ering the uncertain inputs, Y 0j (S
0, R0) = Y 0j (S
0) + ε. The noisy samples are then used to
construct NDK surrogates, ignoring R0 and approximating the d and X spaces. With the
surrogates constructed, another DOE is conducted across d andX includingN0 points on ĝ.
This DOE is used as starting locations for gradient-based RBDO conducted on the approx-
imations, effectively creating a global optimization scheme. Local solutions, x∗L, are sorted
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and depending on the budget per loop, these points will all be evaluated if convergence is
not met. Assuming it is not met, noise, σs is added to x∗L to speed up convergence of this
exploitative process. Then the constraints are evaluated at the new sample points, and the
process is repeated until all of the constraints are satisfied and the convergence criteria, Eq.
5.25, is met.
log 10
F (x∗k)− F (x∗k−1)
F (x∗k−1)
(5.25)
In Eq. 5.25, the objective function at the current iterations best optimal point, F(x∗k), is
compared to the previous iterations objective. This criteria is typically selected to be less
than or equal to −3.
Now, there are a couple ways to formulate the approximate RBDO formulation de-
pending on which uncertain variables are present and how they are distributed. Therefore,
the simplest case, no stochastic design variables with normally distributed random varia-
tion is presented first. Followed by the formulation with stochastic design variables and
normally distributed random variation.
5.4.1 Aggregated RBDO via GAUSS-DRM
Without considering input randomness, i.e. stochastic variables X, uncertainty is entirely
“aggregated” into the NDK variation estimator. Therefore, the probability of failure at any










where the failure probability is estimated P̂f by evaluating the NDK realization’s equivalent
normal CDF at the constraint limit glim. This provides an analytic approximation of the
failure probability and the resulting RBDO formulation is presented in Eq. 5.27.
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Minimize: F̂ (d)
Subject to: P̂f i(d)− (1−Ri) ≤ 0
Side bounds: dLB ≤ di ≤ dUB
(5.27)
With Eq. 5.27 providing an entirely analytic approximation of the system at each
RBDO iteration, it is possible to analytically derive sensitivities with respect to probability
of failure. This makes gradient-based optimization in the inner-loop more efficient. The
probability of failure sensitivity is a function of the mean and variation which are both














Since the NDK is a realization of a Gaussian process, the derivative of the probability
of failure with respect to the design variables is the negative normal PDF evaluated at
the constraint limit, Eq. 5.29. Where σ̂ and µ̂ are evaluated at the current design. The
sensitivity with respect to variation, Eq. 5.30 involves additional terms since the square-



























To validate Eq. 5.28, the function and samples shown in Fig. 3.3(c) are used as an
example constraint. If it is assumed the constraint is violated when the response is less than
-3, Eq. 5.26 is evaluated at glim = −3 to represent the probability of failure. The NDK
representation of probability of failure is directly compared to the true Pf in Fig. 5.18(a),
which agree. The sensitivity of P̂f is then compared to forward finite-difference in Fig.
5.18(b), which also agree.
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(a) Probability of response less than -3








(b) Sensitivity of probability of failure
Figure 5.18: NDK probability of failure sensitivity validation.
5.4.2 Decoupled RBDO via GAUSS-DRM
To maintain computational efficiency and accuracy leveraging NDK, the stochastic design
variables or non-normal random parameters (now, a non-designable stochastic parameter)
are “decoupled” from the normally distributed random parameters. This results in an ad-
ditional surrogate dimension, creating an extra random or probabilistic space to refine.
However, MCS can then be used to propagate the uncertainty through the NDK model to
create the marginal PDF attributed to the variables represented by the surrogate, Eq. 5.31.













HereNmcs is the number of MCS samples used to propagate the uncertainties, h is the opti-
mal kernel smoothing parameter for normal densities, ĝi is the ith MCS from the surrogate,
and g is the independent variable of the PDF, which is the dependent variable of the surro-
gate approximation. To characterize the marginal PDF associated with random variables,
NDK’s normal realization is used to create a closed form equation as:
f̂r(g) = N(ŷnd(d, µx), σ̂nd(d, µx)) (5.32)
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However, since Eq. 5.31 and Eq. 5.32 need to be recombined, the random PDF is modified
to have a zero mean and an additional variation term ε =
√
|ŷnd − µMCS|, Eq. 5.33.
f̂r(g) = N(0, σ̂nd + ε) (5.33)
Here, ε accounts for the difference in means between the two marginal PDFs, so that the
two PDFs can be recombined. By using the convolution integral to combine the two PDFs,
the random and MCS PDF are essentially added together, Eq. 5.34. The resulting PDF is
then integrated over the failure domain to approximate the probability of failure.
P̂f (d, µx) =
∫
g(d,X)≤0
f̂r ~ f̂mcs (5.34)
To further explain this solution procedure, a 1-D formulation of the short-column is pre-
sented where h = 20 and the RBDO problem is defined as:
Minimize b
Subject to Prob [g(b,Y,M,P) ≤ 0] ≤ (1−R)
Side bounds 5.0 ≤ b ≤ 15.0
(5.35)
Now, since Y is a lognormal distribution it is not appropriate to create a 1 − D fully
aggregated NDK model due to the normality assumption violation. However, adding Y to
the surrogate space and creating realizations of M and P as noise, this problem is solvable
through the decoupled procedure.
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(a) Decoupled NDK Approximation






(b) Approximation Along the Probabilistic Space







(c) Convolution of the PDFs
Figure 5.19: Fundamental decoupled solution procedure.
A single illustration of the decoupled procedure is illustrated in Fig. 5.19. Here, b
is a deterministic parameter, Y was a random parameter, but is included as a stationary
stochastic parameter, and the remaining random parameters, M and P are incorporated as
noise relative to building the NDK model. Thus, every sample in Fig. 5.19(a) is a random
realization of M and P . When exploring this surrogate during the RBDO subproblem,
the solid magenta line in Fig. 5.19(a) represents the design space, the cyan line is the
MCS sampling domain, and the dotted magenta line is the ±3σndk bounds. Since Y was
incorporated within the surrogate, MCSs are used to evaluate the output PDF due to Y at
each design, Fig. 5.19(b). The MCS PDF is then convolved with the corrected NDK PDF
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from the NDK variation estimation, Eq. 5.33, at b = 11.6 and Y = µY , Fig. 5.19(b). The
resulting convolved PDF is then used to assess the probability of failure at b = 11.6, which









































(c) Probability of Failure History












(d) Zoomed Probability of Failure History
Figure 5.20: Fundamental decoupled solution with 30 initial samples.
To solve this RBDO problem, 30 initial samples were taken in the 2 −D space, Fig.
5.20(a). At each iteration, 5 additional samples were added along the Y -direction at the
optimal b, as indicated by the change in infill samples. Convergence 4-dimensional RBDO
problem was observed in 8 iterations, or 65 total samples, Fig. 5.20(b). The constraint
convergence is validated with one-million MCS samples at each design point b, a decoupled
convolution performed on the analytical expression, and assuming the response of the one-
million MCS are normally distributed, Fig. 5.20(c). Figure 5.20(d) zooms into the location
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of the true solution and illustrates the convergence of the approximate P̂f indicated by the
cyan to navy lines. The decoupled method approaches the target reliability (magenta line)
at the same position as the true MCS prediction.
Overall in this illustrative example, GAUSS-DRM demonstrates computational accu-
racy and numerical convergence in 65 function evaluations of a four-dimensional RBDO
problem. In the following section, GAUSS-DRM is compared to double-loop, single-loop
and EGRA/EGO based on computational efficiency and accuracy.
5.5 Benchmark Comparison of RBDO Methodologies
In this section the performance of the proposed RBDO methodology is compared against
existing formulations using the previously discussed (Sec. 5.2) computational experiments
from literature. The first example represents an enabling capability of using the decoupling
solution procedure when faced with non-normally distributed variables. The second exam-
ple demonstrates the proposed method’s ability to handle multiple constraints. For each of
the GAUSS-DRM solutions presented in this section, the algorithm is evaluated 10 times
and the mean of responses of interest are reported to ensure a fair comparison to results
from literature, which are also reported as the mean of 10 runs.
5.5.1 Five-Dimensional Short Column for Decoupled Analysis
The short column RBDO formulation is solved using GAUSS-DRM via the decoupled
analysis, following the four-dimensional example from the previous section. The lognor-
mally distributed Y is included in the surrogate along side b and h, and realizations of the
correlatedM and P are incorporated as noise, Eq. 5.3. In this solution procedure, ten repli-
cates are added at the best optimal approximation location for each infill step. To illustrate
the importance of σs, two levels of sample noise are incorporated into this example, σs =
0.1 and σs = 0.001, effectively a 1 and 0.01 % of the deterministic design variable range,
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respectively. The results are presented in Table 5.2, where β∗ is the equivalent reliability
index about the optimum design using 1 million MCS.
Table 5.2: Short Column RBDO Results
RBDO Methods N is σs Avg. Obj. Avg. β∗ Avg. g Eval.
Double IP FORM 0 216.6 2.513 749.0
Single IP FORM 0 211.7 2.372 228.0
Nested EGO/Separate EGRA 0 216.4 2.505 333.3
Sequential EGO/EGRA 0 216.9 2.514 146.7
Decoupled GAUSS-DRM 60 0.001 224.1 2.535 248.0
Decoupled GAUSS-DRM 60 0.1 221.1 2.618 207.0
The double- and single-loop interior-point solutions were discussed in the Section
5.3 along side their methodologies. Between these six methods, the common evaluation
criteria is the number of function evaluations, and the reliability estimation. Five of the six
solutions produce conservative reliability estimations, β∗ > β∗t = 2.5, where the sequential
EGO/EGRA algorithm requires the least function evaluations on average. However, this
sequential method requires constructing a six-dimensional DK model and refitting it as
individual samples are collected, which does not scale well. The decoupled GAUSS-DRM,
with both levels of σs significantly out performs the double-loop method, and strikes a
middle-ground between the nested and sequential EGO/EGRA process. This comparable
performance is achieved despite only constructing a three-dimensional approximation.
As for the differences between the two decoupled results. An example of the decou-
pled GAUSS-DRM with σs = 0.001 is presented in Fig. 5.21. In Fig. 5.21(a) the initial 60
LHS points are indicated by black circles, with the true constraint boundary and objective
function indicated by the black line and contour respectively. The infill samples across b
and h are almost concentric, by rotating to reveal the Y space, Fig. 5.21(b), the ten points
per iterations are taken as a LHS in Y . In this realization, the GAUSS-DRM converges to
the true optimal in 18 iterations, expending 230 function evaluations, Fig. 5.21(c). After
each iteration the approximate Pf was evaluated against MCS, Fig. 5.21(d) and as expected
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the surrogate process believes the constraint is active at each iterations, so the approxima-
tion is flat. But as more samples are added, the approximation starts to closely represent
















































(d) Probability of Failure History
Figure 5.21: Example decoupled GAUSS-DRM history, σs = 0.001.
The large sampling noise decoupled GAUSS-DRM case (σs = 0.1), converges 11 it-
erations faster, Fig. 5.22. As indicated by Figs. 5.22(a) and 5.22(b), the ten infill points
are not concentric and are distributed about the optimal solution. This allows for faster
exploration of the surrogate approximation, quickly decreasing the objective, Fig. 5.22(c)














































(d) Probability of Failure History
Figure 5.22: Example decoupled GAUSS-DRM history, σs = 0.1.
However, as indicated by Table 5.2, this method is not perfect, especially when con-
sidering small sampling noise, Fig. 5.23. Considering almost zero σs and with 30 initial
samples, Fig. 5.23(a), it is difficult for the approximation to recover from an initially poor
approximation. Here, the initial DOE made this exploitative process converge to the low
end of h, but started to improve, as indicated by the purple to magenta points hugging
the boundary. Unfortunately, the 350 point computational budget was expended rather
quickly, with little benefit. The large σs case almost completely recovers within the com-
putational budget, Figs. 5.23(d) and 5.23(c). Here, the noise pushes the approximate con-
straint boundary further than the current optimal, resulting in large steps in the infill history.
This shortcoming is because GAUSS-DRM is first and foremost a surrogate exploitation
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methodology. Therefore, a σs of 1 to 2 % of the difference between the upper and lower





(a) Infill History, σs = 0.001


















(c) Infill History, σs = 0.1













(d) Objective History, σs = 0.1
Figure 5.23: Decoupled GAUSS-DRM with 30 initial samples.
Nevertheless, the decoupled GAUSS-DRM shows promise as a global RBDO tech-
nique when considering non-Gaussian distributions and demonstrates lower computational
cost than traditional methods. Ideally the decoupled GAUSS-DRM will outperform other
kriging techniques considering a large number of random variables (Nr > 10), while the
sum of deterministic and probabilistic variables is less than or equal to 15 (Nd + Nx ≤ 15).
In this case, the decoupled GAUSS-DRM should be more efficient than the EGO/EGRA
combination, since the GAUSS-DRM will only need to approximate a 15-dimensional
space relative to the EGO/EGRA’s greater than 24-dimensional space.
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5.5.2 Six-Dimensional Cantilever Beam for Aggregated Analysis
In this example the aggregated analysis solution procedure is evaluated while approximat-
ing two constraints. To solve this problem with the proposed GAUSS-DRM, a 2 − D
surrogate is constructed over the t and w space. Where each sample is a random realization
of the four uncorrelated random variables and both target reliability indicies, β∗S and β
∗
D =
3. Additionally, to further investigate some of GAUSS-DRM’s capabilities, two aggregated
cases are considered. The first case, carries a maximum of 2 local solutions to be evaluated
at each infill iteration, with five replications of each or 2 × 5 points per iteration. The
second case, only carries 1 local solution to be evaluated at each infill iteration. Both cases
have a sampling noise of 0.05 to encourage exploration.
Table 5.3: Cantilever Beam RBDO Results
RBDO Method N is Pts/Iter Avg. Obj Avg. β∗S Avg. β∗D Avg. g Eval.
Double IP FORM 0 9.520 3.000 2.986 613.0
Single IP FORM 0 9.537 3.033 3.048 289.0
Nested EGO/Sep. EGRA 1 9.525 3.006 3.192 413.0
Seq. EGO/EGRA 1 9.524 3.006 3.148 128.0
Agg. GAUSS-DRM 30 2 × 5 9.6790 3.1473 3.8244 147.0
Agg. GAUSS-DRM 30 5 9.5632 2.9798 3.6886 139.5
The results of this study are presented in Table 5.3 along side the EGRA/EGO results
from Bichon et al. [34]. However, unlike Bichon et al., GAUSS-DRM assumes that stress
and displacement cannot be evaluated separately, which considering typical analysis, like a
finite element model, where displacement must first be calculated to determine the stress,
they cannot be decoupled. Rather than reporting the sum of Bichon et al’s. evaluations,
the largest of the two is reported in Table 5.3. Here the double-loop interior-point formu-
lation requires 613 constraint evaluation, more than double the single-loop solution. Both
of which present reasonable estimation of the reliability index when validated with MCS
samples, with only β∗D of the double-loop being nonconservative, but within an accept-
able margin of error. The EGRA/EGO methods perform drastically different than one an-
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other The nested solution required 413 constraint calls on average, constructing numerous
four-dimensional surrogates to create a two-dimensional surrogate of the failure probabil-
ity of each constraint. The sequential EGRA/EGO method only requires 128 constraint
evaluations on average but is generating a six-dimensional approximation. Both methods
converge to a similar magnitude of the objective and the constraints are conservative.














(b) Optimal Design History



















(d) Probability of Failure History
Figure 5.24: Cantilever beam aggregated GAUSS-DRM history, two × five samples
per iteration.
The GAUSS-DRM solutions of Table 5.3 are on average more conservative than the
the other approaches. But the computational cost of constructing the two-dimensional ap-
proximations is on par with the sequential EGRA/EGO method. As for the differences
between the two aggregated GAUSS-DRM solutions, the single infill point converges with
less iterations and maintains an objective on par with the other methods. Unfortunately,
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the double infill procedure required almost ten more samples (basically an additional iter-
ation) and resulted in a modestly larger objective and more conservative constraints. This
difference is discussed using Figs. 5.24 and 5.25.











(b) Optimal Design History


















(d) Probability of Failure History
Figure 5.25: Cantilever beam aggregated GAUSS-DRM history, five samples per iter-
ation.
In figure 5.24 an example two infill point optimization history is presented. From Fig.
5.24(a), the infill points are clustered about two locations hugging the constraint bound-
aries. The global optimal indicated by the surrogate is tracked in Fig. 5.24(b), indicating
the right most point is selected as the global optimum, which is only a small improvement
over the second cluster. The objective and number of sample history is illustrated in Fig.
5.24(c), where the objective is shown to steadily decrease over 14 iterations and the number
of samples is increased by 10 at ever iteration. At the same time, the constraint estimation
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at the estimated global optimum is validated and confirmed to be conservative at almost
every iteration, Fig. 5.24(d).
The single point history is presented in Fig. 5.25. Here the infill steps are show to
identify the same solution in the bend of the two constraints, occasionally evaluating the
position of the second cluster demonstrated in the two sample history, Fig. 5.25(a). This
occasional investigation of the other location causes a small oscillation between the two
points, Fig. 5.25(b), But the algorithm ultimately identifies the optimum with 150 function
evaluations, Fig. 5.25(c) while maintaining conservative constraints, Fig. 5.25(d).
Unfortunately, both examples miss the global optimum located at the intersection of
stress and displacement at t ≈ 4, this is because the initial DOE misses this feature, and
the objective function does not favor the edge of the domain. Plus, the objective change at
the constraint boundary is minimal, thus all of the designs are basically the same. Over-
all, the aggregated GAUSS-DRM creates an efficient surrogate-based RBDO framework
maintaining the computational efficiency of EGRA/EGO while minimizing the approxi-
mated space. Thus enabling exploration of larger problems. Additionally, it is not known
whether or not the EGRA/EGO results are as efficient when samples are shared between
stress and displacement.
5.6 Chapter Summary
In this Chapter the reliability-based design optimization problem formulation was dis-
cussed with three traditional solution procedures, single-, double-, and serial-loop meth-
ods along with the kriging-based EGO and EGRA coupling procedure. Fundamentally,
double-loop procedures are the most accurate traditional technique but results in high com-
putational cost. Serial-loop procedures such as sequential optimization and reliability as-
sessment is more computationally efficient but are subject to numerical instability, espe-
cially if a constraint is far from active. And single-loop methods are inaccurate for large
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uncertainties or problems that require high reliability. The existing deterministic kriging-
based approach was shown to be more efficient than the traditional double-loop strategy,
but requires censoring data and constructing a high-dimensional approximation including
deterministic, random, and probabilistic variables. The GAUSsian-Surrogate Dimension
Reduction Method (GAUSS-DRM) RBDO method was proposed to address these short-
comings.
In the proposed methodology a non-deterministic kriging model is constructed at each
iteration on intentionally noisy data. The noise is a result of evaluating the system at per-
turbed versions of the random parameters, decreasing the dimensionality of the surrogate
construction. This reduced space shows up in the data, the NDK variation captures its
influence, and characterizes it as normally distributed. The NDK model is then used to
approximate the system for multiple starting locations using gradient-based RBDO of the
closed form NDK representations of the constraints. During the gradient-based RBDO, de-
sign variable randomness is propagated through the NDK approximation, where correlated
and non-Gaussian distributions can easily be considered.
The proposed methodology was demonstrated on two fundamental physics-based RBDO
problems and compared against traditional methods and results from literature. The GAUSS-
DRM showed a significant decrease in computational cost relative to traditional techniques







As indicated in Chapter 1 thermoelastic design considerations, such as expansion joints,
common in the civil engineering, are overlooked or traded for increased operational ef-
fectiveness in modern aerospace applications resulting in short service lives. Recently, a
community of multi-disciplinary analysis experts have highlighted and characterized these
impacts leveraging commercial finite element tools [50, 52]. Deaton and Grandhi [50] ex-
plored a simple 2−D parametric beam structure to document the fundamental significance
of geometric nonlinearity for thin structures in elevated temperature environments. Lee
and Bhatia [52] developed a representative 3−D hat-stiffened aircraft panel to investigate
the impact of stiffeners on the nonlinear response. Both of these models highlight major
findings that traditional linearized physics miss when evaluating thermal structures. How-
ever, neither of these multi-disciplinary experts formulated design problems for the MDO
community to test their methods on.
In this chapter, adaptations of the models produced by the four previously mentioned
researchers are investigated and parameterized to create design problems. Section 6.2
presents the reconstruction and analysis of Deaton and Grandhi’s beam-strip model. A
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parametric adaption of Lee and Bhatia’s 3 −D model is presented in Section 6.3 with the
addition of spring boundary conditions. Both Sections present a unique RBDO formula-
tions solved in Chapter 7. Finally, the Chapter is concluded with a summary in Section
6.4
6.2 Two-Dimensional Beam Strip Model via Nastran
The objective of Deaton and Grandhi’s parametrized beam model, Fig. 6.1, was illustrating
the consequence of assuming linear physics in elevated temperature environments. No-
tionally, the 2 − D structure represents a curved exhaust-washed aircraft panel attached
to a substructure, butted against adjacent panels, Fig. 6.1(a). The geometric parameteri-
zation including, the length L, curvature δ, and thickness t of the circular cross-section is
illustrated in Fig. 6.1(b).
(a) Schematic of a thin structure heated by hot exhaust gases attached to
substructure
(b) Curved beam strip model with a circular profile.
Figure 6.1: Two-dimensional thermally loaded structure.
In addition to the geometric parameters, they demonstrated the impact of boundary
conditions on the stress and displacement. To achieve this, an axial- and torsional-spring,
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Ka and Kr were added at both of the boundaries. To provide contextually relevant magni-









where AE/L is the axial stiffness of a flat-bar, and EI/L2 bending stiffness of a flat-
cantilever beam. In Eqs. 6.1 and 6.2, A is the circular cross-sectional area, E is the mate-
rial’s Young’s modulus, and I is the circular moment of inertia. Ideally, Ka and Kr are the
result of joining the panel to substructures. Thus ka and kr represent boundary stiffness or
the ratio between the adjoining structures, understanding the flat-bar values are not entirely
physically meaningful for the curved geometry but provide a realistic magnitude.
Table 6.1: Two-Dimensional Beam-Strip Material Properties and Load Conditions
Parameter Symbol Unit Value
Coefficient of thermal expansion α 1/◦F 5.5× 10−6
Elastic modulus E psi 12.5× 106
Temperature load δT F 900.0
To compute the stress of a given design, Deaton and Grandhi analyzed the beam struc-
ture using MSC Nastran (SOL400, geometric nonlinear) with 250 two-node beam elements
and was said to be a sufficiently converged mesh. This same mesh is used in this study. The
model is subject to a uniform temperature increase of 900◦F with coefficient of thermal ex-
pansion and elastic modulus that closely correspond to the properties of TI-6242 at 900◦F ,
Table 6.1.
6.2.1 Design Space Exploration
One of the primary contributions of Deaton and Grandhi’s findings was, “increasing both
rotational and axial stiffness of boundaries increases the significance of geometric nonlin-
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earity.” Unfortunately, due to the complexity of extracting a sub-component from a built-up
model, simplifying assumptions made to reduce a model to the appropriate fidelity for pre-
liminary design, and uncertainty in manufacturing/fastening processes, boundary stiffness
is among the most difficult model parameters to accurately select. Therefore, this section
explores the impact of the geometric parameters over a continuous range subject to various
boundary conditions. The objective of this exploration is to determine an interesting yet re-
alistic combination of boundary conditions for a RBDO problem formulation. To conduct
this exploration, the curvature and thickness are normalized by the span-length covered by
the beam, or δ/L and t/L respectively.







































































Figure 6.2: Beam-strip fixed-fixed boundary conditions. The rotational and axial stiff-
ness are Kr ≈ ∞ and Ka ≈ ∞ respectively. The black lines indicates 40 ksi.
The first boundary condition under consideration is the fixed-fixed condition or Kr ≈
∞ and Ka ≈ ∞, Fig. 6.2. The approximately infinite stiffness is achieved with a joint
rotational and axial stiffness of 500 and 10 respectively. Deaton and Grandhi demonstrated
that ka = 10 and kr = 500 create joint stiffness similar in trend and magnitude to infinite
stiffness without using significantly larger numbers. The maximum displacement of the
strip of the fixed-fixed boundary is significantly nonlinear across both normalized geometry
variables, Fig. 6.2(a). Interestingly, the maximum stresses in the geometric space are
observed across δ/L space with minimum at the upper and lower ends of t/L, Fig. 6.2(b).
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However, truly infinite boundary conditions are impossible to achieve physically.







































































Figure 6.3: Beam-strip fixed-free boundary conditions. The rotational and axial stiffness
are Kr ≈ ∞ and Ka ≈ 0 respectively.
The next boundary condition is the fixed-free condition with Kr ≈ ∞ and Ka ≈ 0,
Fig. 6.3. In this case the axial stiffness cannot truly be zero, otherwise it becomes a free
expansion problem. Thus, ka = 0.5 indicating the axial boundary stiffness is much smaller
than the axial stiffness of the panel. This results in large displacements for small δ/L and
t/L combinations but relatively small displacements elsewhere, Fig. 6.3(a). The lack of
axial joint stiffness results in a maximum stress of 37 ksi, Fig. 6.3(b), significantly less than
65 ksi of the fix-fixed condition. Unfortunately, it would be impossible to achieve zero axial
stiffness considering a smooth OML skin panel at room temperature. There would need to
be significant gaps in the skins so that expansion could occur at elevated temperatures.
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Figure 6.4: Beam-strip free-fixed boundary conditions. The rotational and axial stiffness
are Kr = 0 and Ka =∞ respectively. The black line indicates 40 ksi.
The third boundary condition is the opposite of the previous, free-fixed, with Kr = 0
and Ka ≈ ∞, Fig. 6.4. Unlike the previous condition, kr can be set to zero indicating
zero joint rotational stiffness. Here the maximum displacement contour is similar to the
fixed-fixed condition, except the displacements remain larger as t/L increases, 6.4(a). The
resulting change in the maximum max stress, 62 ksi compared to 65 ksi is not significant,
however the change in contour topography is huge. Additionally, there are no longer two
minimums and the maximum occurs at a small δ/L and large t/L, Fig. 6.4(b). If a tra-
ditional design problem is considered i.e. minimizing weight subject to constraints, the
free-fixed BC results in a displacement dominated design, ultimately resulting in minimum
t/L and an intermediate δ/L. From here a variety of rotational stiffness were considered,
and as rotational stiffness increased the max stress magnitude decreased resulting in highly
nonlinear contours.
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Figure 6.5: Beam-strip stiff-fixed boundary conditions. The rotational and axial stiffness
are kr = 50 and Ka =∞ respectively. The black line indicates 40 ksi.
The recommended boundary conditions for the design problem formulation are taken
as kr = 50 and ka = 500, Fig. 6.5. Physically, this selection implies the rotational
boundary stiffness is much larger than the beam bending stiffness in the panel and axial
stiffness is infinite. This way, the OML is assumed to be smooth at room-temperature.
Here the maximum displacement contour, Fig. 6.5(a) closely resembles the fixed-fixed
boundary condition contour. However, the maximum stress contour drastically different,
Fig. 6.5(b) and the maximum stress is 54 ksi. A nontraditional RBDO is defined in the
following section considering a manufacturing objective and stress constraint.
6.2.2 RBDO Problem Definition
From the previous section, the boundary conditions are taken as kr = 50 and ka = 500,
to represent a stiff-fixed condition. Like the free-fixed condition, the optimization problem
would be displacement dominated since stress is small at the thinnest design with a large
displacement. The estimated manufacturing cost objective function illustrated in Fig. 6.6
represents the notional relationship that manufacturing either very thin or thick structures
and very flat or highly curved components are more expensive than designs with interme-
diate values of the shape variables. A notional stress constraint of 40 ksi is indicated by
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the black curve with the gray shade indicating the failure domain (stress ≥ 40 ksi). The
selected cost function pushes the designs directly into the stress constraint resulting in two
local optimums of interest across the failure domain. The two optimums are indicated by a
square and circle in Fig. 6.6.






















Figure 6.6: Deterministic geometric nonlinear thermally loaded structure design
space.
Now, considering Deaton and Grandhi were investigating both the shape parameters
and boundary conditions, the rotational joint stiffness is assumed to be uncertain. Specifi-
cally, the kr follows the normal distribution, N(µ = 50, σ = 5). Propagating the selected
uncertainty through the two points on the constraint boundary in Fig. 6.6, results in the
CDFs in Fig. 6.7.
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(a) Square Solution CDF, Pf = 37 %









(b) Circle Solution CDF, Pf = 52.7 %
Figure 6.7: Cumulative distributions at the deterministic solutions.
In the CDFs above, the probability of failure (Pf ) due to the 40 ksi constraint of the
square solution is 37 %. Here the empirical approximation achieved through MCS is similar
to the normal CDF, Fig. 6.7(a). The circle solution’s PDF has a steep change from 0 to 100
% Pf is a little less normal than the square and, a 52 % probability of failure due to the 40
ksi constraint, Fig. 6.7(b). The most important difference is the change from 0 to 100 %
Pf . By having a slow change, the square solution offers a robust CDF. This is repeated for
the entire design space, resulting in the the failure space in Fig. 6.8.







































Figure 6.8: Geometric nonlinear thermally loaded structure’s probability of failure.
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With the objective function, constraint, design variables and distribution of stiffness
defined, the formal statement of the reliability-based design optimization problem is given
as:
Minimize: Cost(d) = 1500d12 + 1333d22 − 29d1 − 83.2d2 + 1.63
Subject to: Prob (40ksi− τmax(d, r) ≤ 0)− 0.1 ≤ 0
Design Variables d: d1 = δL ,d2 =
t
L
Random Variable r: kr = N(µ = 50, σ = 5)
(6.3)
Here, the constraint is defined as needing a Pf is less than 10%, where failure is defined
as the stress in the beam exceeding 40 ksi. Note that 10% is a much higher rate than is
typically acceptable in engineering practice, but selecting a higher Pf reduces the number
of samples required to capture the distribution of the uncertain parameter for evaluation
of the true constraint. To illustrate the final RBDO space, Fig. 6.9 shows the 10% Pf
constraint in black plotted over the cost contour.






















Figure 6.9: Geometric nonlinear thermally loaded structure’s design space.
By comparing Fig. 6.6 and Fig. 6.9 it is easy to see the deterministic square solution
is shifted to a higher objective value due to the probabilistic constraint. Whereas the circle
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solution is only slightly moved. Therefore, if effort is spent exploring the deterministic
space to find the global optimum, incorporating reliability constraints pushes the optimum
to a larger objective value, making it into a local optimum, wasting the computational effort.
The results of this RBDO formulation are found in Section 7.1.
6.3 Three-Dimensional Shell Model via Abaqus
The model presented within this section seeks to design a 3−D geometric nonlinear ther-
moelastic hat-stiffened panel following Lee and Bhatia [52] including boundary condition
uncertainties similar to Deaton and Grandhi [50]. Lee and Bhatia’s was designed to closely
resemble the SR-71’s wing skin panel, Fig. 6.10. To simplify the geometry, the external
skin (top skin), and the internal skin (hat stiffener), indicated in Fig. 6.10 were idealized
as splines. Their objective was to investigate the impact of stiffeners on local bifurcations
of a handful of panel configurations considering aluminum and inconel-718 material prop-
erties. The analysis was conducted using MAST (Multidisciplinary-design Adaption and
Sensitivity Toolkit), an open-source finite-element package validated with Abaqus.
Figure 6.10: Three-dimensional shell model inspiration. SR-71 Wing skin panel
schematic, Fig. 3 of [85].
In this design problem, Abaqus (Riks, geometric nonlinear S4R shell elements) is
used to analyze the nonlinear stress and frequency of the resulting deformed structure. The
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coefficient of thermal expansion and elastic modulus are given in Table 6.2, which closely
correspond to the properties of TI-6242 at 482.2◦C.
Table 6.2: Three-Dimensional Shell Model Material Properties and Load Conditions
Parameter Symbol Unit Value
Coefficient of thermal expansion α 1/◦C 9.9× 10−6
Elastic modulus E pa 86.18× 109
Temperature load δT C 482.2
Pressure load P pa 300
Density ρ kg/m3 4540.0
Poisson’s ratio ν 0.32
6.3.1 Geometric Parameterization of The Structure
To construct a representative design optimization problem it was necessary to create a
parametric representation of the panel. This was achieved by using the Abaqus CAE and
the Python shell. First, a representative cross-section was drawn with three identical hats
spaced 90 mm apart, with the center hat placed at the middle of the drawing, Fig. 6.11. The
total length of the panel cross-section is assumed to be a constant 0.3m or 300mm, thus
the skins simply connect the three hats from −150mm to 150mm. The skin and stiffener
thickness were established as separate variables indicated by tskin and tstiff .
























Figure 6.11: Panel cross-section parameterization.
The hat parameterization is illustrated in Fig. 6.12. The hats are allowed to change via
the width and height of the stiffeners, Wstiff and Hstiff respectively. The curvature of the
skin and stiffeners are controlled via spline points, ηskin and ηstiff . Both ηskin and ηstiff
are positive above their respective axis, i.e. ηskin is negative and ηstiff is positive in Fig.
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6.12. The length of the hat-ramp in the x-direction, rlength is characterized by the seventh
design variable rratio, the ramp-ratio is defined in Eq. 6.4. The ramp-length is defined as a





































From the 2−D drawing, the part is extruded 0.3m in the z-direction, Fig. 6.13(a). To
compute the stress of a given design, the structure was meshed with approximately 17200
S4R shell elements, which corresponds to a mesh factor of 0.003 to closely approximate the
100× 100 element top-skin mesh reported by Lee and Bhatia, Fig. 6.13(b). To incorporate
uncertain boundary conditions, spring elements were added around the entire top-skin of
the Abaqus assembly, Fig. 6.13(c). The red circles indicate rotational springs in the x-
and z-directions, K4 and K6 respectively. The magenta circles indicated z-directional axial
springs, K3, of the front and back most edges of the hats (excluding the skin hats). For
a total of 930 spring elements. The other remaining skin edges are constrained in the x-,
y-, and z-direction and the rotational y-direction, Fig. 6.13(d). The analysis is conducted
as a 300 pa pressure load followed by a 482.2◦C δT applied across 10 Riks steps. This is
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(d) Loads and Boundary Conditions
Figure 6.13: Abaqus panel construction process.
As a quick validation of the structural representation, the boundary conditions, clamped-
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clamped on the face-sheet and stiffener edges are constraint to zero displacement in the z-
direction, and aluminum material properties are applied to the model. The first four mode
shape are directly compared to the results from literature, Fig. 6.14. The mode shapes
appear identical. Additionally, the natural frequencies of the Abaqus modes correspond the
the frequencies presented by Lee and Bhatia. Therefore, the reconstructed Abaqus model
represents the model from literature
(a) Lee’s first four mode shapes, Fig 9a [52]
at ∆T = 0.5◦C.
(b) Recreated mode shapes in Abaqus.
Figure 6.14: Model validation against Lee’s aluminum panel mode shapes. The mate-
rial properties: α = 2.8 × 10−5/K, ρ = 2800 kg/m3, ν = 0.33, and E = 72.9 GPa. Panel
shape parameters: Wstiff = 60 mm, Hstiff = 15 mm, tskin = tstiff = 1 mm, rratio = 25 %,
ηskin = -7.5 mm, and ηstiff = 0.0 mm.
With a validated parametric model it is now necessary to determine the range of ac-
ceptable design variables and conduct a parametric study to ensure stress and frequency
are effected by the changes. First the impact of the boundary conditions is evaluated on a
nominal design to determine where stress can be collected efficiently for optimization. The
nominal design of Wstiff = 60 mm, Hstiff = 16mm, tskin = tstiff = 2 mm, rratio = 25 %,
ηskin = -3.8 mm, and ηstiff = 0.0 mm is evaluated with fixed boundary conditions (springs
boundaries ≈∞) and free conditions (springs boundaries = 0).
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(a) Displacement Top (m) (b) Displacement Bottom (m)
(c) Stress Top (Pa) (d) Stress Bottom (Pa)
Figure 6.15: Panel displacement and stress distributions considering free BC. Stiffness
parameters K4 = 0, K6 = 0 and K3 = 0. Panel shape parameters: Wstiff = 60 mm, Hstiff =
16mm, tskin = tstiff = 2 mm, rratio = 25 %, ηskin = -3.8 mm, and ηstiff = 0.0 mm.
The Abaqus stress and displacement results of considering the free boundary condi-
tions are presented in Fig. 6.15. The magnitude of the displacements on the top of the
panel, Fig. 6.15(a) indicates the largest displacements take place in the center of the panel
along the middle stiffener. This is slightly less on the bottom skin, indicating the stiffening
effect of the hats Fig. 6.15(b). The von Mises stress is indicated as being the largest at the
boundary (numerical), the contours also indicate large stress along the hat/skin edge in the
z-direction at the top of the panel, Fig. 6.15(c). The bottom of the panel has significantly
lower stresses than the top, Fig. 6.15(d). These results are mirrored by the fixed boundary
conditions, Fig. 6.16.
In the fixed BC case, the displacements are almost an order of magnitude smaller, Fig.
6.16(a), resulting in significantly higher stress especially at the boundaries Fig. 6.16(c).
The stresses were so much higher at the boundaries, the contour was censored 3 elements
away from the edge. This still results in significant stresses across the top flat section of
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(a) Displacement Top (m) (b) Displacement Bottom (m)
(c) Stress Top (Pa) (d) Stress Bottom (Pa)
Figure 6.16: Panel displacement and stress distributions considering springs bound-
aries. Stiffness parameters K4 = 1E+24, K6 = 1E+24 and K3 = 1E+24. Panel shape
parameters: Wstiff = 60 mm, Hstiff = 16mm, tskin = tstiff = 2 mm, rratio = 25 %, ηskin =
-3.8 mm, and ηstiff = 0.0 mm.
panel and the hat panel interface. Therefore, stress is collected along the middle of the
panel (Z = 0.150 m) across the x-direction.
The difference in first frequency mode shapes is shown in Fig. 6.17. The overall
shapes are very similar aside from the fixed BC resulting in a more circular field than the
almost rounded square of the free conditions The free conditions result in a frequency of
659 Hz and the fixed condition a frequency of 869 Hz. As expected increasing the stiffness
of the BCs increases the frequency relative to the free condition. And therefore, frequency
is sensitive to changes in the boundary conditions. With the sampling location for stress
identified and frequency sensitivity established the parameter study of the design variables
and stiffness is presented in the following section.
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(a) Free BC Top. (b) Free BC Bottom.
(c) Fixed BC Top. (d) Fixed BC Bottom.
Figure 6.17: Comparison of the first mode shape with different BC. Frequencies: 659.84
Hz – free BCs, and 869.07 Hz – fixed BCs.
6.3.2 Parameter Sensitivity Studies
From the previous Section’s stress contours, the maximum stress will be taken at the z-mid-
span across the x-direction on the top-skin. In this section a parameter study is conducted
to determine an appropriate design variable range, probabilistic distributions, frequency
and stress constraints, and the appropriate reliability limits of the constraints. To begin this
study, a thin nominal design is explored where Wstiff = 60 mm, Hstiff = 16mm, tskin =
tstiff = 2 mm, rratio = 25 %, ηskin = -3.8 mm, and ηstiff = 0.0 mm to establish a range of
interesting stiffness.
The stiffness sweeps are illustrated in Fig. 6.18. Here, sweeps of stiffnesses are
conducted setting the other two stiffnesses as both fixed and free, considering both the
first natural frequency and the maximum von Mises stress across the x-axis, Fig. 6.18(a)
















































(b) Maximum Von Mises Stress Sensitivity.
Figure 6.18: Sensitivity of frequency and stress with respect to stiffness.
in frequency of 125 Hz across the range of interest considering fixed and free BC for the
other two springs. Whereas stress increases by 150 Mpa across the range for the free
condition but transitions from one position to the next considering fixed BCs, resulting in a
change of approximately 30 Mpa. This trend of frequency increasing with stiffness is also
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observed for K4 and K6, albeit a smaller change. The stress also increases with an increase
in stiffness. But more importantly than identifying the change in magnitude of frequency
and stress, Fig. 6.18 also identifies the regions of stiffness where stress and frequency are
sensitive to changes in stiffness. These ranges are used to establish a more refined range of
stiffness for the design parameter study, Table 6.3.
With an interesting band of stiffness’ identified, a parametric study is conducted across
the established design variables and stiffness (ten total parameters), Table 6.3. In this study,
the lower and upper bounds of each design variable is swept across all three stiffness ranges.
This results in 324 Abaqus evaluations (9 stiffness per variable × 3 independent stiffness
× 6 design variables × 2 for the upper and lower bounds) by changing tskin and tstiff
together. The first sweep conducted is across stiffener height, Fig. 6.19.
Table 6.3: Three-Dimensional Hat-Stiffened Panel Parametric Sweep Conditions
Parameter Symbol unit Minimum Maximum Nominal Value
Stiffener height Hstiff mm 12 20 16
Stiffener width Wstiff mm 40 80 60
Ramp ratio rratio % 5.0 45 25
Skin curvature ηskin mm −7.5 −0.1 −3.8
Hat curvature ηstiff mm −3.0 3.0 0.0
Skin thickness tskin mm 2.0 10.0 6.0
Hat thickness tstiff mm 2.0 10.0 6.0
Z-stiffness K3 pa 105.621 109.276 107.4485
θx-stiffness K4 pa 100 103.483 101.7415
θz-stiffness K6 pa 100 103.483 101.7415
In Fig 6.19 the doted lines correspond to the lower bound of the design parameter,
Hstiff = 12 mm and the solid lines correspond to the upper bound of 20 mm. As for the
color, the cyan to magenta gradient represents the transition from the smallest stiffness
considered to the largest. The top two figures in the quad layout illustrate the displacement
in mm and von Mises stress in Mpa across the center of the panel. From the three sub-
figures, it is evident the change in K3, K4, and K6 all change the response across the lower
and upper bounds of Hstiff . Albeit a small change for K4. The change in frequency and
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stress from upper to lower bounds is highly dependent on boundary condition stiffness.
Generally, an increase (doted to solid line) in Hstiff results in decreased frequency and
stress. More importantly, with the goal of finding an appropriate distribution for stiffness,















































































































































































Figure 6.19: Stiffener height’s effects on frequency and stress. Legend: cyan to magenta
represents the transition from the smallest stiffness considered to the largest, and doted and
solid lines represent the design variable’s lower (Hstiff = 12 mm) and upper (Hstiff = 20
mm) bounds respectively.
The next design variable under investigation is stiffener width, Fig. 6.20. Again, K4
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does not appear to cause a significant change from the upper and lower bounds of Wstiff ,
Fig. 6.20(a). However, K3 and K6 result in large changes in both stress and frequency
at both the upper and lower bound of Wstiff . Generally, with an increase in Wstiff there
is a decrease in frequency and stress, similar to Hstiff . There are also distinct regions of


















































































































































































Figure 6.20: Stiffener width’s effect on frequency and stress. Legend: doted (Wstiff =
40 mm) and solid lines (Wstiff = 80 mm).
The ramp ratio exhibits the opposite behavior of Wstiff and Hstiff , an increase in
rratio causes a increase in both stress and frequency, Fig. 6.21 (comparing the dotted and
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solid lines). This is because rratio effectively changes the hat’s stiffening effect across the
mid-space of the panel. Thus, a large rratio results in a stiffer panel. K4 again has a minimal
impact on stress and frequency, Fig. 6.21(a). Interestingly, K6’s impact on the large rratio
design is significantly smaller than the previous variables, Fig. 6.21(b), this is likely do to
the stiffeners providing more rotational stiffness in the z-direction. Broadly speaking, the



















































































































































































Figure 6.21: Ramp ratio’s effect on frequency and stress. Legend: doted (rratio = 5.0 %)
and solid lines (rratio = 45 %).
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The skin curvature generally demonstrates the same results as ramp-ratio, an increase
in ηskin causes a increase in both stress and frequency, Fig. 6.22. However, at larger stiff-
ness for K4 and K6 the tend switches indicated by the intersection between the dotted and
solid black curves in Figs. 6.22(a) and 6.22(b). Additionally, all three stiffness maintain
sensitivity at the lower and upper bounds of ηskin. In the interest of determining a distribu-















































































































































































Figure 6.22: Skin curvature’s effect on frequency and stress. Legend: doted (ηskin =
−7.5 mm) and solid lines (ηskin = −0.1 mm).
In Lee and Bhatia’s study they concluded, “...within the context of the present study,
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no clear advantage is seen in favor of stiffener corrugations...” [52] when investigating the
the stress at the secondary bifurcation of an aluminum panel with ηskin = 0. However,
when ηskin 6= 0 the hat curvature, or stiffener corrugation has a significant impact on stress
and frequency, as shown in Fig. 6.23. Following the previous two design variables, an
increases in ηstiff also results in an increase in both stress and frequency. Changes in the

















































































































































































Figure 6.23: Hat curvature’s effect on frequency and stress. Legend: doted (ηstiff =
−3.0 mm) and solid lines (ηstiff = 3.0 mm).
The last two design variables under investigation, tskin and tstiff are presented in Fig.
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6.24. As indicated by all four sub-figure’s displacement plots, the upper bound of thickness
resulted in an exceptionally rigid design with minimal displacements across the panel mid-
span. The frequency sensitivities with respect to the thickness bounds follow the first few
variables, i.e. frequency decreases with increased thickness. Stress however, follows the
opposite trend and even crosses with changes in K4 and K6 in Figs. 6.24(a) and 6.24(b).
The region of sensitivity is consistent with the previous variables. Therefore, distributions




















































































































































































Figure 6.24: Thickness’ effect on frequency and stress. Legend: doted (tskin = tstiff =
2.0 mm) and solid lines (tskin = tstiff = 10.0 mm).
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As a result of the parametric sweeps, the log10 of the boundary condition stiffnesses
are assumed to be normally distributed. Since K3 was shown to be sensitive from 7 and
8.5 the distribution parameters are N(µ = 7.65, σ = 0.1167), this way the maximum ±6σ
bounds are within the sensitive range. For the same reason K4 and K6 were selected to be
N(µ = 2.5, σ = 0.1667). This ensures the stress and frequency will exhibit changes with the
uncertainty. The formal RBDO statement is presented in the following section including
the stress and frequency constraints.
6.3.3 RBDO Problem Definition
The formal statement of the RBDO problem for the 3-D panel is formulated as:
Minimize Weight(d, µx)
Subject to Prob [gs(d, µx, r) ≤ 0] ≤ (1−R)
Prob [gf (d, µx, r) ≤ 0] ≤ (1−R)
Side bounds 2mm ≤ d1 = tskin ≤ 10mm
2mm ≤ d2 = that ≤ 10mm
5% ≤ d3 = rratio ≤ 45%
12mm ≤ d4 = hstiff ≤ 20mm
40mm ≤ d5 = wstiff ≤ 80mm
−7.0mm ≤ µ1 = ηskin ≤ −0.5mm
−2.5mm ≤ µ2 = ηhat ≤ 2.5mm




Here the reliability requirement R is 99.86%, the deterministic parameters are: tskin,
that, hstiff , wstiff , and rratio, with controllable stochastic parameters ζskin and ζhat nor-
mally distributed considering σ1 = σ2 = 0.1 mm, and three independent random stiffness
parameters. The log10 of rotational stiffness in the x-direction on the skin edges, K4 fol-
lows N(µ = 2.5, σ = 0.1667). K6, the log10 of rotational stiffness in the z-direction on
the skin edges follows the same distribution as K4. And K8, the the log of z-directional
axial stiffness of the front and back most edges of the hats (excluding the skin hats) follows
N(µ = 7.65, σ = 0.1167). Failure is defined as the maximum von Mises stress greater
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than 550 Mpa and a first natural frequency less than 650 Hz.
6.4 Chapter Summary
In summary, two representative thermoelastic aircraft panels from literature were parame-
terized, evaluated, and explored to establish two reliability-based design optimization prob-
lems. The first, a two-dimensional Nastran beam-strip model has been formulated with a
cost minimization objective subject to a probabilistic stress constraint. The cost function
captures the relationship of manufacturing either very flat or highly curved components
and very thin or thick structures are more expensive to produce. And the constraint ensures
the designs do not fail. The design variables are the curvature and thickness normalized by
the span-length covered by the beam to ensure generality. Uncertainty is imposed via the
rotational boundary conditions at the two ends of the beam. This effectively represents a
three-dimensional RBDO problem.
In the second, a weight minimization of a three-dimensional Abaqus shell model sub-
ject to probabilistic stress and frequency constraints was formulated. The weight mini-
mization ensures the panel is as light as possible while meeting the probabilistic stress
and frequency design requirements. The Abaqus model was parameterized with five shape
variables including stiffener height, stiffener width, ramp ratio, skin curvature, and hat cur-
vature. Additionally, the skin and hat thicknesses were included as two size variables.
Uncertainties in both manufacturing conditions on the two curvatures and three bound-
ary conditions are considered. This problem is capable of being scaled exponentially by
allowing: the hats to vary independently, multiple thickness regions, and spatially corre-
lated boundary stiffness. However, in the formulation presented within this Chapter, the





7.1 Design of a Two-Dimensional Beam Strip Model
To solve the Nastran two-dimensional beam strip model from Section 6.2.2, the RBDO
problem is reformulated for GAUSS-DRM as:
Minimize: Cost(d) = 1500d12 + 1333d22 − 29d1 − 83.2d2 + 1.63
Subject to: Prob (40ksi− τ̂max(d) ≤ 0) ≤ 0.1
Side bounds: 0.005 ≤ d1 = δ/L ≤ 0.15
0.005 ≤ d2 = T/L ≤ 0.15
Random variable: r1 = kr = N(µ = 50, σ = 5)
(7.1)
Here τ̂max is approximated by the NDK surrogate model, and the randomness of the
rotational stiffness is integrated into the approximation by sampling the kr distribution
at each deterministic design. This artificial sampling noise is captured by NDK’s MSE
estimator, thus the fully aggregated GAUSS-DRM solution procedure from Section 5.4.1 is
used to solve the RBDO problem. To illustrate the effectiveness and some of the features of
the GAUSS-DRM method four input conditions are considered. Case 1, 30 initial samples
(N is) with three local infill locations and five points per locations; Case 2, 30 initial samples
(N is) with one local infill locations and five points per location; Case 3, 60 initial samples
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(N is) with three local infill locations and five points per locations; Case 4, 30 initial samples
(N is) with one local infill locations and five points per location. The results considering 10
RBDO solutions per case with different initial DOEs are summarized in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: Aggregated GAUSS-DRM Two-Dimensional Beam Strip Results
Case N is Pts./Iter. Avg. Obj. Avg. β∗ Avg. g Evals
1 30 3 × 5 0.3579 2.0635 169.0
2 30 1 × 5 0.3752 1.5673 78.0
3 60 3 × 5 0.3655 1.7992 199.0
4 60 1 × 5 0.3714 2.8228 108.0
From Table 7.1, all four Cases provide a similar objective, indicating the solutions
are on the constraint boundary. All four Cases also provide a conservative estimation of
the target reliability index (βt = 1.2816). As for the most computationally efficient condi-
tions, Cases 2 and 4 provide cost-effective procedures expending an average of 78 and 108
function evaluations per RBDO solution respectively. However, these metrics do not cap-
ture how well NDK captures the failure boundary or if both local-solutions are identified.
Therefore, representative quad figures are included to further discuss the effectiveness of
the four input conditions.
Case 1 is on average the second most computationally expensive set of inputs, how-
ever, it consistently identifies both local optimal solutions, Fig. 7.1. The representative infill
history indicates samples were selected at both the top and bottom of the constraint bound-
ary, Fig. 7.1(a), where iteration 1 is cyan and iteration 15 is purple. Initially three cyan
samples were selected: top-right corner, top-left corner, and just below the bottom local
solutions. These points were selected based on the representation of the failure boundary
at the given iteration, Fig. 7.1(b). The objective is shown to consistently decrease across
the 15 iterations, while the cost initially increased by 15 then consistently went up by 10
indicating two solutions exist, Fig. 7.1(c). Now despite the objective having a smooth
convergence, the optimal design location oscillates between the two solutions as the ap-
proximation becomes more accurate, Fig. 7.1(d). This is due to the two local solutions
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having similar objective values, and makes for easy post post-processing for designers to
investigate both design points.
(a) Infill sample history (b) Failure boundary approximation and initial
DOE (30 points)
(c) Objective and Number of Samples (d) Optimal Design Varable History
Figure 7.1: Aggregated GAUSS-DRM beam strip RBDO history, Case 1.
Case 2 is on average the least computationally expensive of the four input conditions,
however, it rarely identifies and updates both sides of the constraint boundaries, Fig. 7.2.
The infill history indicates an initial investigation of the top most solution, but quickly
transitions to the bottom constraint and remains there, Fig. 7.2(a). Unfortunately for this
Case, the approximation of the top local optimum is shifted upward of the true solution,
Fig. 7.2(b), so it is never re sampled. The objective history initially oscillates above and
below the true solution, Fig. 7.2(c), this is because the constraint approximation initially
oscillates between the true failure and conservative domains in the first four iterations.
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Once the approximation steadies with the addition of the 20 points, the design converges to
the bottom local optimum, Fig. 7.2(d). However, this history gives no indication of another
potential local optimum.
(a) Infill sample history (b) Failure boundary approximation and initial
DOE (30 points)
(c) Objective and Number of Samples (d) Optimal Design Varable History
Figure 7.2: Aggregated GAUSS-DRM beam strip RBDO history, Case 2.
Case 3 performs similarly to Case 1, indicating both local solutions, but the addition
of 30 more initial samples results in more constraint evaluations to achieve a converged
solution, Fig. 7.4. Figure 7.3(a) clearly indicates two optimum solutions, and the optimum
design history also indicates exploration between the two points, Fig. 7.3(d). The objective
history indicates converges to a local optimum, and interestingly the cost from iteration 1
to 2 only increased by 5, indicating only a single infill point was selected, but increases by
10 until iteration 12, where 15 samples where added. Finally converging at iteration 14.
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(a) Infill sample history (b) Failure boundary approximation and initial
DOE (60 points)
(c) Objective and Number of Samples (d) Optimal Design Varable History
Figure 7.3: Aggregated GAUSS-DRM beam strip RBDO history, Case 3.
Finally, Case 4, unlike Case 2, commonly finds both local-optimum, Fig. 7.4(a). The
larger initial computational budget, 60 samples versus 30 samples, allows for better initial
characterization of the space, Fig. 7.4(b), where the failure approximation hugs the true
boundary. This ultimately causes the optimizer to converge in 12 iterations at 5 samples
per iteration, Fig. 7.4(c). During the convergence, the top local optimum is identified first,
but switches to the bottom solution for 6 iterations before finally converging to the top
solution, Fig. 7.4(d).
With the evidence from Figs. 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4, and Table 7.1 it is best to use an
initially large computational budget with only a single local infill point to achieve the most
efficient solution when multiple local optimums are present. This conclusion stems from
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the GAUSS-DRM procedure being first and foremost an exploitative process. Therefore, if
the initial DOE misses a feature the following infill point will not explore the regions with
little information.
(a) Infill sample history (b) Failure boundary approximation and initial
DOE (60 points)
(c) Objective and Number of Samples (d) Optimal Design Varable History
Figure 7.4: Aggregated GAUSS-DRM beam strip RBDO history, Case 4.
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7.2 Design of a Three-Dimensional Shell Model
To address the design of the nonlinear thermoelastic from Section 6.3, the RBDO formula-
tion from Eq. 6.5 is truncated to:
Minimize Weight(d, µx)
Subject to Prob [(550− ĝs(d, µx)) ≤ 0] ≤ (1−R)
Prob [(ĝf (d, µx)− 650) ≤ 0] ≤ (1−R)
Side bounds 2mm ≤ d1 = tskin ≤ 10mm
2mm ≤ d2 = that ≤ 10mm
−7.0mm ≤ µ1 = ηskin, (σ1 = 0.1) ≤ −0.5mm
−2.5mm ≤ µ2 = ηhat, (σ2 = 0.1) ≤ 2.5mm
Random variables r1 = K4 = N(2.5, σ = 0.1667)
r2 = K6 = N(2.5, σ = 0.1667)
r3 = K3 = N(7.65, σ = 0.1167)
(7.2)
This truncated formulation removes three of the deterministic design variables, hstiff ,
wstiff , and rratio, ensuring the final solution be easily validated using a seven-dimensional
deterministic kriging surrogate. To solve this RBDO formulation using the GAUSS-DRM,
a four-dimensional NDK surrogate is constructed for both the stress and frequency con-
straint, where each sample contains a realization from the r independent distributions, and
d and µx are included in the surrogate space. Thus, the decoupled GAUSS-DRM solution
procedure from Section 5.4.2 is leveraged. The solution procedure includes: 80 initial sam-
ples, σs = 0.1, 10 sample points per local-optimum, one local-optimum per infill iteration,
and βt for both stress and frequency of 3.0.
In this problem, the seven-dimensional GAUSS-DRM RBDO problem converges in
17 iterations with a total of 240 Abaqus evaluations, Fig. 7.5(a). The objective starts at
6.4 kg and smoothly decreases to 3.1 kg by iteration 7, and experiences some oscillation
as the constraint updates, ultimately converging to 2.14 kg. These oscillations are a result
of the design variables shifting between similar designs in the RBDO space, Fig. 7.5(b).
The normalized history indicates, ηskin converges to its maximum, ηstiff converges to its
minimum, and tskin and tstiff converge to an intermediate value at about 15 to 20 % of
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their range. At the final design tskin = 3.1955 mm, tstiff = 2.7584 mm, ηskin = -0.5 mm,
and ηstiff = -2.4998 mm.





















(b) Design variable history
Figure 7.5: Decoupled GAUSS-DRM shell panel RBDO history. The objective is weight
in kg, and the optimal solution is tskin = 3.1955 mm, tstiff = 2.7584 mm, ηskin = -0.5 mm,
and ηstiff = -2.4998 mm.
To illustrate the path of the design variables with respect to frequency and stress, Fig.
7.6 is included. Here the 80 initial LHS points are indicated by the black spheres in the
the ηskin and ηstiff space, and tskin and tstiff space in Figs. 7.6(a) and 7.6(b) respectively.
As the iteration history progresses, from cyan to magenta, the η parameters demonstrate a
small change in only ηstiff , consistent with Fig. 7.5(b). The thickness changes are more
drastic, cutting across the design space, Fig. 7.6(b), decreasing the frequency, Fig. 7.6(d)
and increasing the stress, Fig. 7.6(f) as the iterations advance. These changes are not as
easily observed in the η histories since both η values have a small change. However, this
progress increase in stress and decreases in frequency indicate the NDK approximation
progressively becomes more accurate, pushing the raw data closer to the constraint. The
final clusters have a maximum stress of 559 Mpa and a handful of points with a frequency
less than 650 Hz. Thus,the raw data supports the GAUSS-DRM’s convergence.
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(a) Curvature Design of Experiments



















































(f) Von Mises Stress as a function of Thickness
Figure 7.6: Decoupled GAUSS-DRM shell panel RBDO infill history. a, c, & e) Are
a two-dimensional representation of the 4-D DOE in the η space. b, d, & f) Are a two-
dimensional representation of the 4-D DOE in the t space.
At the optimal design, the Abaqus model is reran at the means of the stiffness distribu-
tions to visualize the final geometry, the displacement contour, and stress contour, Fig. 7.7.
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The maximum displacement magnitude of 1.149 mm occurs in the middle at the center of
both the left and right most hat-stiffener, Fig. 7.7(b). The bottom of the panel experiences
about half as much displacement, or 0.57 mm, Fig. 7.7(c). The stress contours reveal a von
Mises stress of 508 MPa at the edges parallel to the stiffeners, and a stress of 437.4 MPa
across the center of the panel.
(a) Optimal Geometry, with thickness visualized
(b) Displacement Top (m) (c) Displacement Bottom (m)
(d) Stress Top (Pa) (e) Stress Bottom (Pa)
Figure 7.7: Optimal panel displacement and stress distributions. Stiffness parameters
K4 = 0, K6 = 0 and K8 = 0. Panel shape parameters: Wstiff = 60 mm, Hstiff = 16mm,
tskin = 3.1955 mm, tstiff = 2.7584 mm, rratio = 25 %, ηskin = -0.5 mm, and ηstiff = -2.4998
mm.
The first four natural frequencies and mode shapes where also reanalyzed at the op-
timal design considering the stiffness distribution means in Fig. 7.8. The first mode has a
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single area of bending at 717 Hz, greater than the constraint of 650 Hz, Fig. 7.8(a). Fol-
lowed by similar second and third mode shapes at 808 Hz and 824 Hz respectively, and the
forth mode at 1569 Hz.
(a) First Mode Shape, 717 Hz (b) Second Mode Shape, 808 Hz
(c) Third Mode Shape, 824 Hz (d) Forth Mode Shape, 1569 Hz
Figure 7.8: Optimal modes shapes and frequencies. Stiffness parameters K4 = 0, K6 = 0
and K8 = 0. Panel shape parameters: Wstiff = 60 mm, Hstiff = 16mm, tskin = 3.1955 mm,
tstiff = 2.7584 mm, rratio = 25 %, ηskin = -0.5 mm, and ηstiff = -2.4998 mm.
Table 7.2: Deterministic Kriging Design of Experiments
Parameter Symbol unit Minimum Maximum
Skin curvature ηskin mm −1.0 0.1
Hat curvature ηstiff mm −3.1 2.1
Skin Thickness tskin mm 2.0 4.0
Hat thickness tstiff mm 2.0 4.0
Z-stiffness K3 pa 106.95 108.35
θx-stiffness K4 pa 101.50 103.50
θz-stiffness K6 pa 101.50 103.50
To validate the final design a deterministic kriging model was constructed over the
7 dimensional space, Table 7.2. The DOE includes ±6σ for the 3 rotational stiffnesses
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and the two skin curvatures at the optimal design. The two thicknesses are selected to
vary from the lower bound of the design space to 4 mm, this allows for a two-dimensional
representation of the failure contours for both stress and frequency. The curvature space
was not selected since they are at the edge of the design space at the optimal solution, thus
the contour would not provide any insight.
With the deterministic kriging model constructed, 1 million MCS evaluations are used
across the five random variables for each design on a 30 × 30 grid, Fig. 7.9. From Fig.
7.9(a), thicker stiffeners result in a larger probability of stress failure, and thicker skins
result in less failures. The opposite is true for frequency, Fig. 7.9(b), thicker skins increase
the probability of failure, and increasing stiffener thickness results in extremely safe de-
signs. The trade-off between the two constraints, Fig. 7.9(c), results in a section of the
design space where both constraints are satisfied, indicated by the area where the stress
boundary is above the frequency boundary. Within this section of the design space both the
stress and frequency constraints are inactive and the objective decreases from right to left.
The GAUSS-DRM optimal solution is indicated by a large black dot in Fig. 7.9(c).
Here the GAUSS-DRM point is below both the stress and frequency failure boundaries.
Indicating the GAUSS-DRM solution is conservative when estimating stress and noncon-
servative in its frequency estimation. All of this is assuming the DK representation of the
design space is exactly representative of the true Abaqus simulation. Therefore, since the
point lies close to both boundaries, it is concluded the GAUSS-DRM was successful at
identifying an optimal design. This was achieved with only 240 Abaqus simulations within
a 7-dimensional space.
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(a) Probability von Mises Stress is greater than 550
MPa














(b) Probability the First Natural Frequency is less
than 650 Hz





















(c) Probablistic Falure Boundaries in the Thickness Space
Figure 7.9: Constraint validation using deterministic kriging with 1,000 Samples.
7.3 Chapter Summary
In this chapter the GAUSsian-Surrogate Dimension Reduction Method (GAUSS-DRM)
was applied to two reliability-based design optimization formulations of nonlinear ther-
moelastic aircraft panel simulations. The first, explored the design of a two-dimensional
beam strip model analyzed in Nastran considering a manufacturing cost objective function
and a probabilistic stress constraint. The aggregated GAUSS-DRM was used to construct a
two-dimensional approximation with a single random variable incorporated as noise. The
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impact of the number of initial samples, and number of local optimum per iteration were
investigated, resulting in four test cases. From the four cases, it was concluded, it is best to
carry two or more local designs forward when investigating a system with a nonlinear cost
function, otherwise it is possible to miss local optimum designs.
The second nonlinear thermoelastic aircraft panel was a 3-D shell representation in
Abaqus. The RBDO formulation considered weight minimization subject to a stress and
frequency constraint considering two probabilistic variables, two deterministic variables
and three random variables. The decoupled GAUSS-DRM was used to construct a four-
dimensional surrogate considering three of the random variables as noise relative to the
frequency and stress constraints. This allowed for MCS to be used to assess the uncertainty
due to the probabilistic variables across the surrogate, and the MSE of the NDK model to
assess the uncertainty due to the random variables. The optimal design was identified with
240 Abaqus simulations over the course of 17 RBDO iterations. The final solution was
validated using a deterministic kriging estimation of a small section of the design space
using 1,000 Abaqus simulations. Ultimately, this chapter demonstrates both the capabil-




Conclusions and Future Work
8.1 Conclusions
In this dissertation, a new kriging formulation considering the aleatory uncertainty of the
data and the epistemic uncertainty of the kriging approximation has been derived. Non-
Deterministic Kriging has been shown to effectively approximate up to a 15-dimensional
space with a limited number of samples and under a variety of noise. When compared to
traditional kriging methods, NDK is exceptional at approximating data with non-stationary
variation, while maintaining an accurate mean. The NDK approximation is also shown
to produce more accurate representations of deterministic numerical propulsion system
simulations than traditional deterministic kriging. These advances were made by using
a local-polynomial regression to characterize the aleatory uncertainty of the data before
fitting the NDK model, resulting in more accurate variation estimations than regression
kriging while requiring less samples than stochastic kriging.
An adaptive infill criterion was established to minimize unconstrained functions under
uncertainty when the response is noisy. The non-deterministic expected improvement infill
criterion was demonstrated on a one-dimensional function considering stationary and non-
stationary variation, where it outperformed traditional techniques. Further benchmarking
was conducted using a suite of normalized functions with stationary variation of two mag-
nitudes. In the benchmarking, ND-EI was shown to be superior to reinterpolation procedure
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and provide similar mean estimation to regression kriging EI but ND-EI provided conser-
vative variation estimation. Indicating ND-EI is superior method if an accurate estimation
of the variation is required.
With the adaptive infill criterion demonstrating NDKs mean and variation estimation
converge as additional samples are added, an efficient reliability-based design optimization
strategy was developed to leverage this information. The GAUSsian Surrogate Dimen-
sion Reduction Method leverages NDK to reduce the dimensionality of an RBDO prob-
lem, while providing a conservative estimation of failure probabilities. The GAUSS-DRM
was demonstrated using benchmark function from literature considering: only random and
deterministic variables are present (aggregated formulation), and when random, determin-
istic, and probabilistic variables are present (decoupled formulation). When compared to
traditional gradient-based approaches both the aggregated and decoupled GAUSS-DRM
formulations are two to three times more efficient, and maintained similar efficiencies to
an existing surrogate-based methodology.
To establish the effectiveness of the GAUSS-DRM for solving nonlinear thermoe-
lastic structures, two reprehensive aircraft panels were recreated from literature and cast
as RBDO problem formulations. The first explored the design of a two-dimensional beam
strip model analyzed in Nastran considering a random boundary condition, two determinis-
tic design variables, a probabilistic stress constraint and a manufacturing objective function
with two local minimums. The aggregated GAUSS-DRM was shown to effectively cap-
ture the nonlinear stress constraint and identifies both local-optimum when considering an
initially large DOE or two infill points per RBDO iteration. The second explored a three-
dimensional shell model analyzed in Abaqus considering three random boundary condi-
tions, two deterministic design variables, and two probabilistic design variables, two proba-
bilistic constraints, and a weight minimization objective function. The decoupled GAUSS-
DRM found an optimum leveraging 240 function evaluations in a seven-dimensional design
space.
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When leveraging Non-Deterministic kriging in optimization under uncertainty each
sample point provides a higher return on investment than gradient-based techniques since
each point provides insight to the global space and does not have to be free from noise. Ul-
timately, NDK is only limited by the Gaussian assumption and the curse-of-dimensionality.
8.2 Future Work
To truly demonstrate the effectiveness of ND-EI, the methodology needs to be implemented
on cases including non-stationary variation and compared to both regression and stochastic
kriging infill criteria. It is the hope of the author ND-EI would perform more efficiently
than stochastic kriging and regression kriging would fail to find the global optimum. This
could be achieved by following the variation function formulations included in Jalali et
al’s. 2017 work [43]. Once accomplished, this methodology should be extended to explore
a multiobjective formulation considering the mean and variance of one or more objective
functions when exploring the space for the best design. This future multiobjective formu-
lation will allow designers to make probabilistic decisions while considering the impact of
imposing a design criteria as a constraint vs. an objective.
Within the GAUSS-DRM formulation, analytic sensitivities with respect to the de-
coupled probability of failure sensitivities need to be investigated. This would save time
compared to finite differencing the estimation (no impact on the results), but would make
the current implementation faster. Additionally, GAUSS-DRM was originally theorized as
having a fluid transition between the aggregated and decoupled solutions by using princi-
pal component analysis on the random variables. This still needs to be demonstrated on a
large-scale analytical problem.
As for the nonlinear thermoelastic examples, the ten-dimensional version of the Abaqus
panel still needs to be explored reincorporating the stiffener width, height, and ramp ratio.
The ten-dimensional and seven-dimensional representations, as well as the Nastran model
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should also be solved using the Dakota software package developed by Sandia National
Laboratory, to further facilitate their use as benchmark functions and to apply prepackaged
methods from literature
The last area of future work is the integration of gradient information within NDK
to create a Gradient Enhanced NDK or GE-NDK. As a first attempt, this is achieved by

















































































































The impact of including the derivative information is clearly visible in Ṙ, where the tra-
ditional correlation matrix, R, is included in location Ṙ11, which is all that is required
if conventional NDK. The increased size of the correlation matrix makes performing the
MLE estimation more expensive, but the trade off is the ability to characterize the system
with less sample points. The derivative of Ṙ is obtained using Eq. 8.3 through 8.6 when a













































(i,j), for k 6= l (8.6)
By using Ṙ in place of the epistemic correlation matrix in traditional NDK, the GE-
NDK covariance matrix becomes Vge−nd = σ2EṘ + V̇A. Where V̇A, is a diagonal matrix
containing the LPR variation of the response, y, and LPR variation estimation of the deriva-
tive information in each direction. For the simplest case, when a zero-order regression is
selected as the basis function, the GE-NDK approximation is given by
ŷge−nd(x) = µ̂+ ṙ























Figure 8.1: Gradient Enhanced Non-Deterministic Kriging.
As a demonstration of this potential gradient-enhanced formulation, a realization of
the normalized Forester2008 function is illustrated in Fig. 8.1. Each data point contains
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gradient information, where the each realization has a standard deviation of the response
and gradient of 0.5 and 0.1 respectively. The gradient information at each point allows the
GE-NDK to more accurately predict the true mean than traditional NDK and DK. More
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function [Y,dy_dx] = costFunction(x)
Y = 1500*x(:,1).ˆ2 + 1333*x(:,2).ˆ2 - 29*x(:,1) - 83.2*x(:,2) + 1.63;
dy_dx1 = 3000*x(:,1) - 29;








% The following ‘input‘ structure contains input required for the functions
% that create Nastran input files, run the analysis, and post-process
% results. In the example parameters below, physical quantities are given
% in English units and material properties are taken as values of TI-6242
% at approximately 900 degrees F. The boundary conditions selection is:
% ’1’ - Simply-supported (Ka/Kr ignored)
% ’2’ - Clamped (Ka/Kr ignored)
% ’3’ - Fixed rotation, axial stiffness prescribed (Kr ignored)
% ’4’ - Fixed axial trans, rotational stiffness prescribed (Ka ignored)
% ’5’ - Axial and rotational stiffness prescribed (Ka/Kr required)
input.d = 0.5; % Curvature parameter
input.L = 12; % Span length
input.numElems = 250; % Number of elements
input.t = 0.125; % Beam thickness
input.E = 12.5e6; % Elastic modulus
input.nu = 0.3; % Poisson’s ratio
input.alpha = 5.5e-6; % Coefficient of thermal expansion
input.filename = ’single_analysis_ex’; % Filename prefix
input.BC = ’1’; % Boundary condition selection
input.T = 900; % Elevated temperature
input.Ka = 1; % Axial stiffness
input.Kr = 1; % Rotational stiffness
% CALL ANALYSIS FUNCTIONS
% The following functions use the input parameters to build the Nastran
% input file for the linear/nonlinear case, call the analysis, and




% The output of the analysis functions contains a structure with arrays
% named ‘disp‘ and ‘stress‘. The useful subset of results for the beam
% study are extracted as:
% Nonlinear
centerDisp_NL = outputNL.disp(1,3)
maxStress_NL = max([outputNL.stress(:,6);outputNL.stress(:,12)]) % At either end of any element.
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minStress_NL = min([outputNL.stress(:,7);outputNL.stress(:,13)]) % At either end of any element.






function [grids,elements] = makeBeamMesh(d,L,numElements)
% makeBeamMesh Create discretization for given beam parameters.
% [grids, elements] = makeBeamMesh(d,L,numElements) creates grid point
% locations and element connectivity information given the curvature
% parameter (d), span length (L), and number of elements.
% Determine number of grids




% Spread points equally across angle span
angle = asind(L/2/r);
theta = linspace(90,90-angle,numGrids)’;




% Grid Point Numbers and Location
grids = [[1:numGrids]’ x y zeros(numGrids,1)];
% Element Numbers and Connectivity
elements = [[1:numElements]’ [1:numGrids-1]’ [2:numGrids]’];
end
A.4 Linear Analysis:

























% Solution and Case Control
fprintf(DAT,’ID Beam Model - Matlab Generated! \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’SOL 400 \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’CEND \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’ TITLE = Beam Model - Nonlinear (Geom) Analysis \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’ ANALYSIS = STATICS \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’ ECHO = NONE \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’ SPC = 1 $ Boundary Conditions \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’ TEMP = 100 $ Temperature Load \n’);
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fprintf(DAT,’ DISP(PUNCH) = ALL $ Displacement Output \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’ STRESS(PRINT) = ALL $ Stress Output \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’$ NLPARM = 1 \n’);
% Bulk Data Entries
fprintf(DAT,’BEGIN BULK \n’);
% Nastran Parameters
fprintf(DAT,’$ NASTRAN PARAMETERS \n’);
%fprintf(DAT,’PARAM,WTMASS,0.002588, $ Use force units instead of mass units \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’PARAM,POST,-1, $ Output .op2 File in Addition to .f06 \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’$PARAM,LGDISP,1, $ Allow Large Displacements \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’$PARAM,NLTOL,1, $ Nonlinear Analysis Convergence Tolerance \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’$NLPARM,1, $ Nonlinear Analysis Parameter \n’);
%fprintf(DAT,’EIGRL, 10, 0.0, , 10, , $ Lancosz Eigenvalue Solver Parameters \n’);
% Grid Entries
fprintf(DAT,’$ GRID ENTRIES \n’);
for i = 1:size(grids,1)
fprintf(DAT,’GRID,%i, ,%.12f,%.12f,%.12f, ,345, \n’,grids(i,1),grids(i,2),grids(i,3),grids(i,4));
end
% Beam Element Entries
fprintf(DAT,’$ CBEAM ELEMENTS \n’);
for i = 1:size(elems,1)
fprintf(DAT,’CBEAM,%i, 1,%i,%i, 0.0, 1.0, 0.0, \n’,elems(i,1),elems(i,2),elems(i,3));
end
% Beam Element Properties
fprintf(DAT,’$ CBEAM PROPERTIES (PBEAM) \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’PBEAM, 1, 1,%.12f,%.12f,%.12f, \n’,A,I1,I2);
fprintf(DAT,’ ,%f,%f,%f,%f, \n’,t/2,0.0,-t/2,0.0);
% Isotropic Material Entries
fprintf(DAT,’$ MATERIAL ENTRIES \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’MAT1, 1,%f, ,%f, ,%f, 0.0,\n’,E,nu,alpha);
% Temperature Load
fprintf(DAT,’$ TEMPERATURE LOAD \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’TEMPD,100,%f, \n’,T);
% Boundary Conditions
fprintf(DAT,’$ BOUNDARY CONDITIONS \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’$ Symmetry Condition \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’SPC, 1, 1, 16, 0.0, \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’$ End Condition \n’);
switch BC
case ’1’
fprintf(DAT,’SPC, 1,%i, 126, 0.0, \n’,grids(end,1));
case ’2’
fprintf(DAT,’SPC, 1,%i, 12, 0.0, \n’,grids(end,1));
case ’3’














display(’ERROR IN BC SPECIFICATION!’)
end













A.5 Geometric Nonlinear Analysis:


























% Solution and Case Control
fprintf(DAT,’ID Beam Model - Matlab Generated! \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’SOL 400 \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’CEND \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’ TITLE = Beam Model - Nonlinear (Geom) Analysis \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’ ANALYSIS = NLSTATICS \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’ ECHO = NONE \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’ SPC = 1 $ Boundary Conditions \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’ TEMP = 100 $ Temperature Load \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’ DISP(PUNCH) = ALL $ Displacement Output \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’ STRESS(PRINT) = ALL $ Stress Output \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’ NLPARM = 1 \n’);
% Bulk Data Entries
fprintf(DAT,’BEGIN BULK \n’);
% Nastran Parameters
fprintf(DAT,’$ NASTRAN PARAMETERS \n’);
%fprintf(DAT,’PARAM,WTMASS,0.002588, $ Use force units instead of mass units \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’PARAM,POST,-1, $ Output .op2 File in Addition to .f06 \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’PARAM,LGDISP,1, $ Allow Large Displacements \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’PARAM,NLTOL,1, $ Nonlinear Analysis Convergence Tolerance \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’NLPARM,1, $ Nonlinear Analysis Parameter \n’);
%fprintf(DAT,’EIGRL, 10, 0.0, , 10, , $ Lancosz Eigenvalue Solver Parameters \n’);
% Grid Entries
fprintf(DAT,’$ GRID ENTRIES \n’);
for i = 1:size(grids,1)
fprintf(DAT,’GRID,%i, ,%.12f,%.12f,%.12f, ,345, \n’,grids(i,1),grids(i,2),grids(i,3),grids(i,4));
end
% Beam Element Entries
fprintf(DAT,’$ CBEAM ELEMENTS \n’);
for i = 1:size(elems,1)
fprintf(DAT,’CBEAM,%i, 1,%i,%i, 0.0, 1.0, 0.0, \n’,elems(i,1),elems(i,2),elems(i,3));
end
% Beam Element Properties
fprintf(DAT,’$ CBEAM PROPERTIES (PBEAM) \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’PBEAM, 1, 1,%.12f,%.12f,%.12f, \n’,A,I1,I2);
fprintf(DAT,’ ,%f,%f,%f,%f, \n’,t/2,0.0,-t/2,0.0);
% Isotropic Material Entries
fprintf(DAT,’$ MATERIAL ENTRIES \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’MAT1, 1,%f, ,%f, ,%f, 0.0,\n’,E,nu,alpha);
% Temperature Load
fprintf(DAT,’$ TEMPERATURE LOAD \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’TEMPD,100,%f, \n’,T);
% Boundary Conditions
fprintf(DAT,’$ BOUNDARY CONDITIONS \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’$ Symmetry Condition \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’SPC, 1, 1, 16, 0.0, \n’);
fprintf(DAT,’$ End Condition \n’);
switch BC
case ’1’
fprintf(DAT,’SPC, 1,%i, 126, 0.0, \n’,grids(end,1));
case ’2’
fprintf(DAT,’SPC, 1,%i, 12, 0.0, \n’,grids(end,1));
case ’3’















display(’ERROR IN BC SPECIFICATION!’)
end

























hH = 0.0160; % constant
hW = 0.060; % constant





spArray = [-hW/2,0; 0,dS; hW/2,0];
K = splineCoefficients(spArray);
XX = linspace(spArray(1,1),spArray(2,1),2000)’;
[Y,dY_dx] = splinePredictor(spArray,K, XX);
LengthTopSpline = trapz(XX, sqrt(1 + dY_dx.ˆ2))*2;
spArray2 = [-hW/2+hR*hW,-hH; 0,-hH+dH; hW/2-hR*hW,-hH];
K = splineCoefficients(spArray2);
XX = linspace(spArray2(1,1),spArray2(2,1),2000)’;
[Y,dY_dx] = splinePredictor(spArray2,K, XX);
LengthBotSpline = trapz(XX, sqrt(1 + dY_dx.ˆ2))*2;
rampDist = sqrt( (spArray2(1,1) - spArray(1,1))ˆ2 + (spArray2(1,2) - spArray(1,2))ˆ2);














k1 = -(x0ˆ2*y1 + x1ˆ2*y0 - x0ˆ2*y2 - 2*x2ˆ2*y0 - x1ˆ2*y2 + 2*x2ˆ2*y1 - ...
3*x0*x1*y0 + x0*x1*y1 + 3*x0*x2*y0 + 2*x0*x1*y2 - 3*x0*x2*y1 + ...
x1*x2*y0 - x1*x2*y1)/(2*(x0 - x1)*(x0 - x2)*(x1 - x2));
k2 = (x0ˆ2*y1 + x1ˆ2*y0 - x0ˆ2*y2 + x2ˆ2*y0 - x1ˆ2*y2 - x2ˆ2*y1 - ...
2*x0*x1*y1 + 2*x0*x1*y2 - 2*x1*x2*y0 + 2*x1*x2*y1)/((x0 - x1)*...
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(x0 - x2)*(x1 - x2));
k3 = (2*x0ˆ2*y1 - x1ˆ2*y0 - 2*x0ˆ2*y2 - x2ˆ2*y0 + x1ˆ2*y2 + ...
x2ˆ2*y1 - x0*x1*y1 + x0*x1*y2 - 3*x0*x2*y1 + 2*x1*x2*y0 + ...
3*x0*x2*y2 + x1*x2*y1 - 3*x1*x2*y2)/(2*(x0 - x1)*(x0 - x2)*(x1 - x2));
K = [k1; k2; k3];
end
B.3 Spline Predictor with Gradient Information:





% only do the prediction of the half spline, x0 to x1
a = K(1) * (x1 - x0) - (y1 - y0);
b = -K(2) * (x1 - x0) + (y1 - y0);
t = (XX - x0)./ (x1 - x0);
Y = (1 - t)*y0 + t*y1 + t.*(1-t).*(a*(1-t)+b*t);
dY_dX = (y1-y0) / (x1-x0) + (1 - 2*t).* ( (a*(1-t)+b*t) ./ (x1-x0) ) + t.*(1-t)*(b-a)/(x1-x0);
end
B.4 Evaluate Multiple Panel Realizations:




for i = 1:rows
[Data0] = runAbaqusPanel(IterationNum,[HoldConstant,X(i,:),RandomPart(i,:)]);





B.5 Evaluate Abaqus Input File From Matlab:
function [Data] = runAbaqusPanel(iterNum,DesignIN)
jobPre = ’JobNameHere_’;
tic









for i = 1:length(cleanFiles)
system([’ rm ’, jobName,cleanFiles{i}])

























B.6 Post Process the Abaqus Output:
function [CenterData,FreqData,StressData,Mass,MaxValues] = postProcessPanel(jobName,deltaT)







dataArray = textscan(fileID, formatSpec, ’Delimiter’, delimiter, ’TextType’,...
’string’, ’HeaderLines’ ,startRow-1, ’ReturnOnError’, false, ’EndOfLine’, ’\r\n’);
fclose(fileID);
CenterData = [dataArray{1:end-1}];











dataArray = textscan(fileID, formatSpec, ’Delimiter’, delimiter, ’TextType’,...
’string’, ’HeaderLines’ ,startRow-1, ’ReturnOnError’, false, ’EndOfLine’, ’\r\n’);
fclose(fileID);
FreqData = [dataArray{1:end-1}];









dataArray = textscan(fileID, formatSpec, ’Delimiter’, delimiter, ’TextType’,...








U2 = U2(Index)*-1; % to match Manov
MISESTop = MISESTop(Index);
MISESBot = MISESBot(Index);
MISESTop(MISESTop == 0) = nan;
MISESBot(MISESBot == 0) = nan;
StressData = [X,U2,MISESTop,MISESBot];










dataArray = textscan(fileID, formatSpec, ’Delimiter’, delimiter, ’TextType’,...
’string’, ’HeaderLines’ ,startRow-1, ’ReturnOnError’, false, ’EndOfLine’, ’\r\n’);
fclose(fileID);
MaxValues = [dataArray{1:end-1}];







delimiter = ’ ’;
formatSpec = ’%f%[ˆ\n\r]’;
fileID = fopen(filename,’r’);
dataArray = textscan(fileID, formatSpec, ’Delimiter’, delimiter,...
’MultipleDelimsAsOne’, true, ’TextType’, ’string’, ’HeaderLines’ ,...
startRow-1, ’ReturnOnError’, false, ’EndOfLine’, ’\r\n’);
fclose(fileID);
Mass = dataArray{:, 1};












B.7 Modify the Python Input File to Abaqus:
function modAbaqusPanel(orgFileName,newFileName,Inputs,jobName)











% Change cell A
%A{35} = sprintf(’finalTemp = %.1f’,Inputs);
A{41} = sprintf(’hatHeight = %.15f’,Inputs(1));
A{42} = sprintf(’hatWidth = %.15f’,Inputs(2));
A{43} = sprintf(’hatRampRatio = %.15f’,Inputs(3));
A{44} = sprintf(’deltaSkin = %.15f’,Inputs(4));
A{45} = sprintf(’deltaHat = %.15f’,Inputs(5));
A{46} = sprintf(’thicknessTop = %.15f’,Inputs(6));
A{47} = sprintf(’thicknessBot = %.15f’,Inputs(7));
A{50} = sprintf(’jobName = ’’%s’’’,jobName);
A{84} = sprintf(’K8 = %.15f’,Inputs(8)); % K8
A{81} = sprintf(’K4 = %.15f’,Inputs(9)); % K4
A{83} = sprintf(’K6 = %.15f’,Inputs(10)); % K6
% Write cell A into txt
fid = fopen(newFileName, ’w’);
for i = 1:numel(A)









B.8 Python CAE Input File:
# Thermoelastic Hat-stiffened Panel
# Script for Panel Construction





from abaqus import *





from caeModules import *










s = mdb.models[’Panel’].ConstrainedSketch(name=’__profile__’, sheetSize=0.3)
#
###################################################################































tieTol2 = sqrt((hatWidth/2.0)**2 + (hatHeight)**2)-0.001






# MIL-HDBK-5J, creep resistant 1050F ˜ 565.5C


















###################### SKETCHING PROFILE ##########################
###################################################################






s.ConstructionLine(point1=(0.0, 0.01), point2=(0.0, 0.0))
s.VerticalConstraint(entity=g[2], addUndoState=False)













# Angled sections g[6]












# flat sections g[9]
















# middle stiff length
s.DistanceDimension(entity1=v[1], entity2=g[2], textPoint=(
-0.009, -0.027), value=(hatWidth/2.0-hatRamp))









## Create left splines
# hat spline











## Reflecting the sketch
# this will create objects g[12] -> g[19], v[17]
s.copyMirror(mirrorLine=g[2], objectList=(g[5], g[6], g[7], g[8], g[9], g[10], g[11],g[12]))
#
## Creating the middle hat and skin splines
# hat spline



















####################### BUILDING PART #############################
###################################################################
#
## Creating the part from the sketch
p = mdb.models[’Panel’].Part(name=’HatPanel’, dimensionality=THREE_D, type=DEFORMABLE_BODY)
mdb.models[’Panel’].ConstrainedSketch(name=’PanelCrossSection’, objectToCopy=s)




























faces = f.findAt((( -hatDist/2.0, 0.0, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( -hatDist, deltaSkin, panelDepth/2.0), ),
((-panelWidth/2.0+edgeError, 0.0, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( 0.0, -hatHeight+deltaHat, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( hatWidth/2.0-hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( -hatWidth/2.0+hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( hatDist, -hatHeight+deltaHat, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( hatDist+hatWidth/2.0-hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( hatDist-hatWidth/2.0+hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, panelDepth/2.0), ))
regions = regionToolset.Region(faces=faces)
p.flipNormal(regions=regions)
# If the above block is backwards just flip ’everything’ after it is defined
# Edges for bounday conditions
p = mdb.models[’Panel’].parts[’HatPanel’]
e = p.edges
edges = e.findAt((( 0.0, deltaSkin, 0.0), ),
(( -hatDist/2.0, 0.0, 0.0), ),
(( hatDist/2.0, 0.0, 0.0), ),
(( -hatDist, deltaSkin, 0.0), ),
(( hatDist, deltaSkin, 0.0), ),
((-panelWidth/2.0+edgeError, 0.0, 0.0), ),
(( panelWidth/2.0-edgeError, 0.0, 0.0), ),
(( -panelWidth/2.0, 0.0, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( panelWidth/2.0, 0.0, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( 0.0, deltaSkin, panelDepth), ),
(( -hatDist/2.0, 0.0, panelDepth), ),
(( hatDist/2.0, 0.0, panelDepth), ),
(( -hatDist, deltaSkin, panelDepth), ),
(( hatDist, deltaSkin, panelDepth), ),
((-panelWidth/2.0+edgeError, 0.0, panelDepth), ),
(( panelWidth/2.0-edgeError, 0.0, panelDepth), ))
p.Set(edges=edges, name=’SkinEdges’)
#




edges = e.findAt((( 0.0, deltaSkin, 0.0), ),
(( -hatDist/2.0, 0.0, 0.0), ),
(( hatDist/2.0, 0.0, 0.0), ),
(( -hatDist, deltaSkin, 0.0), ),
(( hatDist, deltaSkin, 0.0), ),
((-panelWidth/2.0+edgeError, 0.0, 0.0), ),
(( panelWidth/2.0-edgeError, 0.0, 0.0), ))
p.Set(edges=edges, name=’SkinEdges_Zero’)
#
edges = e.findAt((( 0.0, deltaSkin, panelDepth), ),
(( -hatDist/2.0, 0.0, panelDepth), ),
(( hatDist/2.0, 0.0, panelDepth), ),
(( -hatDist, deltaSkin, panelDepth), ),
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(( hatDist, deltaSkin, panelDepth), ),
((-panelWidth/2.0+edgeError, 0.0, panelDepth), ),
(( panelWidth/2.0-edgeError, 0.0, panelDepth), ))
p.Set(edges=edges, name=’SkinEdges_Depth’)
#
edges = e.findAt((( -panelWidth/2.0, 0.0, panelDepth/2.0), ))
p.Set(edges=edges, name=’SkinEdges_Right’)
#




# getting the faces for mechanical loads
f = p.faces
faces = f.findAt((( 0.0, deltaSkin, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( -hatDist/2.0, 0.0, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( hatDist/2.0, 0.0, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( -hatDist, deltaSkin, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( hatDist, deltaSkin, panelDepth/2.0), ),
((-panelWidth/2.0+edgeError, 0.0, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( panelWidth/2.0-edgeError, 0.0, panelDepth/2.0), ))
p.Set(faces=faces, name=’SkinFace’)
#
# getting the faces for the bottom stiffeners
f = p.faces
faces = f.findAt((( 0.0, -hatHeight+deltaHat, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( hatWidth/2.0-hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( -hatWidth/2.0+hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( -hatDist, -hatHeight+deltaHat, panelDepth/2.0), ),
((-hatDist+hatWidth/2.0-hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, panelDepth/2.0), ),
((-hatDist-hatWidth/2.0+hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( hatDist, -hatHeight+deltaHat, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( hatDist+hatWidth/2.0-hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, panelDepth/2.0), ),




edges = e.findAt((( 0.0, -hatHeight+deltaHat, panelDepth), ),
(( hatWidth/2.0-hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, panelDepth), ),
(( -hatWidth/2.0+hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, panelDepth), ),
(( -hatDist, -hatHeight+deltaHat, panelDepth), ),
((-hatDist+hatWidth/2.0-hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, panelDepth), ),
((-hatDist-hatWidth/2.0+hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, panelDepth), ),
(( hatDist, -hatHeight+deltaHat, panelDepth), ),
(( hatDist+hatWidth/2.0-hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, panelDepth), ),
(( hatDist-hatWidth/2.0+hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, panelDepth), ))
p.Set(edges=edges, name=’HatEdges_Back’)
#
edges = e.findAt((( 0.0, -hatHeight+deltaHat, panelDepth), ),
(( hatWidth/2.0-hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, panelDepth), ),
(( -hatWidth/2.0+hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, panelDepth),))
p.Set(edges=edges, name=’HatEdges_Back_mid’)
#
edges = e.findAt((( -hatDist, -hatHeight+deltaHat, panelDepth), ),




edges = e.findAt((( hatDist, -hatHeight+deltaHat, panelDepth), ),
(( hatDist+hatWidth/2.0-hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, panelDepth), ),
(( hatDist-hatWidth/2.0+hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, panelDepth), ))
p.Set(edges=edges, name=’HatEdges_Back_right’)
#
edges = e.findAt((( 0.0, -hatHeight+deltaHat, 0.0), ),
(( hatWidth/2.0-hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, 0.0), ),
(( -hatWidth/2.0+hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, 0.0), ),
(( -hatDist, -hatHeight+deltaHat, 0.0), ),
((-hatDist+hatWidth/2.0-hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, 0.0), ),
((-hatDist-hatWidth/2.0+hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, 0.0), ),
(( hatDist, -hatHeight+deltaHat, 0.0), ),
(( hatDist+hatWidth/2.0-hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, 0.0), ),
(( hatDist-hatWidth/2.0+hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, 0.0), ))
p.Set(edges=edges, name=’HatEdges_Front’)
#
edges = e.findAt((( 0.0, -hatHeight+deltaHat, 0.0), ),
(( hatWidth/2.0-hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, 0.0), ),
(( -hatWidth/2.0+hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, 0.0),))
p.Set(edges=edges, name=’HatEdges_Front_mid’)
#
edges = e.findAt((( -hatDist, -hatHeight+deltaHat, 0.0), ),
((-hatDist+hatWidth/2.0-hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, 0.0), ),
((-hatDist-hatWidth/2.0+hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, 0.0), ))
p.Set(edges=edges, name=’HatEdges_Front_left’)
#
edges = e.findAt((( hatDist, -hatHeight+deltaHat, 0.0), ),
(( hatDist+hatWidth/2.0-hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, 0.0), ),




# All the faces
f = p.faces
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faces = f.findAt((( 0.0, deltaSkin, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( -hatDist/2.0, 0.0, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( hatDist/2.0, 0.0, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( -hatDist, deltaSkin, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( hatDist, deltaSkin, panelDepth/2.0), ),
((-panelWidth/2.0+edgeError, 0.0, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( panelWidth/2.0-edgeError, 0.0, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( 0.0, -hatHeight+deltaHat, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( hatWidth/2.0-hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( -hatWidth/2.0+hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( -hatDist, -hatHeight+deltaHat, panelDepth/2.0), ),
((-hatDist+hatWidth/2.0-hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, panelDepth/2.0), ),
((-hatDist-hatWidth/2.0+hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( hatDist, -hatHeight+deltaHat, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( hatDist+hatWidth/2.0-hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, panelDepth/2.0), ),









farPlane=1.10271, width=0.349018, height=0.228298, cameraPosition=(
0.0312993, 0.360784, 0.974419), cameraUpVector=(-0.23758, 0.686954,
-0.686768))
session.viewports[’Viewport: 1’].view.setValues(nearPlane=0.698052,
farPlane=1.10424, width=0.346186, height=0.226446, cameraPosition=(
0.110507, 0.475041, 0.903292), cameraUpVector=(-0.0409392, 0.598607,















side1Faces = s.findAt((( 0.0, deltaSkin, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( hatDist/2.0, 0.0, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( hatDist, deltaSkin, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( panelWidth/2.0-edgeError, 0.0, panelDepth/2.0), ))
side2Faces = s.findAt((( -hatDist/2.0, 0.0, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( -hatDist, deltaSkin, panelDepth/2.0), ),










elemType1 = mesh.ElemType(elemCode=S4R, elemLibrary=STANDARD,
secondOrderAccuracy=OFF, hourglassControl=DEFAULT)
elemType2 = mesh.ElemType(elemCode=S3R, elemLibrary=STANDARD)
p = mdb.models[’Panel’].parts[’HatPanel’]
f = p.faces
faces = f.findAt((( 0.0, deltaSkin, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( -hatDist/2.0, 0.0, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( hatDist/2.0, 0.0, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( -hatDist, deltaSkin, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( hatDist, deltaSkin, panelDepth/2.0), ),
((-panelWidth/2.0+edgeError, 0.0, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( panelWidth/2.0-edgeError, 0.0, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( 0.0, -hatHeight+deltaHat, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( hatWidth/2.0-hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( -hatWidth/2.0+hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( -hatDist, -hatHeight+deltaHat, panelDepth/2.0), ),
((-hatDist+hatWidth/2.0-hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, panelDepth/2.0), ),
((-hatDist-hatWidth/2.0+hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( hatDist, -hatHeight+deltaHat, panelDepth/2.0), ),
(( hatDist+hatWidth/2.0-hatRamp/2.0, -hatHeight/2.0, panelDepth/2.0), ),


















for ind in range(numSpringNodes):
coordLook = p.sets[’SkinEdges_Depth’].nodes[ind].coordinates[0]












for ind in range(numSpringNodes):
coordLook = p.sets[’SkinEdges_Zero’].nodes[ind].coordinates[0]












for ind in range(numSpringNodes):
coordLook = p.sets[’SkinEdges_Right’].nodes[ind].coordinates[2]












for ind in range(numSpringNodes):
coordLook = p.sets[’SkinEdges_Left’].nodes[ind].coordinates[2]









# Depth hat nodes
numSpringNodes = len(p.sets[’HatEdges_Back’].nodes)
commandString = ’nodes=’
for ind in range(numSpringNodes):
coordLook = p.sets[’HatEdges_Back’].nodes[ind].coordinates[1]









# Zero hat nodes
numSpringNodes = len(p.sets[’HatEdges_Front’].nodes)
commandString = ’nodes=’
for ind in range(numSpringNodes):
coordLook = p.sets[’HatEdges_Front’].nodes[ind].coordinates[1]












#################### Defining Sections ############################
###################################################################
#












































for ind in range(len(springSets)):
region=mdb.models[’Panel’].rootAssembly.instances[’HatPanel-1’].sets[springSets[ind]]
for ind2 in range(len(indexSprings[ind])):
mdb.models[’Panel’].rootAssembly.engineeringFeatures.SpringDashpotToGround(





























region=region, u1=SET, u2=SET, u3=SET, ur1=UNSET, ur2=UNSET, ur3=UNSET,









region=region, u1=UNSET, u2=SET, u3=SET, ur1=UNSET, ur2=UNSET, ur3=UNSET,








region=region, u1=SET, u2=SET, u3=UNSET, ur1=UNSET, ur2=UNSET, ur3=UNSET,








region=region, u1=UNSET, u2=UNSET, u3=SET, ur1=UNSET, ur2=UNSET, ur3=UNSET,







region=region, u1=SET, u2=SET, u3=SET, ur1=UNSET, ur2=SET, ur3=UNSET,
amplitude=UNSET, distributionType=UNIFORM, fieldName=’’, localCsys=None)
else:
print(’No springs’)




region=region, u1=SET, u2=SET, u3=SET, ur1=UNSET, ur2=SET, ur3=UNSET,
amplitude=UNSET, distributionType=UNIFORM, fieldName=’’, localCsys=None)
#
###################################################################
####################### Initial Conditions ########################
###################################################################
#

















































myJob = mdb.Job(name=jobName, model=’Panel’, description=’’, type=ANALYSIS,
atTime=None, waitMinutes=0, waitHours=0, queue=None, memory=90,
memoryUnits=PERCENTAGE, getMemoryFromAnalysis=True,
explicitPrecision=SINGLE, nodalOutputPrecision=SINGLE, echoPrint=OFF,
modelPrint=OFF, contactPrint=OFF, historyPrint=OFF, userSubroutine=’’,




























normalization=DISPLACEMENT, numEigen=numberOfModes, vectors=numberOfModes+8, maxIterations=30,
eigensolver=SUBSPACE, acousticCoupling=AC_OFF)
session.viewports[’Viewport: 1’].assemblyDisplay.setValues(step=’Step-1’)
# Add boundary conditions around edge and hat faces
freqJob = mdb.Job(name=jobName+’B’, model=’Panel-Freq’, description=’’, type=ANALYSIS,
atTime=None, waitMinutes=0, waitHours=0, queue=None, memory=90,
memoryUnits=PERCENTAGE, getMemoryFromAnalysis=True,
explicitPrecision=SINGLE, nodalOutputPrecision=SINGLE, echoPrint=OFF,
modelPrint=OFF, contactPrint=OFF, historyPrint=OFF, userSubroutine=’’,












from abaqus import session
from odbAccess import *
from array import array






















































for ijk in xrange(startLoop,numNodesTotal):



















for k in xrange(0,len(nodeDisp_u3)):
startLoopVal = 0
#if k == 0:
# startLoopVal = 0
#else:
# startLoopVal = int(indexArray[0,k-1])
#print(startLoopVal)
for j in xrange(startLoopVal,numElements):


























# writing stress on the top and bottom surface(MPa) of the panel with displacements(mm)
fileHere = open(jobName+’_StressesMiddle.txt’,’w’)
fileHere.write("Index, X, Y, Z, U1, U2, U3, Umag, elmIndex, mises (top), maxIP, maxP, mises (bot), maxIP, maxP \n")
for k in xrange(0, len(nodeIndexMiddleX)):
fileHere.write("%i, %.12f, %.12f, %.12f, %.12f, %.12f, %.12f, %.12f, %i, %.12f, %.12f, %.12f, %.12f, %.12f, %.12f\n"
% (nodeIndex[k], nodeIndexMiddleX[k], nodeIndexMiddleY[k], nodeIndexMiddleZ[k],
nodeDisp_u1[k], nodeDisp_u2[k], nodeDisp_u3[k], nodeDisp_mag[k], indexArray[0,k],






# Getting history of the middle node on the surface








# Writing history to file
fileHere = open(jobName+’_CenterPoint.txt’,’w’)
fileHere.write("Displacement (mm), VM stress bot (MPa), VM stress top (MPa) \n")
for k in xrange(0, len(step2.frames)):
fileHere.write("%.12f, %.12f, %.12f \n"% (transverseDisp[0,k], vmStressDeltaT_bot[0,k], vmStressDeltaT_top[0,k]))
fileHere.close()
# Add max displacement, include location
# Add max vm stress, include location





for k in xrange(0,len(stress.values)):
misesStress.append(float(stress.values[k].mises))
dispMag = array(’d’)
for k in xrange(0,len(displacement.values)):
dispMag.append(float(displacement.values[k].magnitude))
fileHere = open(jobName+’_Max.txt’,’w’)
fileHere.write("MaxDispMag (mm), MaxVMStres (GPa) \n")




# Pulling out the frequency information
step3 = odb.steps[’Step-1’]
fileHere = open(jobName+’_Freq.txt’,’w’)
fileHere.write("Mode Number, Freq (Cycle/sec) \n")
freqArray = array(’d’)
for k in xrange(1, numberOfModes+1):
print(step3.frames[k].frequency)
freqArray.append(float(step3.frames[k].frequency))
fileHere.write("%.12f, %.12f \n"% (k, freqArray[-1]))
fileHere.close()
221
